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EDUCATIONAL QUEST
LINKING ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES TO STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
The external environment of institutions of higher education can be characterized by change
and turbulence. Administrators of colleges and universities have witnessed major shifts in the
demographics of their institution's student clientele. External agencies have tightened their
control of policy-making and fiscal decisions made by the institution's ariministrative staff. There
has been a growing criticism of the value of the curriculum offered aid the quality of instruction
provided by many institutions of higher education. Less obvious, but no less significant, the
pervasive spread of electronic technologies through American society has challenged the
dominant instructional and managerial paradigm found in the majority of American higher
education institutions. In short, the accelerating rate, magnitude and complexity of change
occurring in all sectors of American society have created a new vulnerability in the higher
education "tableau" (Keller, 1983).
Given this rapidly changing environment, the lead time for administrators to analyze changes in
their institution's external environment and to formulate appropriate strategies has decreased.
The context within which strategic policy interventions can be made is more circumscribed. In
addition, the perceived uncertainty of implementing a particular strategy or set of strategies has
intensifted. In summary, the turbulence in an institution's external environment challenges the
capability of decision makers to formulate those strategic plans required to effectively anticipate
these changing conditions.

This phenomenon of rapid change has led to a recognition among administrators and
organizational theorists of the need for a broadly based approach to institutional planning which
emphasizes sensitivity to the effects of environmental change on the strategic position of the
institution (Ellison, 1977; Cope, 1978). An administrators analysis of the environment of the
organization is critical to accurately assess the opportunities and threatt that the environment
poses for the institution and to develop the strategic policies necessary to adapt to both internal
and external environme;.ts.

All organizations, including colleges and universities, are perceived by contemporary
organizational theorists as social systems existing in and interacting with their environment
(Gibson, 1968; Scott, 1981). An organization's environment is essentially all those factors
external to it that affect it or are perceived to affect it. Hall (1977) divides an organization's
environmental iact ors into two categories: the limited number of factors that directly affect it (the
task environment), and the almost unlimited number of factors that influence all organizations in
the society (the general societal environment). In essence, the task environment is composed
of the set of factors that are unique to each organization, while the general societal environment
includes the other environmental factors that are the same for all organizations.

Factors in the task environment are readily apparent to college and university administrators

(e.g.. clients/students, funding, government educational policies and regulations, etc.).
However, the distinction between the organization's 'ask environment and the general societal
environment is not always clear. Particularly under turbulent conditions, factors in the general

societal environment "break through" into the organization's task env;ronment (Kast and
Rosenzweig, 1979). Consequently, changes in the general societal environment can and
often do have significant effects on the organization, effects well documented in the literature
of organizational analysis (Osborne & Hunt, 1974; Hall, 1977; Kast & Rosenzweig, 1979; Scott,
1981).

Contingency approaches to organizational theory have focused upon the effect of
environmental change in creating uncertainty for policy-makers formulating organizational
strategy (Anderson & Paine, 1975; Lindsay & Rue, 1980; Boulton, Lindsay, Franklin & Rue,
1982). Duncan (1972) describes three factors which contribute to this sense of uncertainty: (1)
a lack of information about environmental factors which would influence a given decision-making

situation; (2) a lack of knowledge about the effects of an incorrect decision; and (3) the inability
of the decision-maker to determine the probability that a given environmental factor will affect
the success (or failure) of the organization or one of its subsystems in fulfiiling its mission. In a

later study, Leblibici and Salancik (1981) also found that the uncertainty experienced by a
decision -maker arises from his or her inability to predict the outcomes of certain actions. This
inability to predict decision outcomes is derived from two sources. The first is the nature of the
world in which we livemultivariate, complex, and interrelated. The second is that we live in a
probabilistic worldan event can occur tomorrow, next week, or next year which could affect the
interrelationships of variables, trends, and issues. In essence, the more turbulent and complex
the organization's environment appears, the less able an administrator is to anticipate the
probability of success in implementing a particular strategy.

The uncertainty faced by a decision-maker in planning strategically is compounded by an
increasingly dynamic and uncertain environment (Er sry and Trist, 1980). Terreberry (1968)
concluded that organizations in the future must be prepared to adapt even more to the
influence of external forces. Therefore, the strategic planner and policy-maker cannot analyze
the condition of the future environment by assuming that it will remain in a static state (i.e.,
orderly and incremental progression into the future). Most environments are dynamic and,
consequently, rich in possible opportunities as well as possible tweets to the organization.
Lack of knowledge about possible permutations of the emerging environment denies the
planner certitude about the future. Indeed, a decision-maker can never have complete
information of the future. Policy decisions to effect a desired outcome at a future poin in time
must necessarily be made with partial information.

Traditional educational planning models are weak in identifying environmental changes and
assessing their organizational impact. In his analysis of the approaches to planning exhibited by
American educational institutions, Ziegler (1970) identified two primary assumptions which
characterize the weakness of these models: (1) the organization's environment will remain
essentially static over time; and (2) the environment is composed of only a few variables
impacting education. In essence, the underlying assumption of most current educational
planning is that environmental change will be a continuation of the rate and direction of present
(and past) trends. Therefore, many administrators implicitly expect a "surprise-free" future for
their institutions. We know, however, that this Is not possibie, and the furtherwe go out into the
future, the less possible it will be. A model is needed that enables administrators to detect
signals of change 'n all sectors of the environment and to link environmental information to the
organization's strategic management (Ansoff, 1975).
In recent years, a group of techniques nas been developed, which educational policy-makers
can employ in establishing the strategic policy of their organizations. These techniques come
under a broad category of methodology known as futures research. A primary purpose of this
methodology is to assist strategic policy planners in reducing the level of uncertainty associated
with strategic decision-making. The focus of this methodology is the identification, analysis and
evaluation of alternative future states of an organization's environment and the sources of
change within it.
One futures research technique is environmenta! scanning, which has been defined by Aguilar
(1967) as the systematic collection of external information in order to lessen the randomness of
information flowing into the organization. The purpose of environmental scanning is to provide
an early warning to administrators of changing external conditions.

All organizations acquire information on their environment in some form. However, Aguilar
(1967) suggests that environmental assessment is more effective where a formal search
replaces the informal search of the environment. Etzioni (1968) also recommends that

organizations obtain information from both the general societal environment and the
organization's task environment. The process of environmental scanning is described by Terry
(1977) as consisting of three essential stages: (1) the identification of strategic issues through

an assessment of the environment; (2) review of the organization's mission and domain of
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operations; and (3) the development of strategic and tactical objectives. These stages have
been incorporated in the SPIRE planning model in the oil industry (Klein and Newman, 1980).

The use of environmental scanning for strategic policy development has been studied
principally in the context of corporations (Thomas, 1980). Recent literature of educational
planning includes this technique as part of the strategic planning process at colleges and
universities (Cope, 1981; Keller, 1983; Morrison, Renfro and Boucher, 1984). However, much
of this literature describes the process of scanning the environment for issues, but does not
detail how the information and analysis developed from the scanning is to be incorporated into
the formulation of institutional strategy. This manual is intended to fill this void by describing in
detail a process (ED QUEST) for linking environmental scanning to strategic management.

ED QUEST is desigr 3d to identify emerging issues and events that indicate potential threats
and opportunities to educational organizations, to analyze the probable impact of these
variables on th' organization, and to facilitate the development of appropriate organizational
strategies (Mecca and Adams, 1982). Unlike more complex methods for analyzing socioeconomic and political environments, ED QUEST can be quickly and easily implemented.
Moreover, it does not require that the institution spend scarce financial resources on
specialized technical services or personnel. In its simplified form, the ED QUEST process
consists of divergent-thinking activities in which assumptions about the future of the
environment are examined and tested. The results of this process are then systematically
applied to the formulation of organizational strategies. Upon completion, the institution will have
(1) an initial data bank of trends, emerging issues, and events to monitor, and (2) courses of
action that could be pursued by the organization in adapting to the changing environment. This
information provides thP foundation for on-going strategic management.
The purpose of this manual is to descnbe conceptually, and through practical illustrations, each
step of the ED QUEST process. It represents an enhancement of an earlier version which

describes the application of the generic model to educational systems (Mecca and Adams,
1981). In Part One, the essential elements of the process are described, including the criteria

establishing information sources, identifying ar 1 analyzing critical trends and events,
developing alternative scenarios, identi'ying strategic options, and selecting options to be
incorporated into the strategic management process.

In the second and third sections of the manual, a description is given of planning teams at two

fictitious i.. litutions that use alternative versions of the ED QUEST process in developing
institutional strategies. Part Two describes a version of ED QUEST used at a small, private, fouryear college, by a planning team inexperienced in strategic planning. The basic version of ED
QUEST that they used allowed them to develop the basic skills and knowledge of strategic
planning while also formulating their initial plan. In comparison, the institutional planning team of
the second institution, a public two-year college described in Part Three, elected to use an

approach involving more sophisticated planning techniques. The purpose in using two
examples is to illustrate that a variety of techniques and versions of these techniques can be
incorporated into the basic ED QUEST process. The initial phases of the process should
introduce the institution's staff to basic concepts and skills of planning. As the members of the
planning team become more comfortable anr4 proficient in their rolez, more sophisticated
methods of analysis can be used.

Finally, Part Four discusses how a college or university could institutionalize an on-going
environmental scanning process to systematically provide information for use in the strategic
management program.

i' 0

PART ONE

THE ED QUEST PROCESS

II

5
OVERVIEW
The original concept of QUEST (Quick Environmental Scanning Technique) was developed by

Burt Nanus of the Center for Futures Research at the University of Southern California in
response to the need to focus management's attention on critical trends and events that could

affect the organization's future (Nanus, 1979).

QUEST was designed to quickly and

inexpensively provide fc recasts of events and trends, an indication of the interrelationships

among them (and hence the opportunities for policy intervention), and scenarios that
synthesize these results into coherent alternative futures. The objective was to produce a
comprehensive analysis of the external environment and an assessment of an organization's
strategic options.

ED QUEST was adapted from QUEST by the Institute for Future Systems Research to assist
decision-makers in educational organizations in incorporating futures research techniques into
their long-range planning processes. The primary aim of ED QUEST is to assist educational

planners in identifying the driving forces at work in their organization's environment, the
important and likely changes that these forces might bring about for that organization, and the
strategies that the organization could implement in response to the anticipated impact of these
changes. ED QUEST tailors the product of the environmental scanning process to the user's
organization and does not rely on persons outside the organization to interpret the significance
of the organization's environment. Involving an organization's top decision makers in identifying
antl evaluating critical trends and events virtually insures that the results will be used in strategic
derision- making. Also, since ED QUEST is participatory in nature, it does not depend upon any

single individual's view of the future.

In addition, its emphasis on group participation,

confrontation of the potential problems posed by the future, and development of strategies to
overcome these problems can facilitate team development among key institutional decisionmakers (Woodman and Muse, 1982).

Finally, because it is a systematic approach to analyzing and developing strategies for
organizational change, ED QUEST can provide an important component in a comprehensive
program of institutional development. Many institutional planning efforts faii to produce longterm organizational change or produce unanticipated, undesired side effects because they
represent piecemeal short-range responses to institutional problems (Michael, 1973). Such a

strategy of disjointed incrementalism assesses only the current and past state of the
environmental context within which the institution operates, ignoring environmental factors that
may have an impact on the future of the institution (Berquist and Shoemaker, 1976). The ED

QUEST process, however, facilitates the link of information and analysis of environmental
change with the identification and selection of strategies leading to general institutional
improvement id renewal.

Assumptions
ED QUEST ts based on three fundamental assumptions. First, it is assumed that the forces of
environmental trends and events affect the organizational life of colleaes and universities (Dill,

1958; Bourgeois, 1980). Such forces affect the choice of strategies for accomplishing the
institutional mission as well as the nature and content of that mission. Second, given the
likelihood tat the institution's chief decision-makers possess differing perceptions of the
forces shaping the external environment (Anderson & Paine, 1975), it is assumed that differing
perceptions can be merged into a common view of the environment and possible future states
of that environment. It is important to develop an organizational view of the current as well as
altemave future environments, in order to determine the basis of the organizational response
to these environments. Third, it is assumed that the environmental trends and emerging issues
and their effects can be forecasted probabilistically, taking explicit account of their uncertainty,
thereby, providing crucial information for the strategic management of an institution (Aguilar,
1967; Etzioni, 1968).

6

Primary Activities
The primary activities in the ED QUEST process are: (1) preparing for the ED QUEST process;

(2) developing a notebook of critical trends and events; (3) defining the nature of the
organization, including mission components, indicators of its performance and its strengths and
weaknesses; (4) identifying and assessing that impact of critical trends and probable future
events; (E)
-toping and assessing scenarios; (61 selecting strategic options; and (7)
incorporatip
ise options into the strategic management process (see Figure 1). This
sequence need not be followed exactly. For example, defining the nature of the organization
(activity three) could occur as the first, second, or third step in the sequence, but must precede
scenario development (activity five).

PREPARING FOR THE ED QUEST PROCESS
There are four tasks that need to be completed in preparation for the initial ED QUEST session,
including: (1) establishing the ED QUEST team; (2) selecting the team's facilitator; (3) briefing

the team on the ED QUEST process; and (4) preparing materials showing past trends and
forecasts of events that could affect the organization.

Establishing the ED QUEST Team
ED QUEST is essentially a small group process; therefore, the ideal team size ranges from 7-12

members. Indeed, Hogarth (1978) found that groups within this size range generally make
better assessments of future uncertainties.
Members of an ED QUEST team should be selected according to the extent to which candidate
(1) determines institutional policies, (2) is knowledgeable about environmental forces affecting

the organization, and (3) is capable of developing creative strategies for accomplishing the
institutional mission. In addition, the ED QUEST team should be composed of members with
varying styles of decision-making. Differences in decision styles relate to cognitive factors
which influence preference for a certain type of data (i.e., quantitative versus qualitative) and a
particular mode of processing that data (i.e., logical-objective versus feeling-subjective)
(McKenney & Keen, 1974; Slocum & Hellriegel, 1983; Guild, 1987). Given a diversity of
decision styles, individual members of a planning team will evaluate strategic planning
information and formulate institutional strategy from differing perspectives (Blaylock and Rees,
1984; Guild, 1987). Although a variety of interpretations of the environment can appear
discordant, it can also, when effectively managed, contribute both to the "richness" of the
team's analysis and to the "robustness" of the strategies developed (Nutt, 1986).

Selecting the Facilitator
Typically, the team facilitator is selected by one of three methods. In the first approach an
outside consultant is hired to assume the task and responsibilities of facilitator. This approach
has the advantage of insuring a skilled planner to organize and conduct the sessions, and it
does not add an additional task to the workload of a busy administrator. The disadvantage of
this approach is that an outsider gains access to organizational secrets and may inhibit the
development of ED QUEST skills within the organization.
The second alternative is to assign an administrator the role of facilitator. This individual should

be of sufficient stature in the organization to be perceived as a legitimate leader by his/her
colleagues (e.g., the assistant to the president for planning, the vice-president for planning or
the director of institutional research). In this approach , the primary advantage is the facilitators
knowledge of the organization and its staff. However, it is imperative that the administratorfacilitator be extensively trained in futures research methods (i.e., judgmental forecasting,
cross-impact analysis and scenario writing).

i
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ED QUEST
Notebook of Future Projects

Preparation for ED QUEST

trend charts/graphs

establish Ed Quest team
appoint facilitator
review process

speculative articles

speeches/articles by policy
influences
forecasts

Identify Critical Trends
and Events

Nature of the Organization
mission
key performance indicators

brainstorming
Delphi Survey

strengths and weaknesses

4
Analysis of Trends and Events

L

select trends and events
assess impact on mission/key indicators
analyze interrelationships (cross-impacts)

Develop Alternative Scenarios

Develop/Select Strategic Options
identify options
assess options on strengths and weaknesses
select options

Incorporate Options Into Strategic Management Process
develop implementation plan
assign information responsibility

Figure 1
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In the third approach, an outside consultant is initially employed to facilitate the process with the
additional responsibility of preparing an internal facilitator. This has the advantage of allowing an

institution to move directly into the process without hrAving to wait for a staff r ember to be
trained.
Regardless of which selection method is used, the facilitators effectiveness as a team's leader
will be eventually measured by the degree of skill he/she shows in orchestrating the ED QUEST
process. That is, the activities followed should be technically appropriate to the planning team's
level of experience in formulating strategy, and they should result in strategic decisions that are
generally perceived by the team's members as being supportable (Miner, 1979). Therefore, the
facilitator should have the ability to write clearly, to synthesize and summarize, to lead small
group discussion, and to intelligently api. / futures research methods.

Briefing the Team
Before initiating the ED QUEST process, the facilitator should orient the team to the basic ED

QUEST principles and activities.

At this meeting, the facilitator should emphasize the

importance of involving the organization's top decision-makers in the ED QUEST process (if its
results are to be accepted by the organization's staff) and should explain the benefit of the ED
QUEST process in clarifying the collective view of the environment. The facilitator should also

stress that the object of ED QUEST is to provide an understanding of alternative future
developments that might affect the organization; it is not an exercise in prophecy. Indeed, the
process is only the first step to an understanding of the environmental factors to consider in the
organization's strategic management process. Using the results of the ED QUEST procedure
as a sta,,ing point, later analysis will probe more deeply into specific trends and events relevant
to the organization's future.
If the ED QUEST team will function as a Delphi panel, explanation of Delphi procedures should
be included in the preliminary meeting. Although members of the team may be familiar with
Delphi, the facilitator should review with the team members the purpose, and nature of the
Delphi and their role as panel members (Martino, 1983).

Preparing the Future Prospects Notebook
An initial task of the facilitator is to develop a notebook of emerging issu-1, potential events and
critical trends that could affect the organization during the planning time frame (five or ten years).
(See Appendix A.) In addition to providing background information for the ED QUEST team,

the notebook may be used as background material to construct a Delphi questionnaire
(Campbell, 1971). The notebook should include the following: (1) trend extrapolations of key
educational statistics (e.g., the number of high school graduates); (2) recent articles about the
future of education; (3) speeches and comments by influential individuals (e.g., legislators,
policy makers, researchers, futurists, etc.); (4) information on technological, economic, social,
and political developments having possible future significance for education; and (5) data
suggesting changes in American values/attitudes that affect education. Each team member
must read the notebook prior to the first ED QUEST session; therefore, notebooks should be
distributed at least two weeks in advance of that session.

Preparing for ED QUEST Sessions
Generally, two full-day ED QUEST sessions are conducted. In some instances, partit,ularly
wirn team me"nbers are inexperienced, each session is extended by four hours. The focus of
(1) to define the organization in terms of mission, key performance indicators,
the first sessic
and internal st,...ngths and weaknesses; and (2) to assess and verify trends and events which
may affect the future of the organization. In the interval between the first and second team
sessions, a series of scenarios is developed and a session summary is written. Both are
circulated to all team members.

15
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In the second ED QUEST session, the team (1) assesses the scenarios for their organizational
implications; (2) develops strategic options in response to the implications A each scenario; (3)
assesses these options in terms of tha organization's strengths and weaknesses; (4) selects
those options that are robust across scenarios; and (5) assigns responsibility for developing and
implementing an action plan to accomplish the most appropriate options.

When planning ED QUEST sessions, attention should be given to the meeting environment.
During the sessions, participants should be insulated from interruptions. The facility should be
comfortable, in an area that is free from distractions, and equipped with flip charts (on easels),
markers and masking tape. Seating arrangements should facilitate communication among
group members and maximize workspace, making a i ..x, lar or semi-circular table configuration
ideal.

DEFINING THE NATURE OF THE ORGANIZATION
Defining the nature of the organization Is crucial to (1) identifying the trends and future events
that could be particularly critical to the institution's future; (2) pinpointing the aspects of the
organization's mission and performance that may be affected by those trends and events; and
(3) identifying the institution's strengths and weaknesses that may influence the selection of
strategic options. In defining the organization's nature, the team should focus ca the mission,
indicators of performance, and organizational strengths and weaknesses.

Elements of the Mission
To define the nature of the institution, the ED QUEST team should first describe the specific
alsments of the institution's mission. As a description of the organization's primary purpose, the
mission statement identifies why the institution exists (the needs it fulfills), whom it serves
(students, clients, stockholders), and what it intends to accomplish (programs, services or

products it provides). By establishing the "why," "whom," and "what" of the institution's
mission, ED QUEST team members gain an understanding of the organization's present
position within the external environment and a reference point for assessing any changes in
that position within the planning time frame.
Specifically, answers to the following three questions can be invaluable to an ED QUEST team
in defining the mission of the institution:
"What needs does the institution fulfill?"

"What groups of students and/or clients does the institution serve?"
"What programs and/or services does the institution provide?"

As the team addresses each of these questions, members should complete the form specified
for this purpose (see Figure 2) for later reference. For example, the students/clients of a statesupported four-year college could include recent high school graduates, adults retraining for a
new occupation, transfer students from two-year collages or other four-year institutions, adults
in occupations requiring continuing professional education or cultural enrichment courses. The

needs of these students may include entry and upgraded employment skills, career
counseling, avocational interests, and liberal education. The college could offer a variety of

services to meet these needs including baccalaureate, residential and non-residential
programs; student support services; faculty consultative services; non-credit instruction; and
artists' series.

identifying Indicators gf Institutional Performance
Once the organization's mission has been defined, the ED QUEST team should develop a list
of key indicators of institutional performance. Key indicators are organizational factors that make
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the difference between institutional success or failure (Rockart, 1979) and typically include the
factors that most people would agree are significant to the organization's well-being.

Indicators may include, but are not limited to, the attributes of effectiveness, efficiency, cost,
and competitive advantage. Some generally accepted measures of these indicators include the
following:
placement rate of graduates

student and faculty reteittion rate
awards received by students
awards received by faculty members

institutional cost per student

Once an initial list of key indicators is developed, the team should discuss the significance of
each indicator. Then, through a polling procedure, they should identify at least 10, but not
more than 15, indicators that the majority of team members believe to be the most significant in
evaluating organizational performance. The list of selected indicators will be used later in the
process combining the internal with an analysis of the external environment.

identifying Strengths and Weaknesses
A list of the organization's strengths and weaknesses is useful in developing a comprehensive

picture of the organization's present conditions and in assessing the feasibility of the longrange strategies developed during the ED QUEST process (Steiner, 1979). The following
definitions are helpful guides in the process of identifying strengths and weaknesses (Joseph,
1974):
Strength: A currently advantageous situation or capability (internal or external)
that increases the "drawing power" or attractiveness of the institution

Weakness: A currently disadvantageous situation (internal or external) and/or
capability that places the institution in a vulnerable position

The list of strengths and weaknesses could be developed using brainstorming or the nominal
group technique. Mother alternative is to have each team member complete the form shown in
Figure 3 prior to the initial ED QUEST session. From the completed form, the facilitator can
compile a preliminary list of strengths and of weaknesses to be reviewed and refined by the
team.
rrespective of the procedure used, the team should select the 10-12 most significant strengths
and 10-12 most significant weaknesses, which can be accomplished by asking team members
to list in priority order the strengths and wei :.lesses on the form provided above (see Figure 3).
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Name of Organization

DEFINITIONAL CATEGORIES

CLIENTS/GROUPS
SERVED...

Figure 2:
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Name of Organization

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

(Current disadvantageous situations,
capabilities and/or lack of successes)

(Current advantageous situations,
capabilities and/or successes)

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

8.

9.

9.

10.

10.

11.

11.

12.

12.

NOTE:

.

Use as many forms as required by the number of strengths and weaknesses identified
by the group.

Figure 3: ORGANIZATIONAL STRENGTHS/WEAKNESSES
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IDENTIFYING THE UNIVERSE OF
CRITICAL TRENDS AND FUTURE EVENTS
In order to understand fully the terminology used in the ED QUEST process, the following
definitions are used:

A trend is a series of social, technological, economic or political
characteristics that can be estimated and/or measured over time. It is
a statement of the general direction of change, usually gradual and

long-term, and reflects the forces shaping the region, nation, or
society in general. Trend information may be used to describe the
future, identify emerging issues, or project future events. For

example, at most institutions, student profiles are changing.
Indicators of this trend inciude the increasing number of female
students, minority students and full-time adult students.
An event is a discrete, confirmable occurrence that makes the futui a
different from the past. "Federal funding for student financial aid is
reduced by 50%," is an example of an event.

An emerging issue is a potential controversy that arises out of a
trend or event that may require some form of response. For example,

"Litigation as measured by the number of law suits per year in
American society is increasing." An immediate consequence of this

trend is substantially higher liability insurance for colleges and
universities. An emerging consequence arises from a tendency of
state legislatures to protect the public by requiring licensure of an
increasing number of occupations, including periodic "updating" of
credentials. This consequence implies an enhanced opportunity for
the expansion of continuing adult and professional/occupational
programs (Morrison, 1987).

The trends and events to be assessed during the ED QUEST process are generally identified in
one of two ways. Both approaches use a Delphi proc,dure (i.e., repeated polling of ideas) for
forecasting future changes; they vary in their complexity. However, either approach will yield a
data base of trends and probable events that team members perceive as being significant to the
institution's future. The team's facilitator should decide upon the particular approach that will be
employed, based upon (1) the time available to prepare for the ED QUEST session, and (2) the
scope of environmental scanning that will be conducted.
In the first approach, the ED QUEST team brainstorms (or uses the nominal group technique) a
list of trends and future events at the first session, and selects from the list trends and events

that would be the most significant if they were to occur. Although the simpler of the two, this
approach requires more time during the session and may produce a less comprehensive list of
trends and events.
In the second approach, several Delphi rounds are administered to team members and to other

members of the administration and faculty prior to the initial session, and a final round is
conducted during the session itself. This approach allows participation by more members of the
college's staff, and the resulting event and trend set is likely to be more inclusive. Moreover,
this approach allows more time during the first session for discussing the importance and the
impact of the trends and events, a significant advantage since environmental forecasts are only
valuable to the degree that they are translated into estimates of impact on future organizational
performance (Halal, 1984). However, the development, administration, and tabulation of the
questionnaires for each of the Delphi rounds takes substantial time to complete.
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Approach 1:

Brainstorming Critical Trends and Events

The team should focus on trends that will be important in defining the future operations of the
organization and on future events that they believe would have a significant impact upon the
institution and are likely to occur within the planning period. It is recommended that the team
generate a trend set and an event set independently, although the same methods may be used
to generate each set.
The simp'est method of obtaining the trend set is for team members to brainstorm trends while
the facilitator lists them on a flip chart. During the session, team members may refer to the

Future Prospects Notebook or draw on information they have obtained through personal
reading. The team should identify trends that span the social, technological, economic, and
political sectors. The team may well generate some 60-70 trends. As each sheet of newsprint is

filled, the facilitator should post it in full-view of all team members. Once the trend set is
completed, the facilitator should encourage members to ask for clarification of any of the
statements. The facilitator should ensure that th.. discussion become neither argumentative
nor inordinately focused on any one trend.

To obtain a maximally comprehensive set of trends, the facilitator should encourage

contributions from each team member. If the team is dominated by a few individuals, the
nominal group technique may be more effective in generating the set (Van de Ven and
Delbecq, 1974). In this technique, the facilitator requests each team member to individually list
on a sheet of paper the trends that he/she thinks are most important to the future of the
institution. After everyone has completed this list, the facilitator collects each person's list and
redistributes them so that each person rpceiveg another's list. One at a time, each group
member shares one trend from the list given to him/her, as the facilitator records each trend on
the flip chart. The sharing of trends continues until all trends have been listed. Discussion of
the nominated trends begins after all trends have been nominated.
After the trend set has been generated, regardless of the method used, the facilitator should
ask each team member to vote for the five trends that he/she believes will have the greatest
impact on the college. The 10 to 15 trends most frequently chosen become part of the list of
"Critical Trends and Events." Those trends not selected are included in the institution's data
bank of trends and events.

Similarly, the team's members generate an event set and then vote for those events they
believe will have the greatest impact on the college if they were to occur. The 10-15 events
selected most frequently are then assessed to determine the probability of their occurring some
time in the future. To calculate the probability, each team member makes a list of selected
events, and, using a scale from 0 - 100, estimates the probability of each event's occurrence
within the planning period (see Figure 4). Finally, the mean probability for each event is
computed by summing the individual estimates and dividing by the number of estimates.
The list of high impact events can be divided further into several subsets - -low probability events
(0 - 30), medium probability events (30 - 70), and high probability estimates (70 - 100). Including
a range of events of varying probabilities adds a realistic sense of uncertainty to th ED QUEST
scenario writing activity.

ASSESSMENT OF PROBABILITY FOR HIGH IMPACT EVENTS
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Approach 2:

Delphi Survey to Identify Events

In the second approach to identifying criticai trends and events, a modified Delphi procedure is
conducted. Prior to the first ED QUEST session, the facilitator administers two rounds of the
questionnaires to the Delphi panel, which includes the members of the ED QUEST team and, to
assure broad input, other select individuals. Numerous descriptions of the use of the classic

Delphi procedure are included in the futures research literature (Dalkey and Helmer, 1963;
Pyke, 1970; Martino, 1983; Uhl, 1983; Morrison, Renfro and Boucher, 1984).
The purpose of the first round of the Delphi is to identify the perceptions of panel members
regarding the critical trends and future events of possible significance to the institution. Each
panel member is given the Future Prospects Notebook and an open-ended survey (see Figure
5). Before completing the Round One (R1) questionnaire, respondents are requested to
review the Notebook and think about their previous reading and discussions with colleagues,
The information obtained in R1 provides the foundation for the Round Two (R2) questionnaire.
In preparing the R2 questionnaire, the facilitator should eliminate redundant and unclearlyworded statements by conducting a semantic analysis of all R1 statements, as suggested by
Tanner and William (1981). This process consists of the following sequence of tasks:

1.

2.

Determine the main idea underlying each statement.

For statements with more than one major idea, create INC) or more separate
statements.

3. When the analysis of several statements reveals that they contain the same idea,
develop a single statement to represent all statements.
4.

Further reduce the length of statements by substituting one-word synonyms for
underlying concepts.

In additioe, statements which reference a trend's importance or an event's institutionai impact
should be reworded or excluded to avoid biasing R2 respondents. Also, a trend statement
should be worded so that it describes the trend variable (i.e., "the rate of unemployment, ") and
does not forecast the trend's level (i.e., "unemployment has increased to 9 percent"), as it is the
role of the members of the R2 Delphi panel to forecast the direction and rate of the trend.

For rewording event statements, the general guidelines developed by Salanick, Wenger, and
Helfer (1971), Mitchell and Tydeman (1978), and Martino (1983) can be useful and include the
following:
1. Events should be stated as a single occurrence rather than
multiple occurrences (e.g., "A occurs," rather than "A, B,
and C occur).
2. Events should not be stated in the form "A occurs because

of B," except where the cause is part of the event to be
studied.
3. Events should be definite and specific (e.g., "At least 20
percent of persons 24 years of ate or older annually enroll
in adult literacy classes," rather than "Many adults enroll in
literacy-type courses"). Avoid ambiguous terms such as
"most," "widely used," "normal," and "in general use."
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EDUCATIONAL QUEST SURVEY

In this questionnaire, you are asked to think about the future of education in the college's
service area, the state, and the nation.

Specifically, you are to select three trends you believe will have importance to this
college's future and three events that in your opinion will have (1) a high likelihood of
occurring in the next 10 years and (2) a significant impact upon higher education.
List each trend and event in the appropriate space below.

TREND

1

TREND

2

TREND

3

EVENT

1

EVENT

2

EVENT

3

Figure 5: ROUND 1 QUESTIONNAIRE
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4. If the event is unfamiliar to the team, moreinformation and

description should be given; if the event isfamiliar, less
description is needed. As a general rule, state-statements
should be about 25 words long to ensure the greatest degree
of understanding.
The facilitator should include additional trend and event statements on the R2 questionnaire if

R1 responses were insufficient to describe potential changes in a particular sector of the
college's environment (e.g., social, technological, political, economic). Supplementary
statements can be identified by reviewing a variety of information resources in the social,
technological, economic, and political spheres.

The R2 questionnaire contains two parts (see Appendix B for an example). In Part I,
respondents are requested to perform two tasks: (1) forecast the level of each trend at two
points in time, by assuming the present level of the trend is equivalent to 100; and (2) assess
both the positive and Pegative consequences for the college, should the trend materialize as
forecasted, using the scale of 0 (no consequences) to 10 (revolutionary consequences). In
Part II, respondents are requested to estimate the probability of each event's occurrence during
the forecast period (0 to 100) and its positive Pod negative impact on the institution, using a
scale of 0 (no impact) to 10 (revolutionary impact). To tally R2 responses, the median estimate of
each trend's level is computed for several points in time, and a mean is established for the
trend's consequences (positive and negative). In addition, the median probability and mean
impact (positive and negative) are computed for each event statement. The results are included

on a master list for trends and one for events. For ease of review, the trends and events
contained in the master lists may be grouped in environmental sector categories.

To facilitate the analysis of the event set, matrices can be prepared to graphically display the
results of the R2 Delphi. Events are placed on a probability-impact matrix, grouped in three
categories of importance (i.e., high, moderate, low/none) by three categories of probability
(High, Moderate, and Low). (See Figure 6.) This matrix displays the probability-impact position
of each event relative to all other events.
As noted in the brainstorming approach to identifying trends and events, low, medium, and high

probability events are included in the event set. A range of events adds a realistic sense of
uncertainty to the scenario writing stage of the ED QUEST process.

During the fN: ED QUEST session, a comparison of the master list with the critical trends and
events lists allows participants the opportunity to review and question the estimated level of
each trend and probability/impact of each event. The facilitator should encourage discussion of

master list trends and events that received a wide range of responses from the R2questionnaire. As a result of the discussion, the team may decide to reestimate the value of
certain trends and/or events by having each member make an independent estimate and then
calculating the median (or mean) for all estimates. This "estimate-talk-estimate" process appears

to improve the quality of a trend or event score by reducing the variance of the estimates
(Gustafson, Skukla, Delbecq, and Walster, 1973). As a result of the reassessment, trends and
events may need to be added to or deleted from the list of critical trends and events.
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ASSESSING THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEN TRENDS AND EVENTS
Development of a cross-impact matrix is reco mended to assess the interrelationships among
the events and their relationship to the trends in the set and is important for several reasons.
First, the planning team can assess the effect of one events occurrence on the probability of
other events and can develop the understanding that events of the future are seldom discrete,
but usually intertwined (Hudspeth, 1974). Furthermore, by clarifying the relationship between
events, a cross-impact matrix provides insight into the relative importance of events in the set
(Enzer, 1970). That is, through assessing interrelationships, events are identified that, should
they occur, have the potential to be powerful "actors" in the institution's environment. The
information gained from the cross-impact matrix will assist the team in developing the college's

alternative futures and in establishing the causal liromges among the events and trends
contained in each scenario (Enzer, 1972).

Event-to-Event Assessment
Using the event-to-event cross-impact form (see Figure 7a), each team member should list all
events in the set and their estimated probability values on the left-hand side of the sheet. The
numbers across the top of the form, correspond to the numbers on the left.
For every cell in the matrix, each team member should (1) take note of the event listed to the left
of the cell and its estimated probability value and (2) assess how the occurrence of that event
would affect the likelihood that the event over the cell would occur. A variety of scales can be
used to assess event-to-event impact. If team members have no experience with the crossimpact technique, the facilitator may decide to have team members use "+/-" signs; with "++"

indicating a great increase, "0" representing no change, and "--" specifying great decrease
(Wagschall, 1983). Alternatively, with an experienced team a numeric scale can be used, such
as "+3 to -3" (Enzer, 1970) or "+10 to -10" (Kane and Vertinsky, 1975), and the more precise
the scale the better the indication of the relative power of each event.

For each cell, the response of all team members are collected and summed algebraically (i.e.,

with regard to s;yri); the resulting "team score" indicates the degree to which the event's
probability is influenced by the impacting event. The team cell scores are summed for each row
and each column without regard to the sign (+/-) of the cell score. The row totals represent the
impact of an event's occurrence relative to all other events--the larger the sum, the greater the
impact. The column totals indicate the relative sensitivity of an event to the occurrence of the
other events--the larger the sum, the greater the sensitivity. The information in the cells, row
totals, and column totals should be used in developing scenarios.

Event-to-Trend Assessment
Using the event-to-trend cross-impact matrix form (see Figure 7b), team members again list
events on the left side of their forms. Across the top of the matrix, the team members list
abbreviated trend statements. As in the event-to-event assessment, each member notes the
event to the left of the cell, assesses how the occurrence of that event would affect the level of
the trend that is listed above the cell, and assigns a score according to the scale used. Again,
assessments are tabulated for each cell algebraically, indicating the degree to which the trend
level is affected by the specified event. Row and column sums are also calculated without
regard to sign.
To speed the cross-impact assessment process, the team can be divided into two groups, with

one group conducting the event-to-event assessment and the other group completing the
event-to-trend analysis.
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ASSESSING CRITICAL TRENDS AND EVENTS ON KEY PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

Following the selection of the critical trends and events

and the assessment of their

interrelationships, the ED QUEST team should assess the importance of the identified trends
and events and determine their impact on key performance indicators. This assessment
process is similar to the cross-impact analysis and serves to identify the specific changes in
organizational performance that may result from the critical trends and events.
To reduce the time required for this phase of the process, the team may be divided into groups,
and each group should be assigned a portion of the key indicators. Using the grid shown in
Figure 8, each group should list the assigned indicators at the top of the grid and the trend and
event set on the left.

Using a +10 to -10 scale, every group should assess the impact that each trend and event will
have upon assigned indicators. After the grids are collected from the groups, all positive and
negative impacts for each trend or event can be summed and recorded in the columns titled
"Total Positive Impact" and "Total Negative Impact." In addition, the absolute sum (i.e., without
regard to sign) of the total positive and total negative impacts for each trend and event is
entered in the absolute impact column and identifies the trends and events that have the
potential to affect the institution's performance the most. This assessment provides information
for use in the development of alternative scenarios.
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DEVELOPING SCENARIOS
In ED QUEST, as with other futures research models, the development of alternative futures is

recognized as central to effective strategic decision-making. Given, no single predictable
future, organizational strategists need to formulate strategy within the context of alternative
futures (Heydinger and Zentner, 1983: Coates, 1985).
As a plausible description of one alternative future of the external environment (Mandel, 1983)
each scenarios consists of a particular configuration of trends and events from the set and
defines a unique mix of future environmental forces that may impact on the institution. Within
the context of a scenario's alternative future, the team can identify causal relationships between

environmental forces, the probable impacts of these forces on the organization, the key
decision points for possible intervention, and the foundations of appropriate strategies (Kahn
and Winer, 1964; Sage and Chobot, 1974; Martino, 1983; and Wilson, 1978). By providing a
realistic range of possibilities, the set of scenarios facilitates the identification of common
features likely to have an impact on the institution no matter which alternative does occur.
The data developed in the first session serves as the basic data pool for preparing a series of
scenarios. Specifically, the data pool includes the following:
1. A list of critical trends and events
2. An assessment of the institution's mission including clients
served, needs satisfied, and programs offered

3. A list of key indicators
4. A cross-impact matrix showing the interrelationships of events

When developing scenarios, the facilitator should use a systematic scheme or "logic" that
results in several alternative scenarios rather in one scenario. Any of a number of scenario
taxonomies, each with its own benefits and limitations, may be used to guide the development
of a scenario logic (Bright, 1978; Ducto and Lubben, 1980; Hirschhorn, 1980; Boucher, 1985).

Numerous approaches can be taken in the writing of scenarios, ranging from a single person
writing a description of a future situation (Martino, 1983) to the use of a computer model that
utilizes the cross-impact analysis into the scenario-generating process (Enzer, 1980a, 1980b;
Mecca and Adams, 1985). Given the large number of options, only four of the most effective
approaches are described below. A broader range of scenario writing alternatives is described
by Mitchell, Tyedeman, and Georgiades (1979), Becker (1983), and Boucher (1985).
In the first approach to writing scenarios, the facilitator records each critical trend and event on a
ca.d (e.g., a 3 x 5), and places each card face up on a table. Giving special attention to trends
and events that strongly impact institutional performance and mission and using the results of
the cross-impact matrix, the facilitator groups the cards according to interrelationships in order to

plot a plausible change of events.

Utilizing some means to connect the cards (e.g.,

pipecleaners, string, etc.) the facilitator can show the network of interrelationships. Initially, the

facilitator should concentrate on the "strong impact" events, but the interaction of all the
identified trends and events should be considered. A guiding theme is, "If this happens, then
what will probably occur, thus leading to these other developments? Some events: of course,
would increase the likelihood that one set of trends and events would occur while, at the same
time, decreasing the chances that a different set would occur. After one chain of events is
constructed, the facilitator records the results on paper and repeats the grouping process until
several possible chains of events have been developed and recorded.
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Also highly visually oriented, the second approach utilizes the impact network technique to
identify the potential impacts of key events on other events and trends and to describe how a
particular alternative future could unfold. The value of impact networks lies in their simplicity and
in their potential to quickly identify a wide range of impacts.

Although the impact network is a simple procedure that could easily be performed by one
person, group involvement is recommended to help insure valid and comprehensive results.
Operationally, an event is selected that was identified as a strong actor from the cross-impact
analysis and/or key indicator assessment and is written in the middle of a sheet of paper (or
newsprint if it is developed by a group). First-order impacts of the event are identified and
recorded, and each is linked to the initial event by a single line (see Figure 9). When all firstorder impacts have been identified, or when the space around the initial event is occupied, the
process is repeated for each first-order impact event to determine the possible effects if this
event were to occur. The second-order impacted events are linked to the first order events by
two lines. These steps are repeated for third and fourth-order impacts, or as far as the analyst
prefers. Typically, third-and fourth-order impacts are sufficient to explore all of the significant
impacts of the initial events.

Feedback loops can be used '.0 determine changes in the rate or intensity of a development
resulting from a lower order event. For example, a fourth-order implication might increase or
decrease an implication of a third or a second order impacted event. The entire process is
repeated for each strong actor.
The facilitator using the impact network technique should keep in mind a number of potential
pitfalls. First, given the complexity of the resulting network, it is difficult to write alternative

scenarios that clearly, concisely describe the pivotal events, intricate relationships, and
transition process. Second, each scenario can be so idiosyncratic that it is difficult to develop
strategic options that transcend individual scenarios. Overall, this approach is highly dependent
upon the creative and analytical abilities of the analysis and requires careful execution to be
effective.
The third alternative to writing scenarios is helpful in creating a range of alternative futures. First,
a "most likely" future is developed MITI the trend and event forecasts that were calculated in the
first ED QUEST session. Variations of the "most likely" theme are then developed (Boucher,

1985). By using the cumulative probabilities and the relationships specified, an "unsettled"
future, a "turbulent" future, and a "chaotic" future can be written. For example, an "unsettled"
world is one where events are assumed to occur in the year in which their probability reaches
the 60 percent level. In the "turbulent" world, the level is 30 percent. In the "chaotic" world, the
level is 10 percent.

The final approach to generating scenarios is a modification of one suggested by Ashley and
Hall (1985) and is particularly effective if the organization's decision makers wish to examine the

implications of alternative futures on issues or decisions considered significant to the
institution's future. First, the issues and decisions that the institution needs to examine are
identified. The analyst then selects the key decision factors that would affect each issue or
decision. For example, if the question to be decided is whether to increase the proportion of
the institution's budget allocated to continuing education, then the factors that may be
considered in the scenario include demographic changes in the adult population, technological
change requiring job retraining, and completive education systems offering continuing
education.
Having selected the key decision factors, the next step is to identify the critical forces in the
environment that affects them. In ED QUEST, these forces are represented by the list of critical
trends and events developed by the team. The essential task at this point is to match identified
trends and events with their appropriate decision factor. From the example above, if the factor
of demographic changes in the adult population from the example above was selected, specific
trends related to migration patterns of retired people, educational attainment of adults, and so
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on, would be identified for incorporation into the scenario. At this point, the impact network
technique could be used to graphically display the way the scenario unfolds.
The number of critical issues and decisions identified determines the number of scenarios to be
developed. Hypothetically, a single scenario could be generated for each issue and decision,

resulting in an unmanageable number of scenarios to analyze. However, the number of
scenarios can be reduced to a manageable number by either (1) limiting the number of issues
and decisions from which scenarios are generated to the four or five most important ones, or (2)
clustering issues and decisions into issue/decision groups that are affected by similar key
decision factors and, therefore, the same set of trends and events.

Scenario writing is not an exercise in prophecy but is an attempt to envision a number of
plausible alternative futures that, if they occur, will require the institution to respond. Their
purpose is to assist the team in developing strategic options for dealing with each alternative.

After scenarios have been developed, the second ED QUEST session is conducted. During
this session, the team identifies the impucations of each scenario for the institution, formulates

preliminary strategic options, and assesses the impact of the strategic options on the
institution's strengths and weaknesses.

A packet of materials for the team must be developed prior to the meeting. The packet should
include a copy of each scenario, a scenario review form (see Figure 10), and two grid sheets,
one for listing institutional strengths and one for listing institutional weaknesses.
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ANALYZING SCENARIOS
At the beginning of the second session, the facilitator should explain the scenario analysis
process. If the team is divided into small groups, the number of groups should correspond to
the number of scenarios, assigning one scenario per group unless there are compelling
reasons to do otherwise.
The initial activity of the session is for the team to analyze the scenarios that have been created.

Boucher and Morrison (in press) have identified a number of criteria that should be used in
evaluating scenarios. These criteria emerged from the perspective that no scenario should be
viewed as a prediction of a future state of affairs. There is no single future waiting to be
discovered. Instead, there are an infinite number of possible alternative futures, each varying
because of interactions among human choice, institutional forces, natural processes, and
unknowable chance events. Each scenario, of course, represents a possible future. But no
scenario should be considered a prediction (i.e., an assertion about how some element of "the"
future will in fact materialize). Rather, a scenario should be viewed as a probabilistic statement
about some element of a possible future (i.e., a forecast). Note that "probability" does not mean

relative frequency (the classical interpretation), but degree of belief (the Keynesian
interpretation). The underlying form of a forecast is, "If A is true, plus some allowance for
unknown or unknowable factors, then maybe we can eLpect B or something very much like B."
Given this perspective, the criteria for evaluating scenarios ar3 as follows:
1.

Clarity--Is the scenario intelligible?

Is it clear enough for

practical purposes?
2.

Intrinsic credibilityTo what extent does the scenario "make
sense? Does it have face validity?

3.

Plausibility--To what extent is the scenario consistent with what

the user knows about the world outside of the scenario and
how this world really works or may work in the future?
4.

Policy Relevance--If the scenario is in the ballpark, to what
extent will it affect the successful achievement of the users
mission or assignment?

5.

Urgency--To what extent does the scenario indicate how

quickly necessary changes must be developed and
implemented?

6. Comparative Advantage--To what extent do the set of
scenarios provide a better foundation for investigating policy
options than other sources available to the user? To what

extent do they provide a better foundation now for future
efforts in forecasting and policy planning?
7.

Technical Quality--Was the process that produced the
scenarios technically sound? To what extent are the basic
forecasts within the scenarios mutually consistent?

Like plans, forecasts within scenarios are transitory things that need constant adjustment if they
are to guide thought and action. Therefore, if something important is missing from the scenario,
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add it. If the forecast seem trivially obvioushighly counterintuitive, probe the underlying logic. If
the results survive, use them. If not, fix them.

After the group has rigorously examined the scenarios, they should ask themselves, "How
would the institution be affected if this particular future materialized?" This step is a critical part of

strategic planning because environmental forecasts are of little or no v-*te unless decisionmakers estimate the degree and nature of their impact on the organization (Halal, 1984). Team
members shc,:ld begin the identification of implications by assessing the consequences of the
scenario to the current and future mission elements of the organization. That is, what changes
would the scenario have on the student groups presently served, the needs the institution
fulfills, and the programs and services the institution provides? What studem r oups, other
than those presently served, have needs that could be satisfied by programs/services offered
by the institution? The scenario's impact on the institution's ability to attract revenue, to retain
qualified personnel, and to use technology should also be explored.
Each group should select a recorder to list on newsprint the implications suggested by the
group for presentation to the ED QUEST team. Other members of the planning team will
critique these presentations and propose additional implications that, if acceptable to the team,
will be added to the list.

DEVELOPING STRATEGIC OPTIONS
After all lists of implications have been modifi,4/approved by the ED QUEST team, the small
groups reconvene to brainstorm a preliminary ci i of strategic options. It is critical that the team
develop a list of strategies that are feasible and are appropriately focused
strategies not
operational objectives). To ensure this, the facilitator should briefly review for the planning team
the characteristics of an institutional strategy and the decision areas to which institutional
strategy applies.
The concept of strategy is deceptively simple and, therefore, difficult to define (Cope, 1981). In

ED QUEST, strategy is defined as a set of consistent behaviors that the organization
undertakes for a period of.time to maintain its internal stability while simultaneously adapting to

change in its external environment (Mintzberg, 1978). Thus, the essential functions of an
institutional strategy are to (1) define the relationship of the total organization to its external
environment and (2) give guidance to the institution's staff in carrying out their administrative
and operational activities (Shirley, 1982). More specifically, a strategic option should

Define (or redefine) the relationship between the entire organization and
its external environment.

Be sufficiently significant that its implementation is important to the
success of the entire school and not just a single functional area of tie
organization.

Require the participation of a variety of functional areas within the
organization.

Provide direction for the administrative and operational activities of the
organization.

As stated above, one function of a strategy is to define the relationship between the college
and its external environment. There are seven decielon areas that determine the characteristics
of that relationship, including the follow' g:
Basic mission
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Array of programs and services

Types of students served
Geographic area served

Educational goals and objectives

Competitive advantage(s) over competitors (e.g., low tuition, location,
etc.)

A strategy that would affect one or more of these decision areas and, thereby, would affirm,
expand, 3r redefine the relationships between the college and the environment is a good
candidate for adoption by the planning team.
The team should also avoid several common pitfalls of strategy making (Cameron, 1983). First,

many decision-makers interpret new institutional problems within the framework of past
difficulties, thereby, tending to pursue strategies that were successful in the past but may not
be appropriate to the environmental changes forecasted for the future. Second and closely
related, when faced with environmental uncertainty, decision-makers typically view innovative
strategies with skepticism and avoid them when, in fact, more and creativity may be precisely the
means to success.

Assessing Strategic Optiona
Once the preliminary list of strategic options has been agreed upon, each group measures the

potential of each strategic option to enhance or inhibit each institutional strength and
weakness. The group prepares two grids, one for the strengths set and a similar grid for
weaknesses (see Figures 11 and 12). Each grid cell represents an intersection between a
strategy and strength (or weakness). The group indicates its assessment of the impact by
entering a value in each cell on a scale of +10 (greatly enhances) to -10 (greatly inhibits). To
assign a score, team members should ask, "Does this strategy enhance (+ values), inhibit (values), or have no impact (0) on this institution's strengths (or weaknesses)? Once the grids for

strengths and weaknesses have been completed, the assigned values are algebraically
summed for each row. The sum represents the overall impact of a particular strategic option on
all strengths (or weaknesses).

After all sums have been computed, the group can select the strategic options to be
considered for inclusion in the institution's strategic management process. Looking at row
scores, the group should select strategic options with large positive impact on institutional
strengths and large negative impact on institutional weaknesses.

Selecting Strategic Options
When the groups have completed their assessment of their respective strategic options, the
ED QUEST team is reconvened. A representative of each group lists (e.g., on a flipchart or

handout) the proposed strategies in terms of the strengths and weaknesses analysis. A
spokesperson for each group then reviews main elements of their scenarios, discusses the
proposed c'rategies (e.g., rationale, intent, etc.) and presents the results of the assessment on
organlzaf ,.);:q.1 strengths and weaknesses.

Upon completion of the group presentations, the facilitator leads a general discussion to
address tha following question: "Which strategies are the most robust; that is, if implemented,
could address the implications of more than one of the alternative futures presented in the
scenarios?" The strategies that the team decides meet this criteria become important to the
future of the institution.
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Other criteria may be used to select the final list of strategies, including political feasibility. For
example, a strategic option specifying the development of an innovative degree program, may
be considered inappropriate if team members conclude that the option's chances of successful
implementation are not good.

INCORPORATING OPTIONS INTO STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
The results of the ED QUEST process can be incorporated into the institution's strategic
management in several ways. Specific plans may be developed for implementing each strategic

option selected by the planning team. In this approach, personnel would be assigned
responsibility for developing detailed action plans and recommendations for implementation.
Typically these staff members would have knowledge, expertise, and functional responsibilities
in the area related to and/or affected by the implementation of the strategic option. The action
team, composed of the staff who were assigned planning tasks, might periodically provide a
progress report to the college's administration and the institutional planning team and make
recommendations for changes in institutional policy.
Another approach is to incorporate the strategic options into the institution's annual operational

plan. Each option identified through the ED QUEST process would be reformulated as a
specific institutional objective. Specific subobjectives with projected completion dates are

derived and the appropriate functional units are assigned responsibilities for their
accomplishment.

Regardless of the option used, the results of the ED QUEST process must form the basis for
setting the strategic direction of the institution. By anticipating what is happening in the external
environment and assessing how it will affect the nature and quality of an institution's programs,

the senior administration will be in a better position to dc:' with uncertainties inherent in the
future and improve the institution's capacity to accomplish its mission.
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PART TWO

USING ED QUEST AT BLAKE COLLEGE
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INTRODUCTION
Many visitors, when first viewing the campus of Blake College, describe it as "just how a college

should look." However, the old brick and ivy covered wails hide the conflict of a college
attempting to blend its traditions and historical roots with the uncertainty posed by an unknown
future. Like other colleges, Blake typifies the small private four-year college attempting to find a
way to move beyond the institutional confusion imposed by the external changes in patterns of

college attendance, heightened competition, new technologies, and the lifelong learning
boom.

THE SAGA OF BLAKE COLLEGE
Blake College is a fictitious four-year institution located in a prairie state of the American
Midwest. It was founded by Samuel Jubal Blake, a New England clergyman, who graduated
from Harvard College in 1866 and traveled west to begin a ministry in the hamlet of Williamston.
In 1869, Blake established the Williamston Academy to provide ".. . the sons and daughters of

these frontier settlers a..J the native inhabitants of this place with the learning necessary for
each one to qualify for fields of collegiate studies, to prosper as a member of this community,
and to serve as a citizen of a republic of democratic institutions."

For the next twelve years, Williamston Academy remained a private non-sectarian school. While

providing instruction in subjects useful in a region of growing commerce, the Academy's
curriculum, also contained courses in general studies and the liberal arts. This educationc4
philosophy originated from the college founder's experience as a Vermont farm boy and a
classical scholar and later becam-, the hallmark of the institution. With enrollments growing
slowly but steadily, the student body numbered 27 (including the son of a Chippewa chief) by
the end of the school's Mat decade.
In 1882, control of Williamstcn Academy was assumed by the religious denomination with which
the school's principal was affiliated. Blake Celle 03 prospered and grew during he next 50 years
under the strong leadership of its presidents, including Samuel Blake (1889 - 1909), Nathan
Ruggles (1909 - 1911), F.A. Sturtevant (1911 - 1923), and Jubal Blake Lieber (1923 - 1948).
By the beginning of America's entrance into World War I, the college's "Old Campus" had been
almost complete. The President's annual report to the college's trustees in 1928 showed that
the institution's enrollment had almost doubled from 270 students in 1917 to 510 students by

the end of the next decade. During this period, the college also expanded its curriculum to
include programs in business, home economics, and music. The endowment steadily grew,
with Blake receiving in 1926 its largest gift of this period, $350,000, from T. G. Dorf, an alumnus
who made his fortune as a Midwest grain speculator.

The 1930s were difficult and austere times for the college. The rapid expansion of the college
during the 1920s led the Board of Trustees to over-commit the college's resources to capital
improvements. Moreover, the agricultural economy of the Midwest was devastated by the Great
Depression. The farmers and small businessmen within the state, whose sons and daughters
were the backbone of Blake's student body in previous years, found it difficult to pay the tuition
required to obtain a Blake education. As enrollment began to slip, President Lieber, with the
support of the college's Board of Trustees and the officials of Blake's affiliated denomination,

instituted a program of ".

.

. measures to stem this momentum of despair and possible

insolvency." All faculty salaries, the first area of college operations to feel the effects of the new
institutional austerity, were trimmed. The construction of a new dormitory and home economics

laboratory were delayed. A modified form of cooperative education was instituted in the
c_ilege's curriculum in the hope of providing students with both work experience in their major
field and a modest source of funds. Finally, Blake was saved from closing its doors during this

period by three major loans made t. the college between 1933 and 1944 by the religious
denomination with which the college was affiliated.
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The conditions of austerity continued through the years of World War II, with the administration
of Blake's college finances becoming a matter of major concern for church officials. In 1946,
these officials recommended to the Education Board of Denomination that support for Blake be
discontinued indefinitely. The next year, the denomination at its annual convention in Chicago
voted to disaffiliate itself from the college. A group of prominent businessmen, many of them
alumni of the college, were constituted as the college's new Board of Trustees with full power
over all affairs of the institution.

The late 1940s and early 1950s were a period of rapid change at Blake. The principal architect
of this growth was John W. Maclver, a young historian chosen as president of the college at the
retirement of Jubal Ueber in 1948. Maclver recognized the changing character of the student
body of American higher education that was represented by the returning war veterans. Having
served as an officer in the military during World War II, he deeply believed in the obligation the
nation had to support the educational aspirations of these men and the seriousness of purpose
they would bring to campus life as students.
During Maclver's tenure as president, campus facilities grew. Land acquired in 1.347 was used
to build a new home economics laboratory building (1950), infirmary (1951), a dormitory-student

center (1953), a natural science classroom building (1954), and a new building to hold the
college's library of 157,000 volumes and periodicals (1957).

The college also extended the range of its academic curriculum and educational support
services. New undergraduate majors in engineering, accounting, fine arts, and physical
education were initiated. A master's program for elementary school teachers was created, soon

followed by graduate programs for secondary school teachers and teachers interested in
becoming educational administrators. An office to provide academic counseling and job
placement serviced was also established.

Enrollment in the college doubled between 1948 and 1954 to a student body of 1,347
undergraduate students aid 178 graduate students enrolled in the recently inaugurated
master's program. While not initially very apparent to the casual observer, the composition of
the student body was also quite different. Prior to 1949, the majority of Blake's students were
of traditional college age. After 1949, the number of older students on campus gradually
increased. By 1952, over 20 percent of the students were over 22 years of age.
Maclver also displayed great skill as a fund raiser. In 1948, the year he assumed the presidency,

the Board of Trustees reported Blake's endowment to be a modest $3.5 million dollars. The
new president immediately began to work to increase that by strengthening the institutional
advancement staff and cultivating prospective contributors throughout the Midwest. Two major
gift campaigns successfully conducted by the college tripled the endowment so that by 1960,
the college's chief finance officer reported an endowment of $10.1 million dollars.
Upon Mac Ives resignation from Blake in 1958 to become chancellor of a neighboring state's
land grant university, the college's Dean of the Faculty, Roger Russ Fredericks, ascended to
the presidency. Fredericks, recruited by Maclver soon after the latter came to Blake, continued
the commitment to institutional development and expansion through strong and decisive
leadership. A firm believer in good "town-and-gown" relations, he instituted in 1961 a program
for adults who wished to earn their degree on a part-time basis by attending evening classes. At
the time of its establishment, the program was considered by the faculty as academically
questionable; it was strongly opposed by many of the college's senior faculty. However, after
extensive discussion with a determined president, the proposal to create the prop xi was
passed by the college's faculty council by the slender thread of a single vote. Hov.ever, the
establishment of evening programs, labeled "Ruff's Drive-In" by one faculty wag, became part of
the Blake saga. Even today there are a lumber of faculty members and entire departments that
refuse to offer their courses through the college's evening division.

Fredericks, in the best tradition of Blake's previous presidents, continued to serve as the
catalyst for change throughout the 1960s and early 1970s. He believed that ". . .the modem
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college could not be successful simply by following a tradition of Mark Hanna and a student on
each end of the log." Impatient with what he viewed as faculty obstinence, he strived to put
Blake in the vanguard of higher education by proposing and supporting many new programs
and educational changes. These included audio-tutorial instruction in a foreign language, a
living-learning center (later discontinued), and an expeilmental project in student advisement.

Major capital improvements were also made in the campus facilities during this period. The
campus master plan inaugurated by John Maclver was completed in 1972. Several of Blake's
older buildings and dormitories were renovated. In addition, a new fine arts building was
completed that allowed the faculty in art, music, and drama to be housed in one central facility.
This facility and the events provided in it quickly became a major cultural asset to the people in
this part of the state.
However, accomplishing the goals of Blake's master plan was not without cost. The Board of
Trustees was able to easily finance the initial phase of these capital improvements out of the
revenue brought by increased enrollment. Confident in the long-term viability of Blake's
enrollment based upon recent the college's recent enrollment history, the members of the
board, following the administration's recommendations, adopted a similar strategy to finance the
remaining phases of the plan. As enrollment began to peak and then decline in the mid-1970s,
Blake's administration had to reduce the corpus of its endowment to cover the repayment of
construction loans. Although using his skills as the institution's chief fund-raiser, Fredericks
could not secure sufficient funds to cover the amount of the reductions in the endowment.
Consequently, Blake's endowments began to steadily, though not drastically, decline during
the 1970s, a trend that continued tl--ough last year. That year, the college's chief finance
officer reported that Blake's endowme It stood at $5.7 million dollars.

Frederick's presidency was increasingly marked with antag )nisms between the college's
administration and faculty; this antagonism eventually adversely affected a tradition of
institutional decision-making based upon shared consultation with the faculty. As Blake's
enrollment difficulties increased during the latter half of the 1970s and the early 1980s, the
president's leadership style increasingly frustrated a significant portion of the faculty. The
college's governing board, aware of the difficulties, were reluctant, however, to lose an effective
fund-raiser at a period of severe financial problems.

Two years ago, the president announced his retirement. The Board of Trustees, anxious to
solve financial and enrollment problems, spent one year conducting a national search for the
new president and, last year, appointed Elizabeth Anne Franklin. She came to Blake College
from the position of vice president at a large private university on the West Coast where she had
earned a reputation as an effective practitioner of consensual governance.
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THE STUDENT BODY OF BLAKE COLLEGE
Declining 18 percent since the enrollment peak of 1974, the current enrollment of Blake
College is just over 2,200 with 1,713 undergraduate students and 493 graduate students in the
Masters of Education program. The largest undergraduate program in the college are business
and education. Currently, 33 percent of Blake's undergraduates are enrolled in business and
23 percent are enrolled in education, representing a shift over the last decade. In 1974
education was the largest program with 29 percent of all undergraduates. With the exception of
business, the enrollment in the college's other program has declined during this period (see
Table 1). Although enrollment in the institution's graduate program dropped between 1974
and 1980, it has returned to a level comparable to the beginning of this period.

Table I

Enrollment Profile

1E4

1214

Current Year

2187
113
534

1834
84

1713

568

89
574

643
379

531

391

229

223
179

291

249

234
187
238

503

471

493

1380
807

1082

752

979
734

1951

1616

1492

236

218

221

57

141

274

F. Financial Aid Recipients
(Undergraduate)
487

422

441

A. Undergraduate
Humanities/letters
Business
Education
Home Economics
Natural Science
Social Science
B. Graduate (M.Ed)

C. Division
(Undergraduate)
Lower
Upper

D. Enrollment Status
(Undergraduate)
Full-time
Part-time

E. Transfer

Since 1974, the distribution between lower division and upper division students has also
changed. In 1974, almost 63 percent of Blake's undergraduate students were enrolled in lower

divirin courses and 37 percent in upper division courses. This current year, the number of
students in the college's upper division courses represent 43 percent of all undergraduates. A
major cause of this chz. ge has been a change in the admissions philosophy of the college
towards transfer students from the neighboring community college in Williamston. In 1979, an
articulation agreement between the two institutions was signed that allows any graduate of the
two-year college who has a GPA of 2.0 to matriculate with full-credit at Blake as a junior. This
group of students has steadily grown since that time and currently represents 16 percent of
Blake's undergraduate enrollment. Many of these students, however, complain of the lack of a
well-developed placement and counseling program.
Historically, over 90 percent of Blake's students have come from within the state. However, this
characteristic of the college's student body began to shift in the mid-1970s as the number of
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secondary students within the state began to decline. Two years ago the college established a
recruitment program, using Blake alumni, to increase the number of out-of-state students. This
year, slightly more than 80 percent of the students claim in-state residence. Also, through an
agreement with the embassy of several Middle Eastern countries, the college created a special
five-year course of study leading to a B.S. in business for students from these countries. There
are 50 foreign students currently enrolled in this program, but this program is not universally
endorsed by townspeople or faculty members and students.

Other shifts are occurring within the student body profile. The percentage of female students
rose form 46 percent in 1970 to 55 percent this year. The percentage of black students rose
from 4 percent in 1970 to II percent this year. The median age also rose from 19.5 in 1970 to
21.3 this year. Although the average high school GPA and high school rank have remained
stable throughout this period (upper quarter), the average SAT scores have declined from 870
in 1970 to 770 this year, a source of concern to many faculty members (see Table 2).

Table 2
Student Body Profile
(Undergraduates-Credit)

1970

1980

Current Asic

54
46

43
57

45
55

1

4

4

8

11

95

88

80

1

2

5

19.5

20.7

21.3

92

85

8

14

80
17

A. Bet (Percent)
Male
Female

B. Race (Percent)
Asian
Black
Native American
Caucasian
Hispanic

1

C. Median Age (Years)

D. Residence (Percent)
In-state

Out-of-state
Foreign
E. Freshman Profile
Average SAT (Math anu Verbal)
Average High School Rank
Average High School GPA

870
23
82.4

1

3

730
26
81.7

770
26
81.9

Overall, students are satisfied with most aspects of their education at Blake. A comparison of
student sat!sfaction scores from two studies conducted by the administration in 1972 and 1984
showed that Blake students were satisfied with the variety of courses available, the quality of
instruction, the friendships they make with other students, and the extracurricular activities
offered by the college (see Table 3). However, there were indications that students tended to

be dissatisfied with faculty-student relations, the college's academic reputation and the
college's administration.
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Table 3
Student Satisfaction
Satisfaction Measure

Score
1972
(N=1843)

1984
(N=1448)

3.9
4.1

2.7
3.8
4.2

Faculty-Student Relations
Quality of Instruction
Friends with Other Students
Variety of Course Variable
Intellectual Atmosphere
Extracurricular Activities Available
Administration of the College
Academic Reputation
Library Holdings

4.3
3.9
2.7

4.1

3.2

4.1

4.1

2.5
3.1

2.9
2.6

3.0

3.1

*Five point scale: 5 (very satisfied) to 1 (very dissatisfied)

Blake is not considered "selective" in its admission requirements. The typical freshman
entering the college in the last two years had a combined SAT score of around 750, completed
high school with a GPA of almost 82 percent and was approximately in the top quarter of his or
her class. While admissions decisions are made on the basis of review of high school transcript,
class rank, and ACT scores, hr Ivy emphasis is given to the results of a faculty interview which is
held with each applicant.

FA1ULTY
Blake College has more than 115 full-time faculty members, of which 84 are tenured. About
sixty percent hold doctorates or an equivalent degree. Eighty percent of the full-time faculty are
males, and the average age of the full-time faculty is 48 years old. There are also thirty adjunct
professors and part-time faculty who are employed primarily to teach in the college's business
and education programs.
Most faculty view the college as primarily a teaching institution. Although some of the junior
faculty conduct research, most faculty members at Blake view their primary role as teaching and
directing their students. As a senior member of the faculty expressed it at a recent convocation:
"There is a long tradition at Blake--we teach students, not classes." Sixty-five percent of the
faculty have been at Blake for ten years or longer.

Faculty of the institution are organized into six divisions, including natural science, social
science, humanities and letters, business, education, and home economics. Within the
college, the faculty of natural science and music are generally considered the most outstanding.
The faculty of the natural science division owes much of its reputation to the fact that over fifty
percent of the college's biology and chemistry students who have applied to medical schools in
the last ten years have been accepted. The music department of the college also has gained an
excellent reputation over the years. Its music groups are known throughout the mid-west for
their fine performances, and a number of graduates from the department have also gone on to
advanced study at music conservatories in the eastern U.S. The music faculty take great pride
in the number of graduates now active in major orchestras throughout the country.

BLAKE COLLEGE TODAY
In the early 1980s, Blake College found itself in a precarious position. Although the trend of a
declining enrollment that began in the mid-1970s appears to have bottomed out and stabilized

for the last two years, student revenues are still below the level needed for institutional
solvency. Faculty morale dropped as departments experienced increasing budget constraints.
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Several young faculty who were outstanding teachers and promising scholars "jumped ship"
"ecause of what, as one of them explained in a letter wide4 printed in the student and area
newspapers, ". . . many of my colleagues and I perceived to be a hopeless situation which is
being ineptly and inadequately address3d . . .."
A study conducted by consultants from a Chicago marketing firm also found that the college's
image and competitive position among other colleges in the region had declined during the

previous decade. More alarming was the study's finding that a small but not insignificant
percentage of high school seniors who would have been candidates for arimission into the
college in years past, now enrolled in high tech curricula at the area community allege.

THE ED ODES i

ROCESS AT BLI.KE COLLEGE

During her first months on the job, the new president determined that there was no consensus
among the members of the college community as to the strategic direction the college should
take in meeting its problems. She decided that the "guess and hunch" mode of operating the

institution had to end and a plan had to be developed to which the whole college could
However, having participated in long-range planning efforts at her previous
institution, Franklin knew that developing a detailed comprehensive plan would require

subscribe.

additional staff and resources. Moreover, she did net believe that developing such a planning
effort at this time would be beneficial to the coller a as there was no agreement within the
institution as to even the general direction the ins'i:;..ion should take. She concluded that what
was immediately required was (1) the developmern of an awareness among the college's key
decision-makers of the external forces affecting the college's future, (2) the identification of
strategies that the administration could take to move the college ahead and, more importantly,
(3) the establishment of a cadre of staff members who understand the process and method
appropriate to setting long-range institutional strategy.
During her first summer as president, Franklin, together with the college's dean and two faculty
member., attended a regional meeting of institutional research and planning personnel from
the collegn and universities in that section of the country. While at the meeting, the president
and her colleagues attended a workshop on ED QUEST. Although unfamiliar with the concepts
and techniques of strategic planning and futures research, they agreed that the ED QUEST
process appeared to offs: a promising approach by which to initiate strategic planning at Blake
College.

Back on campus, the president and the other attendees shared the information on the ED
QUEST process with the Administrative Council and Faculty Senate. Although some staff were
skeptical of the concept of strategic planning and bared that it was an attempt ". . . to operate
this college like a division of General Motors," there was mlority agreement among all segments
I the college community to move ahead with the planning effort.
A two-day retreat and planning session was held at a site away from the college's campus. The
participants were housed overnight at the conference site. In addition to the president, the ED

QUEST team included the Dean of the Faculty, Dean of Students, Director of Finance, five
members of the faculty, two members of the Board of Trustees, and several students selected
by the student association. The president selected the team using the following criteria:
knowledge of the college, influence among their colleagues, creative approach to problem
solving, or representative cf a key stakeholder group in the college.
Prior to attending the two-day planning session, two important components of the process were
completed. First, President Franklin contracted with an outside consultant to serve as the ED
QUEST facilitator. She appointed her executive assistant to provide liaison between the
college and tne consultant. Second, a notebook of background material was compiled and
distributed to all members of the ED QUEST team. The notebook contained information on
general societal trends and developments for the United States, the = :ate in which the college
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was located, and the college. Readings on the future of higher education were also included as
part of the background notebook.

At the initial session, the president called the meeting to order and described the many
changes taking place in higher education as a result of technology, new non-traditional
students, competition from other newer forms of postsecondary education, and changing
federal policy towards higher education. She asked the team's members to put aside their
immediate concems about the college and to think about the long-range opportunities and risks

the college might have to face in the future. She then turned the program over to the
consultant, whc provided participants with a general introduct!on to the two-day program and a
brief description of the ED QUEST process. The consultant then asked the group to list the
college's students and clients. The group quickly identified over fifteen student groups (e.g.,

part-time students, adult students, etc.) which the consultant recorded on a large sheet of
paper. When the list was complete, a vote of the group showed that the most important student
groups to Blake were recent high school graduates, tra.,:fer students, adult part-time students,
and public school teachers.
For each major student group, the team members were asked by the consultant to identify what

student needs Blake satisfied. A long list was soon developed. For example, for "transfer
students," the list included such items as upper division courses, flexible course scheduling,
placement services, a special advisement service, and an orientation to the college.

Finally, the team listed the programs t. 'd services offered by Blake College. These, too, were
written down by the consultant and, were then posted with the lists previously developed. The
completed lists are shown in Figure 13.

After a brief break, the team discussed the indicators ( f institutional performance. The
consultant's question was, "If you were to come back to Blake College in the year 2000, what
indicators would you inquire about to measure the success of the college over the intervening
years?" Almost thirty indicators were suggested. After some discussion, the group concluded
that the most important indicators were the size of the student body, average SAT score of
entering freshmen, enrollment in the college's programs, the number of graduate students,

size of outstanding debt, publications of faculty, number of tenured faculty, student
satisfaction, retention rate of students, the percentage of graduates enrolling in graduate and
professional schools, and faculty morale.
Blake's planning team also ideotnied the trends, events and developments having an impact on

the college. The activity began with the consultant stimulating their imagination by calling
attention to material in the Future Prospects Notebook and briefly reviewing some well-known

futures literature--Alvin Toffler's Third Wave, John Naisbitt's Megatrends, Marvin Cetron's
Encounters with the Future: Forecast of Life in the 21st Century, Marilyn Ferguson's Aquarian
Conspiracy and others.
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Name of Organization: Blake Col Lena

DEFINMONAL CATEGORIES

CUENTS/GROUPS
SERVED...

High School Graduates
Transfer Students
Adult Part-time Students
School Teachers

NEEDS SATISFIED...

SERVICES OFFERED..

Liberal and General
Education
Lower Division Courses
Upper Division Courses
Graduate Courses
Credentials (BNBS/MS)
Occupational Counseling
Orientation to College
Flexible Course Schedulin
Professional Education

BA/BS Curriculum
MS Program (education)
Counseling (academic,
placement, occupation
Library
Student Activities

Figure 13: ELEMENTS OF MISSION

I,
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The consultant asked the following question:

What are the critical developments that you believe could happen
between now and the year 2000 that, assuming they were to occur,
would greatly impact the viability of Blake College? These can be

trends, events, or issues which could be either of a social,
technological, economic, or political nature. I want us to think about
those future developments having both direct or indirec. consequence
for higher education and for Blake College.

Following this directive from the consultant, the group brainstormed fifty-four developments,
which were listed on large sheets of paper and posted around the room. During the activity, the
consultant made sure that there was maximum participation from all team members. Once the
list was complete, the consultant led a discussion of the items on the list. At times, the
discussion was spirited as individual members explained why they believed (or did not believe) a
particular item on the list was significant to Blake's future and might (or might not) occur. Several
new developments were also added to the list as a result of this discussion.

When the entire list had been reviewed, the consultant had each member of the team select ten
of the developments he or she believed would have the greatest impact on the college if they
were to occur at some time in the future. Each individual recorded his or her preferences on a

special form and all responses were then tabulated. From the mutts of the tabulation. it was
obvious that 26 developments had attracted most of the votes. These developments became
the basis for the group's deliberation during the remainder of the ED QUEST session. The
group then examined each of these developments and, guided by the consultant, carefully
reworded them so that all participants agreed on what each development meant.

With all 26 developments identified, the consultant asked each participant to write down his or
her estimate of the probability of each occurring by the year ?000. When the estimates were

tabulated, they showed a fairly strong consensus about the probability of some of the
developments, but disagreement on others. The consultant focused the team's attention on
the latter, asking team members to develop an explanation for the extreme votes in such a
manner that the individual who cast the "vote" was not identified. He explained that anonymity
was important to help focus the attention of the team on the reasoning behind the vote rather
than the personality who cast it.

Another round of probability estimates of the developments with wide ranging votes was
conducted, and there began to be convergence of the estimates for some developments. It
was pointed out to the team that it was not necessary to achieve group consensus on all
fourteen developments but only to understand the reasons for the disagreement among group
members. Since all 26 developments on the list had previously been judged to have a high
impact on Blake College, those that also had a high probability of occurrence were judged to be

the ones that demanded immediate attention by the college in developing its strategic
decisions These 14 developments are shown in Figure 14. The remaining 12 developments
with lower probabilities of occurrence, while set aside for the remainder of the session, required
systematic monitoring and constant reevaluation by the college's staff

To assist in understanding how these critical developments affected one another, the
consultant introduced the idea of a "cross-impact matrix." The team was divided into groups and

each group was given a blank matrix. The consultant assigned each group a number of
developments from the list of critical future developments. To simplify the process, five symbols
were used to indicate the possible impact of one development on the other. They were:
++ (greatly increased probability of the development's occurring)
+ (increased probability of the development's occurring)
0 (no change in the probability of the development's occurring)
- (decreased probability of the development's occurring)
(greatly decreased probability of the development's occurring)
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1. National accreditation of colleges and universities
2. Upholding of mandatory retirement a-9
3. Resumption of rr,-.3:2.4 draft

4. Institution of national standards for BS/BA degree
5. Mandating of state government programs assessment of all curricula
6. New student revolution
7. Institution of compulsory national service
8. Adoption of plan of "free tuition" for the public tw -year colleges by State legislaturs
9. Elimination of tax-exempt status of educational organizations
10. Administrative consolidation of all two-year colleges in the state
11. Imposition of growth limits on the state university system by the state government
12. State fiscal crisis
13. Established higher education voucher program by the state
14. Raising of public confidence in the value of college and university education

Figure 14
Blake College - Critical Future Developments

When each group had completed its matrices, the monitors recorded the group's assessments
for each cell and summed the number of symbols across the row. An abbreviated summary of

this tabulation is shown in Figure 15. The row totals represent the relative impact of the
occurrence of the development on the other developments on the matrix the larger the sum,
the greater the impact, positive or negative. The column totals indicate the relative sensitivity of
an event to the occurrence of the other events. Again, the larger the sum of a column, the roore
the event was judged as being influenced by other events. Events influenced positively so that
the probability of occurrence was assessed as increasing were preceded by a plus (+) symbol;
those whose probability of occurrence were seen as decreasing were preceded by a minus (-)
symbol. Six developments were assessed as having a great deal of positive impact were they to
occur. They were developments 2, 3, 5, 10, 11 and 13. All other developments were seen as
having an impact of a small magnitude. Of the total developments, seven were highly sensitive.
These were developments 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 11.
The final major task of the first ED QUEST session was an assessment of the importance of the
critical developments on the college's mission and key performance indicators. The consultant

explained that this task enabled the team to identify the specific changes that the
developments were likely to have on the college's mission and how these changes could affect
its performance. The list of students, needs, and programs previously developed and posted
was used to assess the impact of these developments on the mission. The consultant led a

discussion as to how each of the three components of the mission could be affected in the
future. That is, would they add to, subtract from, or otherwise alter the student groups currently
being served? The consultant recorded the responses on a large sheet for later use in the
formulation of strategic options.
Once this task was completed, the team, again divided into small groups and assigned a set of

developments, assessed the impact of the critical future developments on each of the
previously identified key performance indicators. Using a form of cross-impacting, each group
listed each development down the left column and key indicators across the top of the form.
Again, using the five symbols (i.e., ++, +, 0, -, and ), each group then assessed the positive or
negative impact of each development on each indicator in the appropriate cell. When
completed, the facilitator tallied all responses. The sum of the symbols of each row provided the
team with a criticality index of those developments which were most important in developing
strategic options. Again, developments 2, 5, 10, and 11 were determined to he most significant
to the future of Blake College (see Figure 16).
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Name of Organization' Blake College

EVENT DESCRIPTQB

if this event were to occur by the year 2000 ...
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1 National accreditation

with this
probability

4

PROBABILITY IMPACT
Then how would It change the probability of this event

oc,urring by the year 2000 ...
4I 5 6
2
3

7

8

9

10

3

0

.65
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2 Mandatory retirement eliminated

.70

++.

Z
3 Military draft

4 National Standards (BS/BA)

0

5 Mandated program assessment

.80

-

6 Student revolution

.60

-

7 Compulory national service

.70

-

C "'To Tuition' for two-year colleges
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10 Consolidation of twoyear college
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0
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9 Elimination of tax exempt status
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+
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0
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4

0

2
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The ED QUEST team then focused on identifying organizational strengths and weaknesses,
the final task of the first day's session. The consultant first provided the team with definitions
and examples of an organizational strength and an organizational weakness. '4e briefly
explained the importance of this task to the evaluation of the effect of the institutional strategies
on the college's internal environment. Using a modified form of brainstorming, the group

generated two lists: one of strengths and one of weaknesses. Once they completed the
development of these initial lists, the consultant led I a am members in a discussion of the items

on each list. The focus of the discussion was to crirify each statement. The team members
then selected from each list the 10 most significant strengths and the 10 most significant
weaknesses of Blake College. Figure 17 shows the final lists.

The consultant began the second session by reviewing the results of the previous day's
deliberations and by providing an overview of the tasks the team would undertake for the
remainder of the process. He explained that the major goal of the day's session was to identify
the strategies or possible courses of action that Blake College could follow in dealing with
probable changes in its external environment. However, to accomplish that task, the group
would first have to develop a picture of the implications of the alternative futures posed by the
trends and events the group had identified in its previous day's session. He then demonstrated
impact networking.

The consultant divided the ED QUEST team into thre a groups and assigned each group two
"actor developments" identified from the cross-impact matrix and key indicator matrix. Next,

each group developed an impact network for each assigned event. They began the
development of a network by first linking the "actor development" in the external environment
to the implication that resulted from its occunence. These first order implications were, in turn,

linked to second-order implications. This process was repeated for the second order
implications until the group decided the network was sufficiently "rich" in identifying the
significant implications in that particular future.
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Strengths:
1. An institutional history (the "Blake Tradition") from which to build a future
2. New administrative leadership
3. A faculty and staff who understand the mission+ of the college
4. A faculty and staff who are generally closeknit and supportive of one another's

efforts

5. An overwhelming majority of faculty committed to teaching and students
6. Support and good will of the people in the local community and the state
7. Completed campus facilities (i.e., no new or major facilities needed)
8. A loyal alumni, some of whom hold significant positions of power and influence

in the state
9. A governing boa :d interested in supporting quality education and willing to
allow the administration and faculty to manage the college
10. Reputation of its graduates

Weaknesses:
1. Graduate program/course offerings viewed by students and the profession as
bland and not exciting
2. Lack of commitment or institutional support for faculty scholarship
3. Facilities, while structurally sound, in need of major renovation
4. Lack of an institutional vision or clear priority for the college's future
5. Complacency among factions of the senior faculty
6. Little institutional loyalty or commitment among new and adjunct facility
7. Inability and, at times, disinterest in responding to the community's needs of
higher education
8. Disinterest in needs of non-traditional students (i.e., educational ne -cis,

specialized services, etc.)
9. Lack o' an adequate and solid base of financial support
10. Wide variation in the quality of the college's curricular programs

Figure 17
`ost Significant Strengths and Weaknesses
of Blake College

Figure 18 illustrates a completed network by one of the groups assigned the event, "Program
Assessmont Mandated." The first order impacts were: (1) an incomplete focus on curriculum
goals; (2) increased funding for test construction and for implications of tests across programs;

(3) "teaching to the test"; (4) enrollment of fewer "high risk" students; and (5) incomplete
dissemination of information about the performance of students. The increased focus on
curriculum goals causes standardization of course syllabi and curriculum revision. Incomplete
funding for testing stimulates the development of a new bureaucracy handling instructional,
developmental, diagnostic services, and testing. Moreover, there is now increased attention to
student assessment and remediation.

When all groups had completed the task, each of them shared the networks with the entire
team. The consultant asked the team members to evaluate each network by answering the
question, "Does the impact network describe a plausible set of circumstances that could evolve
from the occurrence of the initial actor development?" During several network presentations,
the members of the Blake team had a lively discussion of possible alternative or "branching"
points in the network, where the future could have evolved differently than that depicted by the
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network. After all impact networks had been reviewed, the team members decided that the
implications of three of the networks were most critical to the future of Blake College. They then
concentrated their efforts on developing strategies for these networks.
Since the major goal of the workshop was to identify possible strategies that Blake College
could follow to deal with probable future developments, the participants were again organized
into groups. Each group was assigned a particular impact network for which to identify strategic
options and was asked to propose at least five strategies for its assigned network. To of the
groups decided to first brainstorm a set of strategies and then, after discussing the set and
clarifying the meaning of the strategies proposed, select whei iiie group considered the best
five. The third group, through a process of discussion, simply formulated five statements of
strategy.
Upon the groups' completion of their lists of strategic options, the consultant reconvened the
participants. He asked each group to report its list of strategies and present a rationale for the
strategies. During the reporting process, several groups identified similar strategies. The
consultant pointed out that such a situation was beneficial, as it implied that the duplicate
strategies might be sufficiently "robust" to address external conditions that might affect the
college under alternative futures.
The participants, again divided into groups, assessed the impact of each of their options upon
the institutional strengths and weaknesses identified during the previous day's session. Using
a strategic impact matrix for strengths and another matrix for weaknesses, the members of the
group determined whether a strategy eni.anced, reduced, or had no impact on each strength
(or weakness). A scale of 0 (no impact) to 3 (major impact) was used. The scale value selected
by the group for each cell of the grid was preceded by the symbol of + (i.e., enhance) or - (i.e.,

reduce). When each matrix was complete, the values for each row were summed. The
consultant then pointed nut to the Blake planning team that the optimal strategies wire those
assessed as enhancing strengths and reducing weaknesses. Of the entire list of strategic
options assessed, six were identified as being optimal and thus warranted serious consideration
for possible adoption as institutional strategies. They are shown in Figure 19. This concluded
the second day of Blake College's ED QUEST process.

Since both sessions of the college's ED QUEST were combined into a continuous two-day
workshop, the session report summarizing all activities and decisions made was not prepared by

the consultant to circulate to participants until approximately two weeks after the session.
Follow-up activities, based upon the outcome of the ED QUEST process, began at a joint
meeting of the college's faulty and administration following receipt of the ED QUEST session
report. Task forces were appointed by President Franklin to develop action plans for each of
the strategic options selected for implementation. In addition, the strategic options selected
were incorporated into both a Title III proposal the college submitted fcr funding to the federal
government and a proposal prepared by the college's Dean of Academic Affairs to a regional
foundation, requesting support for the purchase of laboratory equipment for the college.

During the year subsequent to the ED QUEST session, a number of planning activities were
undertaker that were based upon the strategic options chosen for implementation. Many of
these activities have moved programs and services closer to the students being served and
have demonstrated to external agencies Blake College's concern with controlling institutional

costs while attempting to improve the auality and scope of its educational services and
programs. In addition, the Blake administraHon staff has begun working more closely with the
finance committee of the Board of Trustees to develop a more detailed long-range financial plan
for the college to support the institutional programs necessary to implement the strategies
identified through the ED QUEST process. Although not complete
, a preliminary report from
the newly formed Office of Institutional Studies indicated a most positive and cooperative
attitude among segments of the coiiege and an emerging perception that Blake College is
moving into the future with renewed confidence and vigor.
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1.

Blake College will enhance its collaborative relationship with regional schools,
business, industry, and governmental agencies, including cooperative funding,
in providing inservice education, new curriculum and services.

2. The college will give renewed emphasis to promoting and updating the
humanities and social sciences to encourage the development of cultural literacy
and skills so that "making a life" will become as important as "making a living."

3. Lifelong educational endeavors for career, personal, and cultural development
will be given the same attention by the college as has been true in the past for
education designed for traditional college-age students.

4. The curriculum and instructional delivery of the college will be customized and
individualized to augment the traditional group delivery systems in order to better
serve the great variability in preparation and learning styles among Blake's
students.
5.

Funds for curriculum revision, staff development, and equipment improvement
will be sought from external sources to maintain the college's programs and
personnel at the highest level of quality possible.

6. Special attention will be given to developing a program for phased retirement of

senior staff and the recruitment of comparable replacements.

Faculty
involvement in the selection, induction, and tenure-granting process will be
strengthened.

Figure 19

Strategic Options Selected
1
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PART THREE

USING ED QUEST AT UTOPIA COUNTY
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
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INTRODUCTION
This desaiption of the ED QUEST process at Utopia County Community College (UCCC), a
fictitious two-year institution, is based upon the actual ED QUEST experiences at several
institutions. To add realism to the UCCC case, a general description of the college is also
included.

DESCRIPTION OF UTOPIA COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Utopia County Community College is a hypothetical public two-year college located in the
southeastern section of the United States. The college was established in the spring of 1965
by a resolution passed by the Legislative Commission of Utopia Cour:44 and appro "ed by the
State Commission for Post-Secondary Education. In creating the Board of Trustees of Utopia
County Community College, the State Commission charged the Board with the responsibility of
". . . developing and implementing a comprehensive program of post secondary education to

serve the residents of Utopia County desiring genera' education leading to admission at a

baccalaureate-degree granting ;nstitution, vocational and technical training, and continuing and
adult education."

Utopia County Community College opened to students in September 1965 as the seventh
public two-year college in the state system, which now includes fourteen schools. UCCC has
always maintained an open admissions policy by admitting all residents in the service area who
met either one of the following requirements:
1. Graduates holding diplomas from accredited secondary schools
2. Persons 18 years of age or older, not possessing a high school
diploma, but who can present evidence of being able to pursue
successfully and profit by a proposed course of postsecondary

study

The College's Service Area
Located in the southwest corner of the state, Utopia County is the state's least populated
county with twenty percent of the state's land area (4,300 square miles) but only twelve percent

(158,000) of the state's population. With a population of 63,000, Franklin is the largest
municipality in the county. The other towns in the county range in size from 8,000 to 12,000
residents. Although the county has maintained its position as the most productive agricultural
county in the state, it has undergone major economic changes. In 1950, 35,000 county
residents were employed in agriculture; in 1980 only 8,500 were L.0 employed. During the
same period, the non-farming workforce grew from 17,000 in 1950 to over 47,....,0 in 1980. The

distribution of perF ,ns employed in Utopia County by major employment classification is
described in Table 4.
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TABLE 4
Distribution of Employed Workforce by
Major Employment Classification
Classification

Number Employed

Transportation and Public Utilities
Wholesale and Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate
Services and Miscellaneous
Government
Agriculture

21,320
2,890
1,480
7,060
1,580
4,380
8,870
9,473

Total

57,053

Manafanti iring

Corstruction

At 36 percent, manufacturing is the single largest sector of the county's workforce. In 1980,
approximately 22% of all manufacturing workers were employed in the area's steel producing
industry, down from 43% in 1960. The remainder of the manufacturing workers are employed
by the glass (8%), textiles (12%), machine tools (5%), wood products (3%), plastics (10%), food
processing (5%), micro-electronic components (9%), home furnishings (8%), computers (6%),
and medical products (9%) industries.

Since 1972, five corporations have established manufacturing facilities in Utopia County. Two
of these industries are mkilti-na!,,inal companies in the field of ' :-h technology. As the county's

economy matures, the c.:ea industries are being supplem ,iced by the so-called "clean"
businesses such as computer services, insurance, and bio-medical research.

Prior to 1960, personal income followed a pattem of slow increase thro"ghout the service area.

Since that time, the economic growth rate nas risen significantly due to the aggressive
economic development programs of the state and county governments. However, the service
area still has pockots of economically poor, with 14.2% of the families having an annual income
of less than $4,500. In addition, the income level of approximately 21.5% of the service area's
inhabitants barely exceeds the poverty line. Approximately 6.4% of all families in the service
area receive public assistance or public welfare income.

The economic changes in the county are only now beginning to solve the long standing
problems that have beset area residents. From the depression of the 1930's until the second
half of the decade of the 1960s, the area has experienced a hig'
e of cut-migration as people
sought better opportunities elsewhere. This trend particularly characterized the lower
economic and minority populations. Utopia County Community College has attempted to
address these problems by increasing the accessibility of educational opportunities and by
enhancing economic development through an emphasis on technical education. This 'ffort,
however, is complicated by problems that are both historic and current. Traditionally, the state

has ranked in the bottom half (39th) in percentage of youth pursuing some form of
postsecondary education.

UCCC's main campus is located in Franklin--a more than 45 minute drive for most county
Public transportation is limited, and even for residents with access to private
transportation, the commuting time and cost are formidable barriers. To overcome these
residents.

geographic barriers, UCCC has opened three extension centers in the past two years. Through
the cooperation of local citizens, housing accommodations are also available to students at
nominal costs. Finally, a car 000l matching service is provided.
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The College's Student Body
Increasing 15% over the past three years, UCCC student body currently includes almost 2,400
credit course students; 70% are enrolled in the college's vocation& and technical division and

the remaining 30% in the general education (transfer) division. In addition, the institution's
continuing education programs annually enroll 1,800 non-credit students. Since 1980, the
part-time student population has grown as a proportion of the institution's total credit enrollment
(See Table 5).

Although in the college's early years, the majority of students were male, in the 18-22 year age
group, and from white, middle class families', the current UCCC student body is quite diverse.
The racial minority population is well represented within the student body. While 19'''' of the
county residents are black, Hispanic, or Asian, 25% of the student body consists of individuals
from these minority groups.
College officials, over the years, have given priority to the recruitment of minority students and
to the provision of special interest programs. For example, special support has been allocated
to sponsor non-traditional courses for women, and a Center for Displaced Homemakers and
Reentry Women will be established shortly with federal, state, and local funds. As a result, the
mate/female ratio has shifted dramatically from the 1980 ratio of nearly 2:1 males to 1:1 for the
current year.

TABLE 5
Student Profile (Credit Students)
Current Year
A.

1980

au
Male
Female

50%
50%

64%
36%

19%
75%
6%

28%
71%
1%

53%
47%

60%
40%

25
26

25
23
23

E. Ira Enrollment

16%

18%

F. Attrition Rate

37%

31%

G. TransfekPerce.ntage,_

21%

29%

H. Continuina in Higher Eduk,.:.tion

25%

27%

B.

gam
Black
While
Other

C. Enrollment Status
Full.time
Past-time

D. Average Age
Male
Female
Average

27

70
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Similar efforts in outreach, recruitment, and program development have been made for he
handicapped and the elderly. UCCC is the adult basic and general education center for the
southern portion of the state. Also, programs stressing re-entry programs for the elderly have
been emphasized in the Division of Continuing Education and Community Services.

Seventy-nine percent of UCCC students are county residents, and 38% of these students
have low incomes. Moreover, 34% of UCCC students are classified as having special
educational needs.
A variety of programs are offered by UCCC to meet the special needs of its students. With 63%

of all associate degree students reading below the nintn grade level, 54.7% of all entering
students enroll in developmental English or math courses. At least 72% of the students work
and/or receive financial assistance through established college programs.
A series of controversies has surrounded UCCC's attempts to meet the needs of non-traditional
and minority group students. For example, the local newspaper, The Utopia Crier, ran a series

of editorials expressing disapproval ". . . of UCCC's attempt to finance, at the taxpayers'
expense, so-called college programs for students unprepared for college level work." Public
concern has also been fuelled by a perception that the college's academic standards were
being loweret..
Utopia County Community College students are typically r:ard working and ambitious. Most are
vocationally oriented; approximately two-thirds seek admission into the vocational and technical
program leading ti.' :In Associate of Applied Science (AAS) degree. However, as man" is 40%
of the AAS students switch to the one-year certificate program by the isnd of their first sJrnester.
While pleased with increased student interest in vocational-technical programs, college officials
and the Board of Trustees are concerned about the 62% attrition rate from the college transfer
(Associate of Arts) program and the irregular attendance patterns of many students who take as
many as five to six years to complete a two-year program.

As reflected in Table 6, the academic quality of UCCC programs is one of the primary reasons
given by students for selecting the college. Not surprisingly, job placement of its graduates is
another significant reason the college attracts students.

TABLE 6

Main Reason for Selecting the College
Current Year 1980
Academic Quality in My Program
Courses Offered
Close to Home

Academic Reputation-General
Costs
Job Placement

23.5%
28.9%
17.5%
10.0%
9.1%
11.0%

23.2%
23.6%
21.0%
1C 2%

11.2%
5.8%

A recent study of the college's graduates indicated that of those employed, 85.4% were
working in jobs related to their major field of study or had continued their education. In general,
91% c. the graduates sterveyed were satisfied with the services and programs of the college.

The highest rated college services were faculty advisement (89.4%), curriculum content
(88.2%), quality of instruction (84.3%), food service (51.2%). student activities (48.2%) and
library (43.5%).
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The College's Organization and Staff
The college transfer program was originally the primary focus of UCCC. Approximately twelve

years ago, under the leadership of a dy iamic new president, the institution moved toward
becoming a comprehensive college, offering two-year vocational-technical programs as well as
continuing education and community service programs.

The educational programs and faculty of UCCC were recently organized into four divisions:
Genera! Education, Vocational and Technical Science, Continuing Education, and Student
Services. The college transfer programs are administered by the Division of General Education,
while all technical degree programs are a pct of the Division of Vocational-Technical Science.
providing limited services, the Division of Continuing Education offers non-degree programs in
vocational and cultural areas. The Student Services Division is responsible for admissions,
student records, financial aid, counseling, and student activities. Each of these four divisions is
headed by a chairman who is responsible to the Dean of the College.

Currently, a few staff members expressed the opinion that the college's present organizational

structure by division is inequitable. For example, faculty members in the Vocational and
Technical Division typically have very small classes, while General Education faculty have their

classrooms filled to capacity. Several faculty members have introduced resolutions in the
Faculty Senate calling for an organizational structure that will distribute the workload more
satisfactorily.

The prevailing faculty philosophy at UCCC is reflected in a document drawn up by a faculty
group at a recent staff development seminar. The following educational principles were
accepted as the " ... operational basis for developing healthy and effective faculty-administrator
relationships .. .1'

Utopia County Community College has one goal: the best possible
education for its students
Each member of the faculty has a unique contribution to make in th I
accomplishment of this common goal.

In a democratic society it can be expected that the membersof any
college faculty will desire to participate indecision-making that affects
their welfare and the fulfillment of the purposes to which their effort is
directed.
Effective participation and wise decision depends upon knowledge,
experience, and a sense of obligation on the part of all concerned.

Realistic, responsible requests, formulated after careful
co:isideration of resources and other pertinent data, are requisites
for confidence and effective working relationships
The president of the college, the institutional officers and the division

heads cannot abdicate their individual responsibility for making
decisions
Responsible members of a profession can be expected to make the
same decisions, assuming equal knowledge of facts and basic data.
UCCC offers students more than just academic programs. Utopia County Community College
has a well-run counseling and developmental studies center that is respected among two-year
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colleges. There are a number of achiever ant and aptitude testing programs provided
throughout the year and throughout a student's program of studies. In addition, students are
always welcome to the center for personal guidance and counseling that is staffed with seven
professional counselors, six men and one woman. In the field of sports, the college also has an
excellent reputation. UCCC's athletic teams take part in a number of state and regional
competitions and have great success in comparison with most colleges. Students seem to like
sports and are very interested in competitive intercollegiate sports. Many of the college's outof-country and out-of-state students are attracted to UCCC because of the reputation of its
athletic programs. Recently, some intramural programs have been initiated.

The College's Finances
Utopia County Community College receives its non-capital, unrestricted funding from four
sources: state and local appropriations, student tuition and fees, and revenues from auxiliary
enterprises. State monies have decreased somewhat as a percentage of the total budget for
the p;st five years. Given current and projected state economic conditions, college officials
expect these monies to continue to decrease in the future. Within the last three years, the
State has imposed three mid-year budget cuts (i.e., 5%, 6%, and 4%) because of the declining
revenues. During the same time, however, student FTE enrollment increased 15%. Last year,
the operating budget for Academic Affairs was frozen at the previous year's level so that an
associate degree computer program could be offered in response to ov'"whelming community
demand. In that same year, however, the college experienced a 5% increase in enrollment.
The following table shows a comparison of the percentage of total revenue from three of the
sources for the current year and 1980. The state also allocates to the institution portions of
capital bond revenues for equipment purchases. However, again because of declining state
revenues, the institution has received decreasing amounts of these monies for the last two
years.

TABLE 7
Major College Funding Sources as Percentage of Total Revenues

Year

1980
Current Year

State
Appropriations
65%
61%

Local
Appropriations
7%
7%

Tuition
and Fees
22%
28%

UCCC receives fiscal support from two counties, which has accounted for 7% of the total annual
budget during the last five years. These monies are not expected to increase in the near future

as the counties struggle to replace lost federal monies and to maintain basic governmental
services to citizens.

As a percentage of the total budget, funds from tuition and fees, have increased over the past
five years, due to enrollment increases. In addition, revenues from auxiliary enterprises are
expected to increase slightly over the next five-year period, but only contribute about 3% to the

total budget. As state and local appropriations continue to decrease and operating costs
continue to rise, the institution will be faced with the need to increase revenues from these
remaining two sources.

The college has historically made a commitment to seek external funds. Restricted monies
come to the college from federal sources and from the Utopia Education Foundation. Last year,
the institution was awarded $1 million in restricted federal funds in addition to $540,000 in
federal student financial aid.

The other external source of funds available to the institution are those that come from a
college-related foundation. The foundation currently has assets of $.60,000 raised primarily
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through community fund-raising activities. These monies are almost entirely restricted to
scholarships. The foundation has no endowment.

UCCC'S PLANNING PROBLEM
The President of UCCC has become increasingly concerned about the changing nature of the
college's environment. As he surveyed the shifts in the composition of the college's student
body and the growing instability of the institution's financial base, he began to fear that the

institutional goals and objectives were not reflective of changes in the college's external
environment. He has discovered that the members of his cabinet share his concerns and
uneasiness regarding the responsiveness of UCCC to the changing environment. The
college's chief administrative officers unanimously agreed that the institution's existing annual

planning efforts did not facilitate the identification and incorporation of environmental
information into the formulation of organizatk al objectives.

Accordingly, the President asked the college's Executive Vice-President to explore the
possibility of developing a more comprehensive, environmentally responsive planning process.
After some investigation and consultation with other members of the administrative staff, the
Executive Vice-President engaged a group of management consultants to assist him in this

task. The consultant group, after first reviewing the college's existing planning process,
recommended that UCCC use the ED QUEST process as a starting point in the development of

a strategic planning effort. The college's administration accepted th,- -immendation and,
after assessing the planning expertise of the college's staff, decided
age the consultant
group in the design of the process and in thk formulation of the stratt,.... plan. In addition, the
consultants were responsible for training one or more members of the planning and insutional
research offices in the techniques used in the ED GUEST process.

PREPARATION FOR ED QUEST
Prior to the as ED QUEST session, the President, upon the recommendation of his cabinet,
appointed .ne members of the ED QUEST planning team, including fifteen of the college's
administrative and instructional staff, including himself. The funs onal areas represented on the

team were instruction, continuing education and community service, student services,
institutional research, institutional advancement, and library services.

Concurrently, the consultant group compiled the Future Prospect Notebook, consisting of
information and forecasts about errironmental trends, issues, and developments which might
have impact on the college's future (see Appendix A). Materials were obtained not only from
education sources (e.g., Chronicle of Higher Education, Education Today, Change, Community
College Journal, etc.), but also from readily accessible general sources (e.g., US News and
Wood Report, Newsweek Business Week, New York Times, Atlanta Journal, etc.). A number of
information items were obtained from "fringe* publications (e.g., Mother Jones, Leading Edge,

Rolling Stone, etc.) and periodicals covering developments in the four major areassocial,
technical, economic and political (e.g., Working Woman, American Demographics, High
Technology, Barrons, Computer World, Washington Monthly). To scan for possible information
on unusual and unexpected developments, a wide ranging search of future-focused journals

and newsletters was undertaken, including The Futurist, Futwistics, What's Next, Issue
Management Newsletter, Futures and Trend Digest.

Much of the information included in the notebook was obtained from materials and data bases

accessible to the consultants. However, data on variables descriptive of UCCC's internal
environment (e.g., enrollment, revenue, etc.) were also included. This latter category of data
was collected by UCCC's institutional research office.
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The intent of the Future Prospect Notebook was to stimulate readers to identify possible future

changes in the environment (i.e., trends, events, or issues) that would affect the college's
future. The material contained in the notebook created an " information gestalt," within which
individuals could begin to see patterns of change in the external environment. Consequently,

the consultants organized the notebook materials to facilitate rapid and complete
understanding of the the information. Where feasible, statistical information was synthesized
into charts or tables,and abstracts were prepared for lengthy articles. Attention was given to
selecting articles with clarity of presentation and a minimum of highly specialized and technical
terminology.

The consultants also prepared a tentative agenda for each of the two ED QUEST sessions
(shown in Figure 20) that was reviewed and approved by the administration. After the ED
0 el. team members had been appointed and the Future Prospect Notebook has been
pi..eared, the consultant group met with the ream to orient them to the ED QUEST process and
to explain the Delphi process. At the end of the meeting, the Futures Prospect Notebook was
distributed to each team member along with a copy of the Round One (R1) questionnaire of the
Delphi (see C.gure 5).

In the intervening month, the members of the ED QUEST team, using the Future Prospect
Notebook and information gathered individually, completed and returned the first round of the
Delphi to the consultants.
The information from R1 was used to prepare the R2 questionnaire (see AppenAix I3). The R1
trend and event were edited and, in a number of instances, reworded to improve clarity. For
example, one member of the team said that an important 'rend was the changing student-body
profile. The consultants, mindful that the group might want to monitor this trend, rewrote the
trend statement as several statements (i.s., the percentage of part-time students over twentyfive and the percentage of black and Asian students).

The consultant group added a number of forecast statements to the questionnaire, because
the trends and events identified in R1 were not sufficiently comprehensive. Speciticaily, the
team members had identified many trends and events pertaining to education, technology and
the economy, but few items from the social and political sectors of the environment.

When completed, the two-part R2 questionnaire was distributed to each member of the ED
QUEST team. On the first part, team members forocasted trend levels at two points in time,
assuming a present level equivalent to 100 and assessed the positive or negative importance to

the college's future of a series 3f trend statements using a scale of 0 (no importance) to 10
(major importance). The second part of the questionnaire contained a series of s' -tements
describing a possible future event. For every event, each team member was asked to provide
an estimate of the probability that the event would occur at some time within the next decade
and, assuming the event did occur, an estimate of its positive or negative impact using a scale
of 0 (no impact) to 10 (high impact).

The consultants tabulated the results and prepared two lists. The first, a master list, contained
all the trends and events statements included in the R2 questionnaire. Median estimates of
level and mean estimates of consequence were used to identify critical trends, as were the
median probabilities and mean impacts of events (see Figure 21). The second list of critical
trends and events included statements with at least an average score of sac. Two charts were

also createdone showing the importance of each trend according to the foil categories of
high, strong, moderate, and low//none (see Figure 22) and the other categorizing the events
according to their probability of occurrence (i.e., high, moderate, and low) and impact (i.e., high,
moderate, and low) (see Figure 23).
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fiENDS
LEVEL OF TREND IN
1992
1997

DESCRIPTION

CCNSECUENCES

Positive

Negative

1-6. Annual number of manufacturing jobs
moving to the developing countries
(i.e. Mexico, Korea, etc.) from the U.S.

110

120

2.0

6.0

T-8. Number of new jobs annually created by
industrial development and expansion in
the state.

108

116

6.5

2.0

90

80

3.6

6.1

T-23. Number of industries in the southern
U.S. using robots.

110

118

7.3

3.0

1-24. Number of industries in the state using
computers with optional memory and
user friendly software.

120

130

6.1

1.9

T-25. Level of automation used in U.S. offices.

118

125

6.5

2.2

7.7

2.0

7.9

1.5

T-12. Number of persons in the state's labor
force employed in the service sector.

T-26. Number of jobs in U.S. business and
industry requiring a basic knowledge of
the use of computers.

T-30. Level of job skills required for entry-

123

110

140

115

level employment by U.S. businesses and
industry.
T-31.

INiumber of new hires by U.S. business
am" industry who possess general skills
and knowledge which can be used across
several jobs.

1-35.

Level of demand by business and industry
for electronics technicians in the state.

110

120

6.0

2.4

113

1L0

6.6

1.1

T-36. The economic worth of an associate degree
in the U.S. labor market.

109

107

6.3

2.5

T-38. Number of adults 24 yewars of age or older
in retraining programs offered through
the state's two-year technical colleges.

115

120

8.6

1.2

110

8.1

2.3

T-42. Amount of money annually allocated for

105

em oyee trainin b U.S. co orations.
Figure

: CRITICAL TRENDS AND HIGH IMPACT EVENTS
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DESCRIPTION

LEVEL OF TREND IN
1992
1997

ccusamass
Positive Negative

T-46. Number of organizations outside the
U.S. educational system (i.e.
corporations, private job training
contractors, etc.) offering technical
education accepted for colleg :.edit.

110

115

T-47. Number of four-year colleges in the
U.S. cf:sring technical programs at
the baccalaureate level.

110

120

1.9

6.6

1.48. Competition in U. S. among two-year
colleges, four-year colleges, privatefor-profit post-secondary institutions,
and the military to recruit entrants
from persons 17-21 years of age.

110

120

2.1

7.1

'-52. Number of all students enrolled in

105

7.0

5.8

6.1

2.4

3.6

6.5

101

2.6

8.0

technical education programs in the
state who are enrolled in at least
one developmental course.

T-60. Number of U.S. undergraduate college
students required to own personal
computers for use in their college
studies.
*T-63. Level of pressure from federal and
state government for accountability
in higher education.
*T-67. Amount of annual revenue of the
state's two-year technical colleges
derived from JTPA.

Figure 21 continued:

118

119

105

130

131

105

6.5

2.3
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NAME OFORGANIZATION:

POSMVE

CATEGORY

High

(8.0-10)

Strong

(6.0 -7.9)

...
Moderate
(3 . 0- 5. 9)

Utooia Community College

NEGATIVE

I

T-38, T-42

T -46

T-8, T-23, T-24, T-25, T-26,
T-30, T-31, T-35, T-36, T-49,

T-6, T-12, T-47,

T-48

T-52, T-60

lb

.

T-2, T-5, T-7, T-10, T-12, T-13,
T-14, T-15, T-16, T-17, T-16, T-20,
T-21, T-22, T-27, T-28, T-29, T-32,
T-33, T-34, T-39, T-40, T-41, T-43,
T-44, T-45, T-51, T-52, T-53, T-54,
T-55. T-56, T-63, T-64, T-67, T-70

T-1, T-2, T-3, T-4, T-7, T-10,
T-11, T-14, T-15, T-16, T-18, T -19,
T-20, T-23, T-30, 1-33, T-37, T-39,
T-40, T-44, T-49, T-52, T-55, T-57,
T-58, T-60, T-61, T-63, T-64, T-65,
T-66, T-69, T-70

T-1, T-3, T-4, T-6, T-11, T-19,
T-37, T-46, T-48, T-50, T-57, T-58,
T-59, T-61, T-62, T-65, T-66, T-68,

T-5, T-8, T-13, T-17, T-21, T-22,
T-24, T-25, T-26, T-28, T-29, T-31,
T-32, T-34, T-35, T-36, T-38, T-41,
T-42, T-43, T-45, T-50, T-51, T-53,
T-54, T-56, T-62, T-67, T-68

T-69

Figure 22: TREND CONSEQUENCES
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NAME OF ORGANIZATION: Utopia Community College
IMPACT

HIGH

(6.0-10)

I0
0

E-21, E-35,

MODERATE

(3.0-5.9)

lOVV/NONE

HIGH

(0-2.9)

(6.0-10)

MODERATE

(3.0-5.9)
E-13, E-50

E-13

LOW/NONE

(x-2.9)
E-....., E-35, E-49

± a,

0

....W v

E-3, E-11,
E-18, E-20

"1

E-2, E-5, E-30,
E-56, E-57

0
....1 0

E-7, E-12, E-14,
E-16, E-17, E-27
E-28, E-29, E-32,
E-33, E-47, E-48,
E-51, E-59, E60

E-1, E-9, E-10.
E-1 9, E-24, E-25
E-26, E-31, E-36
E-38, E-39, E-41,
E-44, E-5Z E-53,
E-54

E-4, E-8, E-22,
E-23, E-42, E-43,
E-45

E-4, E-7, E-33, E-42
E-43, E-47, E-48,
E-51

E-8, E-17, E-18,
E-22, E-29, E-32
E-45

E-3, E-1, E-12,
E-14, E-16, E-20
E-27, E-28, E-59,
E-60

E -6, E-15, E-34,
E-37, E-40, E-46
E-55, E-58

E-6, E-26, E37,
E-40, E-55, E-58

E-9, E-10, E-15,
E-34, E-36, E-38,
E-39,E-46, E-53,
E-54

E-1, E-2, E-5,
E-19, E-24, E-25
E-30, E-31, E-41,
E-44, E-52, E -56,
E-57

r
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THE FIRST ED QUEST SESSION
The consultants began the first session by reviewing the session's agenda and objectives and

by dicussing the Delphi survey results. Team members had the opportunity to raise any
questions regarding the validity of the group's estimate for any of the trends or events.
Arguments were presented for either adding or deleting a trend or event from the "Critical
Importance and High Impact List." Although none was deleted, a number of trends and events
were added to the list.

For example, the team's median estimate of the consequences of the pressure for
accountability in higher education was 4.5. Several members believed that the estimate was too

low and revealed that recently introduced state legislation, not covered by the media, would
require all public two-year and four-year colleges to annually provide information on attrition and
drop-out rates among students to the state's Office of the B. .dget. This information was to be
used in the state formulas to determine annual institutional budget allocations. In light of this
information, the group reestimated the consequence of the trend as 6.5. It was, therefore,
added to the critical trends and events list.

The next major group activity was the completion of a cross-impact matrix to determine the
interrelationship of each event to each of the trends and other events. In order to use the time
most effectively, four groups were formed and each group was assigned a specific number of
events to assess. Each cross impact estimate was determined by an informal poll. When
individual estimates varied widely, discussion ensued and members reassessed their original
estimates. During this activity, the facilitators moved from group to group answering questions,

clarifying the nature of the task and ensuring that all group members participated in the
discussion.

Each group completed its cross-impact assessment form using the scale of +3 to -3 to show,
should the event occur, the increase or decrease of the significance of a Vert( to the college
(event-to-trend), or the probability of the other events (event-to-event). Whey oe each group
had completed their assigned matrix, the results were tabulated algebraically tor each cell, and
absolute values were obtained for each row and column. The information for all groups was
recorded on a large matrix drawn on newsprint. The remaining time for tho activity was spent
identifying and discussing those events that appeared to be significant and forceful "actors" in
the college's future, were they to occur. Figure 24 shows an abbreviated version of the
tabuleUtd matrix.

Focusing on the critical trends and events, the planning team was divided into three groups to
assess the changes that might occur in UCCC's mission. Each group considered the possible
impact of the trends and events on the present mission at UCCC, related to one of the three
mission components (i.e., student/clients serviced, needs fulfilled, and programs/services
offered). The objective of this activity was to identify the change in circumstances that could be
brought about between the present and the future, should the critical trends materialize and the
future events occur (see Fig bre 25). Each group recorded its assessment on newsprint and
presented their assessments to the entire team for acceptance or modification. Once all the

presentations of assessments were completed, each group reconvened to discuss the
possible future changes in UCCC's mission.
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PRESENT CONDITIONS AT UCCC

STUDENTS/CLIENTS

/1.

Students (e.g., high schcol graduates, upgrades, etc.)

1.

2. Area employees
3. Public/non- profit organizations
4. Community ps.-.los
5. Displaced workers

6. UCCC's staff
7. Adult education students

B.

NEEDS SATISFIED
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

.

Entry level occupationaVjob skills
Upgraded occupational/job skills
New occupational/job &Ills
Basic educational skills and/or credentials (e.g., reading, GED, etc.)
Counseling assistanct/information (e.g., educational objectives, career path,
educational competencies
Avocational interests

PROGRAMS/SERVICES

On-campus credit instruction
Off-campus credit instruction
On-campus non-credit instruction
Off-campus non-credit instruction
In-plant training
Student support services (e.g., placement, counseling, etc)
7. Job training and pannership act (JTP A)
8. Conference facilities
9. Technical assistance/technology transfer
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Figure 25:

ELEMENTS OF UCCC'S PRESENT MISSION
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FUTURE CHANGES AT UCCC
IV.11111

A. CLIENTS
High school graduates enrolling in UCCC because cf increase in loss of financial
aid at ;our-year colleges
2. Increase in s; dents interested in small business management
3. Increase I
..,ycled" students ("grads", "alumni")
4. Increase in "non - mobile' students
1.

5. Increase in "traditionartransfer students
6. Increase in number of vocational 6 cation center graduates desiring advanced

placement credit
7.

Increase in other types of trainer/educators

....

B. NEEDS
1.

2.

Need more assessment for displaced workers
Need more information on markets and application of new technology for local
industry

3. Nedd increased emphasis on basic skills
4. Need problem-solving competencies
5. Need more orientation assistance or displaced workers to educational/teaming
environment
6. Need more integration of career counseling with development of new job skills
7. Need more counseling assistance by all segments r.: population

C. SERVICES
Establish services to teachers and trainers
Establish two-way video/instructional services to improve educational
delivery to off-campus students
3. Increase service in off-campus credit and non-credit institutions
4. Increase service to provide technical assistance/technology transfer
1.

2.

via teleconferencing

Figure 25 continued:

ELEMENTS OF UCCC'S MISSION
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Next, the planning team identified key indicators of UCCC's performance. Initially, a list of 32
indicators was developed. The consultants led a discussion of the relative importance of each
indicator to institutional performance and asked team members to indiv:dually select what they
believed to be the 10 most critical indicators from this list. When the results were tabulated, 12
indictors were identified as being the most significant. Pricr to finalizing this list, members of
the team were given an opportunity to question the results of the assessment. Figure 26
shows the indicators most frequently selected.

1.

Curriculum Enrollment (Credit Hours Generated)

2.

Continuing Education Enrollment (Contact Hours Generated)

3.

Student/Faculty Ratio

4. Cost per Credit Hour
5. Graduatti Placement Rate

6. Student Retention Rate
7. State Government Funds
8. Local Government Funds

9. Fed -al Government f unds
10.

Institutional Expenditures

11.

Full-time/Part-time Staff Ratio

12. Annual Number of Graduates

Figure 26: INDICATORS OF INSTITUTIONAL PERFORMANCE
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Once the list of key indicators had been finalized, the group assessed the impact of the critical
trends and high impact events upon the indicators. The consultants divided the planning team
into two groups and assigned each group six indicators. Using a scale of +10 to - 10, each
group assessed the positive or negativu. impacts of each trend and event upon each indicator,
using a group rocess of tah.-estimate decision-making. When the assessment was completed,
the consultants tallied the results showing the positive, negative asid absolute impact of each
trend and event on the entire set of indicators. Figure 27 shows an abbreviated version of this
tallied grid.

The team then proceeded to de , elop a list of the most significant institutional strengths and
weaknesses. Again, a preliminary list of strengths and weaknesses created from the
perceptions of the participants in the ED QUEST process was reduced to the list shown in
Figure 28. The completion of the identification of the institution's strengths and weaknesses
ended the UCCC's planning team first ED QUEST session.

INTERIM PERIOD
During the interim period between the first and second ED QUEST session, the consultants
developed a series of scenarios showir.g the alternative institutional environments that UCCC
might have to contend with in the future. These scenarios were constructed using the planning
team's assessments from the first session, specifically the list of critical trends and events, the

assessment of change in the college's mission, the assessment of changes in the
organization's performance indicators, and the cross-impact matrix.

The consultants began the development of each scenario by identifying from either the cross-

impact matrix or the key impact assessment ar, event that was selected by the team as
potentially having a powerful impact. Reviewing the cross-impact matrix, the consultants
identified the other events (and trends) positively impacted by the "actor" event. The
interrelationships between these events, as indicated by their impact values, were analyzed to
determine their "net" impacts. For example, if the positive impacts of "actor event A on events
B, C and D were 3, 2, and 4 respectively, but events B and D negatively impacted event C at the
level of -3 and -4; it was concluded that event C would probably not occur. Using a form of
impact-networking, the consultants began to link the "actor" event to other events and trends
that it impacted. Assuming that the impacted events from the first order impacts now assumed
the role of actor events, these first order impacts were linked to the events and trends they
impacted by identifying the event set for each actor and determining the net Impact amounts

with'n each set. This process was repeated until the analysts decided the scenario was
sufficiently "rich' in identifying the salient factors in that particular future. When the impact
network was complete, it was written in the form of a scenario and critiqued by members of the
team. The scenario was ea,:ed to ensure readability, plausibility, and internal validity.

Five scenarios prepared for the UCCC team's analysis are contained in Appendix 0 of this
manual. The set of the scenarios was distributed to each member of the UCCC planning team to
be read prior to the next ED QUEST session.

Using the strategic option matrix and a scale of +10 (greatly enhance) to -10 (greatly diminish),
each group then assessed the impact of each of the options on each of the schoors strengths
and weaknesses that were identified in the previous ED QUEST session. (See Figures 31a
and 31b). The optimal strategic options were identified by algebraically .umming the rows on
each matrix to determine which options enhanced the college's strengths and diminished the
college's weaknesses. Of the options in Figure 32 , the ones designated by an asterisk were
selected by the UCCC team for implementation for the particular scenario.

'6
A. STRENGTHS
1.

Attractive campus

2. Dedicate Faculty
6.

Frontrunner in Innovation, etc.

7.

Strong engineering tech. program

13.

Flexibility in rrogramming

5. Talented personnel
14.

Caring environment

17. Cevelopmental Education

23. Stro..g and capable leadership
18.

Courses tailored to industry

28. Role in economic development

a.

WEAKNESSES
42. Not seen as higher education

31. 'Fine for somebody else's child*
22.
4.

Insufficient funding

Too few transferable credits

3. Too much use of adjunct faculty
9. No consistent funding pattern

36. Lack of residence halls
14.

No time for faculty to develop new courses/programs

8. Not enough up-to-date training equipment
32. Compensation system for adjunct faculty does not allow UCCC to demand
competency

Figure 28: MAJOR STRENGTHS/WEAKNESSES CF UCCC
NOTE: Item numbers are from the original list.
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A. THE HIGH TECH IMPERATIVE
1. Average faculty salary up
2. More emphasis on developmental; longer duration for students
3. More full time faculty in technical programs
4. Fewer full-time faculty in non-technical programs
5. Dollar drain for equipment
6. Fewer students (selectively in admissions)
7. Creative individualized scheduling (as opposed to "lock-step" approach)
8. Interdepartmental stress, competition
9. Specialization across all colleges
10. Technological literacy for all
12. Heavy faculty training regarding technological literacy, how to tench
13. Fewer, broader program3 of study--with follow-up specialized training
15. Focus on competence-based teaching - -be efficient and effective (to fit
more into less time)
17. More students

B. THE ECONOMIC MALAISE
1.

More part-time instructors

2. Large increase in headcount-moderate increase in FTE
3. Large increase in short-term skills training courses
4. Significant increase in Federal support. with more cc- itrol, accompained by

reductions in state funding
5. Lower county budgets
6. Significant retrenchment in support areas of budget
7. Higher skilled graduates leave service area
8. Development of short-term training for cottage industries
9. Expansion of JLTPA staff and funding
10. Building programs grind to a halt
11. Increase in high school student enrollment
12.
creased emphasis on job placement both inside a.d outside service area
13. Closer relations with industries for joint survival
14. Development of new programs linked to replacement
15. Greater percent of students receive financial aid
16. Increas in Developmental Studies enrollment
17. Diminished credibility with four-year institutions

Figure 29: IMPLICATIONS OF SE FCTED SCENARIOS FOR UCCC

THE SECOND ED QUEST SESSION
The consultants began the second session by reviewing the objectives for the EL) QUEST
process at UCCC and the outcomes of the initial session. After a review c: each scenario and its

primary characteristics, the planning team was divithd into four groups Each group was
assigned a scenario ano was instructed to analyze i .1 terms of plausibility and the specific
implications for the college. To assess the scenario's implications, each team was to determine
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how the institution would be affected if it did nothing to resp-nd to that change? The
consultants explained that the team needed to simulate impacts in cozier to identify the specific
aspect of the institution's operations or mission that could be affected. They also yarned the
participants to avoid creating a strategy to respond to the environmental conditions cascribed in
the sce-ario before completing the assessment of implications.

During the analysis, a member of each group recorded the implications identified by the group
on newsprint. After all groups had nompleted the scenario review, each group reported back to
the entire team, and the other members of the planning team were encouraged to comment on
the analysis and to suggest additional implications. To illustrate, Figure ,'9 lists the implications
identified by the UCCC team for two of these scenarios: The High Tech Imperative and the
Economic Malaise.

After the ED QUEST team finalized the list of implications fnr each scenario, the small groups

reconvened to develop a preliminary list of strategic c ,tions based on the implications
previously identified. In instances where the list contains strategic options that were more
operational in nature, statements were revised or combined to reflect a more strategic thrust.
The preliminary list of strategic options developed for one of the scenarios is shown in FigirJ
30.

,-.

1.

Enhar -9 programs/services image of institution to emphasize value of
people and offset low morale which is likely per this scenario.

2. Encourage governmental entities to establish a millage basis for local
support.

3. Expand the programs and services to handle retraining needs of
community.
4.

Improve quality of part-time instruction trhough better pay, administrative
support and increased respect for adjunct faculty.

5.

Streamline the core math program, resulting in fewer courses per quarter.

6.

Build closer ties among developmental studies, the curricula, and the math
department to assure efficiency in instructional delivery.

7.

Provide increased support for all courses which contribute to literacy,
communications skills, and cultural sophistication.

8.

Assume responsibility, as a part of the states' two-year college system,
for economic development in this region.

9.

Increase size of developmental education faculty/staff, as this division
becomes largest on campus.

10.

Establish long-term retrenchment in terms of library materials, space,
services as telecommunications)

11.

Increase number of short-term highly specialized courses offered in
industrial locations.

,

12.

Extend and expand placemnt service to assist dislocated workers support-area.

13.

Improve the supervision and job performance of part-time instructors.

14. Improve ability to obtain state and local funds for puchase of up-to-date
equipment.
15.

Revise the college's curriculum by eliminating out-dated degree programs and
increasing high uality/high tech programs.

16.

Increase emphasis on broader math/reasoning/problem-solving general education
program.

17. Establish a resource center equipped with microcomputers, books, audio/video

cassettes amd clerical support to encourage establishment of small business
incubator program.

18. Develop a technological arts major within the college to educate technical
generalists.
19.

Emphasize generic "success skills" in the curriculum.

20. Develop computer resource center to support area business and industries
change to high-tech.

Figure 30: PRELIMINARY STRETEGIC OPTIONS FOR THE ECONOMIC MALAISE

STRENGTHS

STRATEG ES

No.

No.

1.

2.

Establish computer resources

+6

Upgrade quality of Math, Human Relations,
and Communications

+1

+9

No.

3

2

1

+9

No.
4

+8

+9

+10

-1

No.

No.

No.

No.

5

6

7

8

SUM

+3

+8

+6

0

+43

-4

+10

+3

+47

-8

+2

+2

+27

+9

0

+36

+9

.
3.

4.

Strong.program in faculty development

+2

+9

+9

+1

+10

Contractual arrangment with business/
industry

0

+10

+8

-6

+2

5.

Create small business incubator program

6.

New role/status for part-time faculty

7.

Establish Technical Comm. curriculum

+5

+10

-1

+6

+9

8.

Develop "Technological Arts" major

+4

+10

+9

+6

-2

9.

10.

Broaden math/reasoning/general education
program

+9

-1

+4

-1

+2

f2

+2

+8

+8

+2

+9

-2

+10

+7

+8

+7

0

+.;1

-5

+6

+2

+4

+24

+6

-3

0

+32

+9

+10

+4

+50

+9

+9

+10

+2

+53

+8

0

+45

Provide all training needs for local
business/ industry

0

+9

-1

+10

+10

WEAKNESSES

STRATEGIES

No.

-10

1. Establish computer resources

No.

No.

No.

No.
5

2

3

4

-6

-7

-3

No.

No.

7

6

+5

0

+5

No.

8

SUM

-10

-26

2. Upgrade quality of Math, Human Relations,
,,

and Communications

3. Strengthen program in faculty development
4.

Make contractual arrangement with
business /industry

5. Create small business incubator program
6.

-9

0

+2

+2

10

+6

-8

-4

-4

+1

-1

-4

-1

+1

+8

-4

-10

-10

-29

-4

+3

-7

-10

-10

+6

+10

-1

+4

-3

-4

-4

-10

+8

-10

+4

-24

-5

-6

Create new role/status for part/time
faculty

0

-10

+2

+8

+

-8

+2

+5

+2

-6

+2

-6

+4

+3

-5

-1

0

+5

-1

-8

+7

-17

-2

-14

7. Establish Technical Comm6nication

curriculum

8. Develop "Technological Arts" major

.

-3

-8

+8

-7

-4

Broaden math/reasoning/general education
program

-2

-4

-9

+

-5

-10

-4

-3

10. Provide all training needs for local
business/industry

5

-4
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FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES
Based on the outcomes of UCCC's ED QUEST process, follow-up activities began at the
President's first cabinet meeting following the second session. Action planning committees
were formed to develop detailed plans for each strategy. The administrator whose job
responsibilities were most closely related to the focus of a particular action committee was
assigned that committee., and each committee's activities were monitored by the Executive
Vice-President. In addition, each committee was required to periodically report back to the
President and cabinet on the progress made in implementing the option.

For example, the college's Director of Computer Services chaired the committee assigned the

task of developing a plan for establishing a computer resource center. This committee
consisted of several faculty members from the computer science department and the Assistant

Director of Continuing Education. Once the committee had developed and secured
administrative approval for the strategic plan, each member of the committee assumed
responsibility for accomplishing specific tasks, such as procuring hardware and software,
developing short-term training programs, and marketing the services offered by the center.

Thus, the ED QUEST process at UCCC as an initial approach to strategic planning became an
impetus for the college to begin adapting to its environment, by first scanning the environment

for emerging change. During the year subsequent to the ED QUEST session, a number of
activities were undertaken based upon the strategic options chosen for implemeatation. The
college secured a grant from a local foundation and established a regional computer resource
center. The center provided technical assistance to microcomputer users internally as well as to
individuals and organizations in the community interested in using the technology.

The Division of Continuing Education also took two initiatives to capitalize on the growing
entrepreneurial trend in society. A Center for Small Business Development was planned and a

$150,000 federal grant proposal, was submitted to and approved by the Small Business
Administration. Working with the state office of Economic and Industrial Development, the
Division was provided space in a building adjacent to the campus for incubation of new small
business ventures.

Finally, the chief academic officer of UCCC appointed a committee of faculty and academic
administrators to recommend major revisions in the college's curriculum. Specifically, the
committee was to develop methods and strategies for infusing more problem-solving reasoning
skill education into the institution's curricular programs.

Overall, the ED QUEST process, as an initial futures planning technique, has been a valuable
impetus for innovation and action planning at Utopia County Community College.

re-

I
I

PART FOUR
I
I

INSTITUTIONALIZING ENVIRONMENTAL
SCANNING IN THE STRATEGIC
MANAGEMENT PROCESS
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INTRODUCTION
ED QUEST is designed to facilitate a relatively quick analysis of the external environment and to
enable the organization to clarify its future, define its options and "get out in front" of anticipate
changes in the environment. However, for the organization to develop the capacity to des.
proactively with its environment, the process must be institutionalized. In other words, an ongoing environmental scanning system must be created to supplement and continuously update
the set of critical trends and events developed in the initial ED QUEST process.

In this section, the process of establishing an on-going environmental scanning program is
detailed. Morrison (1987) has 1escribed how to develop an on-going environmental scanning
program and the initial steps In organization may take in developing such a program. These

steps include developing a program structure and a comprehensive taxonomy with an
electronic filing system, identifying and assigning information resources, securing scanners,
and training scanners and abstract

.

GETTING STARTED
As we discussed in Part One, the ED QUEST team facilitator is responsible for producing the
Future Prospects Notebook. In essence, this notebook consists of a literature review of readily
available information resources readily available. However, the extent of the review is
dependent upon the amount of time that the facilitator has available. An on-going
environmental scanning program overcomes this dependency by having a number of people
regularly review information sourcesthe more scanners, the greater the number of information

resources that can be used. Therefore, one of the first steps in institutionalizing the
environmental scanning system is recruit volunteers to perform scanning.
One approach consists of orfer ing a half-day planning workshop focusing on strategic planning
models. This would include the ED QUEST model and would focus on the use of environmental

scanning information in planning activities for the institution and for its constituent parts,
including program planning within individual departments or functional areas. A major part of the

workshop would be an exercise in the identification and evaluation of critical trends and
emerging issues. This exercise would enable participants to bring their individual knowledge of
the external environment to a discussion, which could result in expanding the event and trend
set developed during the first ED QUEST activity. Moreover, this workshop should generate
enthusiasm for establishing a system for systematically seeking indications of change in the
external environment.

DEVELOPING PROGRAM STRUCTURE
Using a simple structure, the ED QUEST team facilitator would chair the scanning committee,
consisting of the ED QUEST team members and other interested individuals. In addition, the
facilitator would assign information sources to each scanner and would be responsible for
collecting and filing scanning abstracts. Periodically, perhaps bimonthly or quarterly, the ED
QUEST team would meet as a scanning evaluation committee to sort, sift, and evaluate the
significance of the abstracts. Each meeting would conclude with additions to the trend or event
set and perhaps with updated information on trends and events already in the set.

S9
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DEVELOPING THE SCANNING TAXONOMY
The trends and events identified in the initial ED QUEST activity and in the workshop for
volunteer scanners may be used to develop the beginnings of a scanning taxonomy, so that
every possible item -muffing from scanning has a logical place to be classified. The taxonomy
depicted in Figure 33 has two objectives: (1) to provide a comprehensive set of categories
within which related materials can be filed, and, (2) to provide a numbering method for every

piece of information collected, as well as for the specific trends and events identified (or
created) within these categories. Note that there are six categories in the taxonomy- demographic, social, technological, economic, political, and environmental. Their relationship
to the organization is classified in both external (international, national, regional) and internal
categories (i.e., education), and each resulting "cell" is numbered. For example, an important
discussion of regional migration would be assigned to Category 1.3, while a change in the
regulations defining eligibility for federally funded student financial aid would be assigned is
Category 5.2.

This numbering system may then be used in the next Delphi conducted by the ED QUEST
team. Each question in the Delphi can be numbered according :a its classification in the
taxonomy, facilitating quick retrieval of the source document from which the trend or event was
drawn and enabling a quick update of the historical information the team may wish to add to the
Delphi question in succeeding years. Soucher and Morrison (in press) recommend refining this
system by adding three digits to the category numbers. The third digit would be assigned using
the following code:
1 =A trend, incluOng historical or forecasted data

2 =An event that the author of the source document had identified as
having some chance of occurring in thy future

3 -A policy proposal or suggestion offered in the source document
as a means of improving some condition, current or prospective
4 =A miscellaneous piece of information, not one of the preceding
types, but nevertheless of potential value in the Delphi, either
row or next year

The last two digits would be assigned in serial order (00 - 99) to each item entered into the

taxonomy. Thus, an item coded 3.4.2.02 could be identified as the second event that
concerned a specific potential development in educational technology.
An alternative approach would be to adopt or modify a taxonomy used by another organization
(e.g., United Way of America; see Figure 34). The United Way taxonomy is particularl; useful.
because educational organizations can now access the United Way environmental scanning

data base. Accessed through United Way's Human Care Network, this data base is a
nationwide telecommunications network for not-for-profit organizations and includes abstracts
from scanners throughout the country. Some of these scanners are in colleges and universities

on a sub-network maintained by United Way for higher education. By using the same
taxonomy, it is possible to access the United Way data base as well as contribute to it. Using this
data base, however, requires telecommunications capability and access to an electronic filing
system.
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Figure 34:
File

Fie Name

United Way Environmental Scanning Taxonomy.

84a

Related Subjects

File

File Name

Related Subjects

U.S. Population Growth/Size
(includes projections, baby
boom, baby boomlet)
Aging Population
Population Age Distribution
Birth Rate/Longevity
Death Rate/Longevity
Elderly
Children
Veterans
Baby Boomers

S-9

Education

S-10

Crime

School Enrollment (includes
projections)
Preschool Education
Elementary Schools
High Schools
Higher Education
Support for Public Education
Teaching/Teachers
School Problems (includes dropout.
discipline, truancy)
Educational Quality
Literacy/Illiteracy
Computers in Education
Educational Policy
Alternative /Continuing Education
Violent Crime (includes family
abuse. terrorism)
Nonviolent Crime
Crime Rates

S Social
S-1

Population Size/
Composition

S-2

Population

Teenagers

Migration/
Mobility

S-3

S4

Families/
Households

S-5

Demographic
Overviews
Cities

S-6

Minorities

S-7
S-8

..Vomen's Roles

health

Regional Migration
Rural/Urban Movement
Immigration to U.S.
:'nmigrants
Household Formation
Household/Family Size
Marriage
Divorce
Single-Parent Families
Teen Pregnancy
Child Welfare (includes relative
well-being of children; missing
children)
Child Day Care
Demographic Dverview
Urban Demography
Urban Futures
Minorities
Blacks
Asians
American Indians
Hispanics
Women's Roles
Health Care Delivery Systems
(includes self-help, hospitals.
alternative skew

Health Carl Costs
Health Cars Personnel
Physical Health/Disease
Mental Health
Developmental Disability
Alcohol and Drugs
Infant Mortality

Prisons
Youth Gangs
S-11

Values /Attitudes

S-12

Life-Styles

S.13

Religion

Medical Technology ( inciudes
pharmaceuticals)

Crime Deterrence/Prevention
National Public Concerns (includes
public mood, satisfaction.
attitudes on major issues.
confidence in institutions)
American Value Systems (includes
liberalism, conservatism)
Generational Values
Social Transformation
Social Movements (includes peace.
women s, environmental, civil
rights)
Youth/Teenage Life-Styles
Alternative Life-Styles (includes
gays. cohabitation)
Alternative Family Life-styles
(includes working couples)
Young Adult Life-Styles
Retirement
Religious Adherence (includes belief
levels. church attendance.
spirituality)
Religious Political Activism
Religious Denominations
Religious Fundamentalism
Alternative Religions

RRegions
R-1

Regional

Regional Population Size (includes

Demographics

projections. state populations.
city populations)
Northeast: New England. Middle
Atlantic
North Central: East North Central.
West North Central
Midwest
South: South Atlantic. East South
Central. West South Central

West: Pacific Mountain
Sunbelt
FrostbeIt
Rustbelt
R-2

Regional
Eco comics

Regional Economics

(includes business growth)
Regional Employment

continued
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Figure 34 (Cont.)
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Fife

Re Name

Related Subjects

File

File Name

Related Subjects

1980s Forecast Summaries

FS-2

19803 and
Beyond Forecast
Summaries

1980s and Beyond Forecast
Summaries

Reagan Policies/Initiatives
Congressional Initiatives
Congressional Representation
Supreme Court

P-7

Government
Expenditures

12-8

New Federalism

P-9

P-10

Government
Regulation
Litigation

T-5

Automation/

FSForecast Summaries
FS -1

1980s Forecast
Summaries

PPolitical
P-1

White House

P-2

Congress

P-3

Federal Courts

P-4

Electorate

P-5

P.6

Single-Interest
Groups
Government
Revenues

U.S. District Courts
Political Parties
Political Participation
Political Conservatism/Liberalism
Baby Boom: Political Influence
Single-Interest Groups
Federal Taxes
State and Local Taxes
Federal Tax Reform

Federal Expenditures/Decit
State and Local Government
Expenditures
Social Security
Federal Human Service
Expenditures
Federal Block Grants
Private-Sector Initiatives
Federal Social Policy/New
Federalism
Government Regulation

Litigation

TTechnological
T-1

Technological
Overviews

Computers

T-3
T-4

Microelectronics
Telecommunications

Technological Overviews
Human Impact of Technology
High-Tech Futures
Computer Use (includes computer
literacy)
Electronic Information Distribution
(includes videotex, banking and
shopping at home, databases,
networking, electronic meetings)
Artificial Intelligence
Microelectronics
TV (includes cac1e, direct
broadcasts satellites)
Fiber Optics
Telephone (includes mobile phone.
videophones)

Robotics
biotechnology
Advanced
Materials
Research and
Development
High-Tech
Workplace/
Work Force

T-6
T-7
T-8

T-9

Robots
Automation
Biotechnology
Advanced Materials
Research and Development
High-Tech Work-Force
Size/Composition
High-Tech Jobs (includes types.
outlook)
High-Tech Workplace

Education for High Techr:logv
High-Tech Unemploymert. Job Lass

PHPhilanthropy
PH-1

PH-2

PH-3

PH-4
PH-5
PH-6

United Way
Alternative Federated Funds
Ccmpetitors/Critics Court Litigation/Rulings on Charities
(includes payroll deduction
challenges)
Public-Sector Fund Raising (includes
government and public schools)
United WayUWA Labor Policy
Labor
Relationships
Corporate
Corporate Contributions
Philanthropy
Policy
Levels of Corporate Giving
Corporate Social Responsibility
Donor Choice
Donor Option Plans
Donor Decision Making
Levels/Patterns
Levels/Patterns of Giving
of Giving
Nonprofit
Nonprofit Profit-Making
Supr'emental
Businesses
Fund Raising
Nonprofit Mail Campaigns
Conflict: Nonprofit v. For-Profit

PH-7
PH-8

Voluntarism
Youth and
Voluntarism
PH-9
Private
Foundations
PH-10 International
ilanthropy
P-11
.naritable
Regulation/
Obstacles

PH-12

Overviews on
Philanthropy
PH-13 Philanthropic
Employment
PH-14 United Way
issues

Voluntarism
Youth and Voluntarism
Private Foundations

International Philanthropy
CFC Regulations

Tax Po'icy Affecting Norvotits
Charitable Registration,Peoorting
Donor Regulation
nrofit Expense Regulations
Overviews on Philanthropy

PManthropic Employment
United Way Allocations
Process
United Way Funding
Controversies

:onrinc,ed

r
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File

Pk Name

Related Subjects

File

File Name

Related Subjects

E Economic
E-1

U.S. Economic
Growth/Decline

E-2

Global Economy

E-3

Industrial
Development/
Business
Growth

E-4
E-5

Productivity
Economic
Structural Change
Employment/
Labor Force

E-6

E-7

Unemployment

E-8

Women:
Employment/
Income

E-9

Occupations

E-10

Changing
Workplace!
Work Force

Economic Growth/Decline (includes
forecasts)
Economic Cycles
Gross National Product (GNP)
Economic/Monetary Policy
U.S. National Debt
Capital Investment in U.S.
Underground Economy
Economic Development/
Revitalization
Global Economy
U.S. Foreign Trade Balance
Global Population
Foreign Investment in U.S.
International Debt
World Productivity
Protectionism in U.S.
Global Regional Conflicts
International Labor Force
Global Regions
Foreign Technology
Industrial Growth and Decline
Business/Industrial Futures
Corporate Profits
New Businesses/Entrepreneurshio
Minority Businesses
Agricultural Growth/Decline
Productivity
Economi,. Structural Change

Labor P-rce Composition
(includes aging labor force,
minorities, women)
Labor Force Size
Economic Sector Employment
Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Employment
Foreign Workera in U.S.
Employment by Firm Size
Unemployment
Job Training/Retraining
Women in the Labor Force
(includes specific job
participation)
Pay Equity/Pensions for Women
Working Mothers
Women's Income/Earnings
Job Outlook for Women
Occupational Participation
Occupational Outlook
Changing/Future World of Work
(includes changing employee
attitudes, baby boom workers,
work ethic)

163

E-11

E-12

E-13
E-14

E-15
E-16

E-17
E-18
E-19

Alternative Work Schedules
(includes flexitime, job sharing,
moonlighting, part-time work)
Worker Participation
New Management Styles (includes
Japanese management,
corporate excellence)
Work at Home
Alternative Work Arrangements
(includes employee leasing, job
shopping, temporary
employment)
Labor Issues/Policies (includes
Organized Labor
guaranteed employment)
Union Sae/Membership
Labor Agreements
Labor Management Relationships
Pcrsonal Income! U.S. Income Distribution (includes
Expenditures
declining middle class)
U.S. income Levels (includes per
capita, household, and family
incomes; dual-income families:
U.S. Personal Expenditures
(includes personal debt)
Employment Wages
Employment Benefits
Inflation/Consumer Price Index
Inflation/CPI
Poverty
Poverty Rates/Forecasts (includes
separate groups living under
poverty)
Public Policy/Respor,.e to Poverty
Hunger
Public Assistance Public Assistance
Housing/Homeless Home Ownership (includes housing
types; mobile homes. single
family homes. condominiums)
Housing Costs/Quality
Public Housing
Alternative Housing
Homelessness
Transportation
Public Transportation
Consumerism
Consumerism
Energy (includes supply.,
Resources/
consumption, conservation)
Environment
Water
U.S. Infrastructure
Agricultural/Forest Resources
Environmental Pollution (includes
hazardous-waste disposal)
Work Environment

84-D

File

File Name

(mated Subjects

PH Philanthropy
PH-1
United Way
Alternative Federated Funds
Competitor:/Critics Court Litigation/Rulings on Charities
(includes pr troll deduction

PH-2

PH-3

United WayLabor
Relationships
Corporate
Philanthropy

PH-4

Donor Choice

PH-5

Levels/Pattems
of Giving
Nonprofit
Supplemental
Fund Raising

PH-6

challenges)
Public-Sector Fund Raising (includes
government and public schools)
UWA Labor Policy

File

File Name

PH-7

Voluntarism
Youth and
Voluntarism
Private
Foundations

Ph 8

PH9

PH-10 lntenational

Nonprofit Profit-Making

Voluntarism
Youth and Voluntarism
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International Philanthropy
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P-11
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Policy
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Donor Option Plans
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Levels/Pattems r Giving

Related Subjects

Charitable
Regulation/
Obstacles

PH-12 Overviews on
Philanthropy
PH-13 Philanthropic
Employment
PH-14 United Way
Issues

Businesses

CFC 8egulatiors
Tax Policy Affecting Nonprofits
Charitable Registration/Reporting
Donor Regulation
Nonprofit Expense Regulations
overviews on Philanthropy
Philanthropic Employment

United Way Allocations
Process

United Way eunding
Controversies

Nonprofit Mail Campaigns
Conflict: Nonprofit v. For-Profit
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BEARING ON

CATEGORY OF
DEVELOPMENT

EXTERNAL

INTERNAL

International

National

1. Demographic

1.1

1.2

1.3

1 .4

2. Social

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

3. Technological

3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

4. Economic

4,1

4.2

4.3

4.4

Regional

5.

Political, Legal
and Regulatory

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

6.

Environmental

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

FIGURE 33
ENVIRONMENTAL SCANNING TAXONOMY

Source: Adapted from Boucher and Morrison (in press)
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ORGANIZING THE FILES ELECTRONICALLY
Utilizing computers, electronic files facilitate review, referral and updating. Moreover, through
using an electronic filing system, it is easier to develop consortium relationships with similar
institutions or with institutions in the same geographic area. One electronic system that should
be investigated is the one used by United Way, Prudential, and United Airlines (Mist Plus, a
software program produced and marketed by Micro-Computer Information Support Tools, New
Era Technologies Incorporated, Washington, D.C.). The scanning program at the University of
Minnesota uses dBase II. Given the computer support system available in many educational
organizations, it is recommended that the specific filing system be developed from existing
commercial scltware (dBase II, Lotus 1-2-3, etc.).

IDENTIFYING LITERATURE SOURCES AND DATA BASES
Information sources include newspapers, magazines, journals, TV and radio programs,
conferences, and so forth. The important selection criterion is diversify. For example, it would
be important to include major newspapers representing different parts of the country (e.g., The
New York Times, The Nall Street Journal, The Miami Herald, The Chicago Tribune, The Los
Angeles Times, The Christian Science Monitor, and USA Today). The Chronicle of Higher
Education and Education Week focus on education. There are a number of magazinesijoumals

which provide good scanning ;nformation in a variety of areas.

For example, in the

social/demographic area, there are American Demographics and Public Opinion. In the
technological sector, there are High Technology, Datamation, BYTE, Computer World,
Discover, and Information World. In the economic sector, there are Business Week, The
Economist, Fortune, Fnrbes. Money, Inc., and The Monthly Labor Review. In the political
sector, there are New Republic, The National Review, The National Journal, and Mother Jones.
Magazines and journals that spread across these sectors include Vital Speeches of the Day,
Across the Board, Naisbit Trend Letter, Kiplinyer Washington Letter, Time, Newsweek, U.S.
News and World Report, and The Futurist. Morrison, Renfro, and Boucher (1984) identify a

number of other information resources, including those used by the ACLI Trend Analysis
Program and the ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education.

in addition to those resources commercially available, a number of government agencies
publish trend data, many times at little or no cost. For example, GAO Reports may be obtained
from the U.S. General Accounting Office, Document Handling and Information Services Facility,
P. 0. Box 6016, ''sithersburg, MD 20877, phone 202 275-6241. NCES reports are available

from NCES, Washington, D.C. Periodic Rand reports may be obtained from The Rand
Corporation, Publications Department, 1700 Main Street, P.O. Box 2138, Santa Monica, CA
90406-2138.

ASSIGNING SCANNERS INFORMATION RESOURCES
Assigning scanners specific materials for regular review and analysis provides a measure of
confidence that most "blips" on the radar screen will be spotted. A suggested procedure for
assigning information resources is first to ascertain what materials, conferences, and so forth,
are regularly read or attended by scanners. The list of materials regularly read by scanners
should be compared to the list of important information resources identified in the above
activity. If at all possible, scanners should be assigned material that they already regularly
review. It Is likely that there will be material that is not regularly read; in such cases, it is
recommended that scanners be asked to volunteer to read those resources. Moreover, the
scanning committee chair should institute a procedure to "spot check" how well the information
resources are being reviewed. If there are many scanners, it is advisable to build in redundancy
by having two or more scanners review the same information resource.
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TRAINING SCANNERS
Scanners need orientation and training in scanning and in reporting information via abstracts.

Scanners should keep in mind that they are scanning to anticipate social, economic,
technological and legislative/regulatory changes in order to facilitate planning and policy
formulation; theref
Specifically, when

they should seek signals that indicate departures from expected futures.
.ding their assigned materials, they shou,d ask themselves if the items:
1.

represent events, trends, developments, or ideas never before
encountered

2. contradict previous assumptions or beliefs about what seems to

be happening
3.

represent new twists to old arguments

4. can be linked to other abstracts previously written or seen
5. discuss new patents, inventions, and/or research results
6.

the

have implications for the long-range program or management of

institution

7. contain polls or forecasts

TRAINING ABSTRACTORS
It would be ideal if scanners would also serve as abstractors. However, one or two student
assistants may need to be employed for this task. Irrespective of who does the abstracting, all
scanners and institutional research staff personnel should be trained to write abstracts.
The lead sentence of an abstract should be a response to this question: "If I had only a few
minutes to describe this article to a friend, what would I say?" What is the most important idea or
event that indicates change? The response to this question should be followed by a one
paragraph explanation. Whenever possible, statistical data should be included. The summary
should be limited to no more than one-half page of single-spaced, typewritten copy.
Each abstract should have an implications section responding to the question, "How will the
information in this article affect this institution's programs or management?" The author should
include a list of those emerging issues suggested by the article, a description of future events
occurring as a result of the trend identified by the article, and/or an identification of issue
stakehzIders if they are not listed in the article.

Speculation about implications is a part of the scanning and abstracting process. Here the

abstractor tries to determine an item's potential for affecting other facets of the social
environment and/or the institution. There are no "right" answers. Note, however, that some
articles may offer no implications that are immediately apparent. The scanning committee, with
the benefit of related abstracts from other scanners, may be able to detect implications that a
single monitor cannot.
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CONDUCTING A SCANNING COMMITTEE MEETING
A scanning committee meeting should be held every two to three months to handle the
approximately 70-100 abstracts that would probably come in during that period. Several
approaches could be used to prepare for a scanning committee meeting. For example, at the
Georgia Center for Continuing Education, the chair segregates abstracts according to subject
area (Le., all those concerning office automation go into one pile, employee compensation go
into another, and those difficult to assign, into a miscellaneous pile). Each member of the
committee is assigned a particular packet of abstracts to review in detail. All members read the
entire selection of abstracts received, but are requested to come to the meeting with a list of
trends and potential issues derived from those abstracts in their packet that are new. They are
expected to examine how these trends and issues relate to or conflict with other trend areas
identified previously (Morrison, Simpson and McGinty, 1987).
An alternative approach is for each member to review all scanning abstracts and come to the
meeting prepared to sort them into three categories: "winners," "losers," and "middle-of-themaders." Irrespective of the approach used, the meeting itself may last from two to three hours,
including a round robin, with each person reporting his/her subject area, and a free-for-all
discussion. The end result should be a list and brief description of 15 or so trends, possible
events, and emerging issues that appear important to consider in the annual ED QUEST
exercise.

USING SCANNING NEWSLETTERS
A scanning newsletter can serve to bring important new trends and events to the attention of all
members of the institution and, at the same time, provide recognition for the efforts of volunteer
scanners. Certainly the trends and events identified between ED QUEST sessions in scanning
committee meetings should be included in the newsletter. This newsletter could be a "stand

alone" or could be included as an insert in one of the regularly published institutional
newsletters. The newsletter, whether stand alone or insert, should have a logo, be "jazzy,"
printed on colored paper, and have special boxes labeled, "Wild Speculations." The important
point is to avoid anointing speculations, but to recognize that the purpose of the newsletter is to
print items that have implications for the institution.

USING ISSUE BRIEFS
After reviewing abstracts at the scanning committee meeting, the committee should be able to
identify those 15-25 or so trends, events, and emerging issues that are important to monitor.
An in-depth analysis of a particular item may be needed. The CEO may wish to commission an
issue brief on the item, to be written by a member of the ED QUEST team, an administrative

staffer, a staff member in the research and evaluation office, or a faculty member. A
recommended format for an issue brief is:
What is the issue?
What do we know about it?
What are the implications?
What should the organization do?
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CONCLUSION
ED QUEST is a systematic, intensive, and relatively inexpensive way to focus quickly on
strategic areas for which more detailed planning and analysis would be beneficial. Through
participating in the process, senior leaders develop a shared understanding of high priority
issues and a view of the dynamics of the changing environment of the institution. Participating
in the ED QUEST process facilitates team building, focuses attention of decision makers upon
the longer-term future, and assures that the strategic options developed from the process have
the authority from top management.

To provide a continuous, objective, compleia, and detailed analysis of the external
environment, the institution should develop a systematic environmental scanning and
forecasting system. If important information about the external environment is not available to
the ED QUEST team, or if this information is not given an opportunity to be articulated, it will not
be included in ED QUEST deliberations. Consequently, the results of the ED QUEST process

will suffer. However, with an ongoing environmental scanning system, the quality of the
information that goes into the ED QUEST Futures Prospects Notebook will he greatly improved,
thereby enhancing the quality of the analysis of the ED QUEST team. As importantly, since
members of the ED QUEST team should be involved as scanners and as members of the
scanning committee on a continuous basis, they will increase their orientation to the future and

will become more proficient participants in the yearly ED QUEST planning exercise.
Incorporating ED QUEST in a systematic environmental scanning system process should
enable decision -.takers to anticipate what is happening in the state, region, nation, and world,
and, correspondingly, to plan more effectively.
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Appendix A: Future Prospects Notebook
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FUTURE PROSPECTS NOTEBOOK

Some Possible Trends Which
May Impact Technical Education
The purpose of this notebook is to stimulate your thinking about the future. The information
included in the notebook will assist you in identifying possible trends and events that may
impact the future direction of Utopia County Community College.
The articles, charts, graphs end lists are only meant to suggest possible trends and events.
Each ED QUEST team member is encouraged to identify other trends and events which
represent important changes in the college's onvironment.
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Press
models railing from 33 to 60. "We are

A Guru for Women over 40

breaking the perception that age is dowdy.-

says Fashion and Beauty Director China
Machado. 58.once of Harper's Bazaar. The

Frances Lear launches a new magazine fora neglected generation
heek resting gently on folded
arms. the attractive, dark-eyed
C
woman stares from the page with

that familiar cover-girl gaze. But
wait. Aren't those wrinkles on her

only problem she notes is with the "male
photogs ... The poor guys are taking
WINN

111640
0'

i.

/

.'

forehead? And creases in her cheek?

some time to adjust."
So did the editorial and advertis-

,
1

ing communities. When Lear set
out. media types fed on her large fees

..

,1 for articles and dined out on her

4

I' atrocities: editorial meetings attend-

;1.

"At last!" declares the cover line. "A
magazine for the woman who wasn't
born yesterday." At last, indeed. After a tempestuous 25/2-year start-up

ed by her masseuse, hairdresser and

manicurist: .nercurial changes of
;

that had Manhattan media circles
sniffing with disdain, readers this
week win
the first issue of Lear's.

The brainchild and nartesake of
Frances Lear. former wife of Hollywood Producer Norman Lear, the
new magazine is dedicated to the

;-

'gals' and complained about 'old
women.' So you see what the attitude

proposition that "women over 40
yesterday's 'mad housewives'are

was and how she had to fight." Isolde Motley. who was wooed from an
editorship at Arts 41 Antiques and
then fired berme she even started
working, nonetheless remains sympathetic. "I never met an entrepreneurial publisher who wasn't
an egocentric maniac," Motley says. "She has a lot of guts

today's sanest, most creative, most
interesting Americans."
In 1985, as her 30-year marriage
was falling apart (she has two grown

children), Lear decided to move to
New York City to pursue an idea for
a magazine. Bolstered by her $112
million divorce settlement, she has
committed $25 million to the proj-

and a great sense of mission."

.T.T.117

Lear is a manic-depres-

ect. "I plan to make money," she
say., firmly, sitting in her cluttered
Park Avenue office. "If it doesn't Reborn as sn adltor: Lear In her New
make money on scheduie, we won't York City office; the first Issue

continue it." Behind that calculus,
however, lies a crusade. After years of
watching women get pushed aside at an
age when many men reach their prime,
Lear, 64, wants to change the way women
over 40 perceive themselves and are perceived by others.'.
"Personally, professionally and creatively, these may well be the best three
years of my life." she enthuses. "I am experi-

enCing a rebirth." Such themesindepen-

dence, job fulfillment and spiritual re-

mind: an interview with a job applicant at which Lear announced that
if she had such a resume she would
consider committing suicide. But it
went both ways One early employee
remembers an army of consultants.
"men with boiled-out faces who said

newalare central elements
of Lear's. Divided into five
sections, including "Pleasures"
and "Self Center," the premiere issue fea-

tures an interview with Philippine President Corazon Aquino Lnd original fiction by
Doris Lessing. There are also inspirational

profiles of half a dozen exemplars of the
Lear's woman, a combination of elegance,
success and self-awareness. Most revolutionary are the fashion pages, which feature

sive and teports she is on lithi-

IP

Th um to control the condition.
-04.

yt

1)

all..

f. 7

But she does not blames her
disorder for the magazine's
stormy evolution. "In the bethere was a lack of
experience on my part." she
concedes. "It was difficult for

me to make important decisions." According to several on the 35-member staff,
she settled down as the magazine neared
takeoff. Initially a bimonthly with a

200.000 circulation. it is supposed to go
monthly by 1990 and ultimately grow to
1 million subscribers. Can it? Executive
Vice President Marc Liu reports that di-

rect-mail solicitations have brought a
high 5% return rate. The first issue contains 77 pages of paid advertising. including such blue chips as Cadillac. BMW and
Volvo. And, of course. there are the cur-

rent census projections: by 1390. more
adult women will be over 40 than under.
Says George Hunt. ad manager for Chrys-

ler: "They've got it all together for the
over-35, upscale woman."
Lear believes she has barely begun.
with the magazine and with what she con-

siders the start of the second half of her
life. She is already considering expanding
into retailing. "These women require dif-

ferent services: makeup. clothing." she

says. "I would like to be the guru for
women over 40." So far. she has the field
--By Laurence Zuckerman.
to he:self.
Peported by Kathleen Brady and Martha
Smiles/New York
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THE SOUTHWEST
The Southwest regionArizona, New
Mexico, Oklahoma,

and Texasgrew
faster than any other
region between 1970
and 1984. But between now and 2010
the region should slip into second place

behind the Far West. The region's
population should increase by 36 percent from 25 million in 1988 to 34 million in 2010.

The number of people aged 65 or
older in the Southwest should increase
by fully 62 percent between 1988 and
2010, as the population ages and as the

region continues to attract older mi-

grants. In contrast, the number of
people under age ?0 should increase by
only 26 percent, to slower-than-average
rate. The working-age population; aged
20 to 64, should increase by 36 percent,

equal to the growth rate of the total
population in the region.

Contrary to the national trend of a
declining share of workers in manufac

ing jobs between 1970 and 1988. By
2010, the region should gain another
half million factory jobs. Services em-

COMPLETE COUNTY

percent share while growing from 2.9
million to 3.9 million jobs. For each
new factory job, two jobs in the serv-

ECONOMIC AND
DEMOGRAPHIC DMA

ices sector will emerge.
These trends will help the two major

energy states in the region (Texas and
Omahoma) through their transition away
from dependency on oil-related jobs.

The number of households in .he region should increase by 48 percent between 1988 and 2010, slightly faster
than the population because household
size is falling. With 9 million households today, the Southwest will have
13.6 million households in 2010.

Average household income is ex$32,200 to $38,200 between 1988 and
2010, after accounting for inflation. As
the second fastest growing region, the

Southwest can count on favorable
demographic trends to continue its economic expansion.
Poole Economics' forecasting model which Incorporates 250 eco-

nomic and demographic venehlm for all counties of the United
Sutra. The model first project+ employment change and then

Economics. 1794 Columbia Road. NW. Washington. DC 20009:

Bureau's middle and highest seism population projections. For
more information. contact Mani!' K Ho Mock Wood+ & Poole
telephone (202) 372.7111.

1988

1990

1995

2000

2010

25.388
7.862

26,080
8.012

14,755
2,771

15,145

Age 65 and older

2,923

28.101
8,602
16,207
3,292

30.334
9,247
17.499
3,588

34.469
9.929
20.057
4,482

Total employment

12.857

14.612
1,738
3,263
9,611

15,904
1,893

17,731

Manufacturing

1.521

Services

2.878
8.458

13.372
1,584
2,991
8,797

9,138
2.70
$32,198

9.415
2.69
$32,920

Average income (1982 dollars)

FOR EVERY:
County
Metropolitan Area
(MSA/PMSA)
State and Region

ESSENTIAL TO:
Market Analysis
Long Range Planning
Retail Site Location
Research

10,291

2.65
$34,444

119

AVAILABLE IN:
Print
Floppy Disk
Magnetic Tape

for as little as $75
Custom scenarios or special
demographic and economic data
sets also available.

THi SOUTHWEST REGION: 1988-2010

Households
Household size

Household Data
Per Capita Income
Personal Income by Source
Employment by Industry
For Each Year 1970 to 2010

Behind the Numben These projection+ are based on Woods &

gained over half a million manufactur-

All other

Population by Age, Race and Sex

pected to grow by 19 percent from

translates employment change into population change. The population projections for counties. states. and regions are consistent with
a rate of riation:.1 population growth that falls between the Census

Total population
itge 0-19
Age 20-64

TO 2010

ployment is expected to maintain its 22

turing, the Southwest should see a
stable 12 percent of its workforce in
that sector through 2010. The region

(M thoastmds)

FORECASTS

3.522
10.489
11,231
2.61

536,422

2.076
3.905
11.750
13,562
2.44
$38,176

Call ir write

w &P
ECONOMICS

Woods & Poole Economics, Inc.
1794 Columbia Road N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009
(202) 332-7111
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TIIE FAR WEST
The future promises more growth

by Thomas Exter

cent increase between 1988 and 2010.
The region will gain one new service
sector job for every five gained nationwide. Only the Mideast region (Delaware, Dis',ict of Columbia, Maryland.

than for any other

New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania), among the eight regions as defined
by the Commerce Department's Bureau

region. Between

of Economic Analysis, will gain more

1988 and 2010, the

new service-sector workers.

for the Far West

region should gain
14 million residents, an increase of 38
percent. The six states that make up the

Far West-Alaska, California, Hawaii,

Nevada, Oregon, and Washington-.
should account for 26 percent of the
nation's population growth during the
next 22 years.

The Far West should gain one new

manufacturing job for every three
gained nationwide. Manufacturing employment should grow by 29 percent in
the Far West, more than double the ex-

Households in the Far West should

grow even faster than population as
average household size drops from 2.6
people to 2.39 people. By 2010, the Far

West should have gained 6.8 million
new households, an increase of 48 percent over 22 years.
Among three broad age groups in the
Far West, the fastest growing should he

those aged 65 and older. That group
should increase by 57 percent in the
next 22 years, compared with a 37 per-

cent gain among 20-to-64-year-olds.

pected 13 percent national growth in
manufacturing jobs. Most of the Far
West's 837,000 new manufacturing
jobs will be in small shops and facto-

This will lower the ratio of working-age

ries, the kind that have absorbed the bulk

to 14 million.

of recent manufacturing job growth.
The Far West stands out as the region

&Mud the Numbers These projecorms are based on Wosls

of opportunity for a new generation of

model hue morels emphlinent change am) iht31
Sums.
if2104.110 employmens change min population change 1be salmla
iron pro's-coons fit( counites. males. and cottony are comp.', ni wills
a rail of nalsonal pl,p1114114MI growth Mat falls heliseen she rensus
BUICIIIi% Middle and highest tenet pnpul.hon prop.uuna I of

entrepreneurs.

Service jobs, the fastest growing
employment sector, should increase by
2.2 million in the Far West, a 39 per-

adults to elderly from 5.5 to 4.8. The
number of people under age 20 should
increase by one-third, from I1 million
Poole F.cononnts' forecasfing model which Incorporates 291) no
mwmc and demographic variables for all counoes of flit

1110re mfonnahon, coniact Martin K 110skuh. Wmsls A bode
Economist, 1194 Columbia Road. NW. Washinghm. IX' ?taster,
teleplame (2021 312.7111

TIIE FAR WEST REGION: 19084010'
In thousands

1988

1990

39,479
11,124
23,888
4,467

1995

2000

2010

43,289
12,239
25,990
5,060
23,364
3,269
6,669

46.609
13,208

52.192
14.270
31.338
6.584

Total population
Age 0-19

37,821
10,723

Age 20-64
Age 65 -ad older

22,906
4,192

Total employment
Services

20.469
2,887
5,639

All other

11,943

21,337
3,001
5.947
12,389

Households
ilousehold size
Average income (l92 dollar

14.133

14,773

16,369

2.60

2.60
$36,697

2.56
$37,309

Manufacturing

$36,587

13,426

The Fa Weir onion/es Mobs. Cohfionta. Hunan. Net tad. Oregon. and Wathingron

120

27,941

5.460
25,271
3,529
7,243
14,499

27.501
3.721

17,754
2.53
S38,771

20.976
2.30
$39,009

*I.855
15.925

.
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THE MIDEAST

tor. In fact, the Mideast should lead all
the regions in service-sector job growth,
with an increase of 46 percent by 2010.

REGION

In the region, two out of every three
new jobs gained between 1988 and

The Mideast region-defined as
New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylva-

'.

nia, Delaware,

Maryland, and the
District of Columbia-is struggling to regain its momentum. The region showed the smallest
percentage gain in population among
the eight Bureau of Economic Ana!ysis
regions between 1970 and 1984. Between 1988 and 2010, the region should
gain 4.6 million people, barely .5 per-

cent above its 1988 population of 44
million. Only the Great Lakes region is
projected to grow more slowly.

One Mideast worker in five had a
manufacturing job in 1970. This year
only 16 percent of the region's jobs are
in manufacturing. By 2010 manufacturing employment should fall to 12 percent of the region's total. Overall, such

jobs are expected to decline 6 percent,
from 3.6 million in 1988 to 3.4 million
in 2010. The total number of jobs in the
region, however, should grow by 20
percent from 23 million to 28 million.

The driving force for employment
growth in the Mideast is the services sec-

2010 will be in the service sector.

Between now and 2010 the number

of people aged 65 and older should
grow by 16 percent, a gait) of nearly 1
million. The population under age 20
and aged 20 to 64 should increase by 10
percent each. With an expected 20 percent growth in employment, the region
may have to import workers, or lure the
retired back into the labor force.

The number or households in the
Mideast region should grow faster than

the population as average household
size drops from 2.65 people per household to 2.41. A gain of 3 million house-.
holds means the region's housholds will
increase by 19 percent between 1988
and 2010.
The Mideast region's population and
employment is diverse. Despite a slowgrowing population, business oppoltunities will be plentiful there as the region adjusts to new economic realities.
Behind the Numbers Theo projection are hated on Moak &
Poole Economies' fomenting model shack inemporatet 240 mi.
nomie and demographic vanableo for all enunnet of the (kited
Sheet. The model Arai pmjects employment change and then
trinalates employment change into populatton change The rtnula
don prciections for mown. Wain, and repont are continent with
a rate of national population growth that fall, between the Census
Bureau's middle and highett terms population proyeettona ror

more Infoonatton. contact Martin K. Hohlrich. Woodt R rook
Economics. 1794 Colwnbla Road. NW. Wnhingtim, tic 20009:
telephone (202) 332-7111

THE MIDEAST REGION: 1988-2010
(in thousands)

Total population
Age 0-19
Age 20-64
Age 65 and older

Total employment
Manufacturing
Services
All other

Households
Household site
Average income (1982 &Awn

1988

1990

1995

2000

2010

43.539
12.099
25,714
5,725

44.109

45.360

46.442

48.122

12.173
26.059
5.877

12.693

13.105
27.131
6.207

28.218
6.641

23.246
3.618
6,719
12,909

23.838
3.614
7.063

15,950
2.65
538,017

16,184
2.64

16.819

$38,552

S40,C75

13,161

121
416-1.44-44"Of1Or"

ttr -31men

26.552
6.115

25.t93
3.598
7.906
13.689

2.60

13.261

26.525
3.599
8.663

27.799
3.415

14.263

14.544

17.140
2.57
S42,388

18.908

9.1140

2.41

$44,086

0

1

1.77,41119

Ili.

r1

-

F7417.77,77"

rt:

00. Ma.
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FAMILY STYLES
9

I

About half of all families have children under 18 at home.
;For 75 perm. nt of di* families, the householder is between the ages of 25 and 44.
(family households In 1987 by type and age
of head of household; In thousands)

married couples

all

total

Ant IP HEAD
All ages

chl.'ireg children

lemaleheaded families
nq

under I under 18 children

all

children children

maleheaded families
no

under 6 under 18 children

children child,
no
tinder 6 under 18 children

all

64,491

51,537

11,966

24,645

26,892

10.445

2.414

6.297

4.147

2.510

29.1

955

1,5.54

2,939

1,858

914

940

917

843

606

735

108

238

81

85

25-34

153

15,112

11,878

7,004

8,790

3,088

2.717

1.345

2.561

155

517

122

231

35-44

281'

15,475

12.156

3,556

9,960

2.196

2.675

314

2.189

R6

611

68

45-54

25

219

10,998

8,947

413

3,970

4,977

1.614

26

683

931

437

55-64

Ill

266

9,738

8,240

64

847

7,393

1,196

3

115

1.082

301

65-74

6,937

5,935

9

125

5,811

772

11

761

110

75+

3,292

2,522

5

13

2,510

('28

3

625

142

< 25

nctm. DISTRIBUTION
All ages
< 25

100.01

4.6
23.4

35-44

24.0

23.6

29.7

40.4

8.2

25.6

14.3

34.8

11.7

45-54

17.1

17.4

3.4

16.1

18.5

15.5

13

10.8

22.4

55-64

15.1

16.0

0.5

3.4

27.5

11.5

0.1

1.R

26.1

121111

65-74

10.8

11.5

0.1

03

21.6

7.4

0.2

18.3

9.2

5.1

4.9

0.0

0.1

9.3

6.0

0.1

15.1

5.6

25.7

34

;

3

3

267

22

6

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
100.0'3
3.6
7.6
3.8
3.4
8.1
28.9
11.7
2.6
95
23.0
58.5
35.7
11.5
26.0
55.7
40.7
33
2.0.6

25-34

75+

2

I

138

IMO% 100.0% 100.0%
27.5

R.9

9.8

41.4

21.1

18.4

23.3

44.5

14.1

0.5

171.. f:

117

Of

14.

06

0.9

0.1
8.')
sm, r toS7 Current rtratlimt Sto1,2

Now Crlomnt may not stint to 100 percent doe to rounding

Isar

&awn eliae.i%laamr
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HOUSEHOLDS
.

.

i.

IOW*.

EGALITARIAll BONUS
.

1r.

1If black household composition and incomes matched the household composition
incomes of all American households in 1995, over S111 billion would be added
-.to.the tiational economy. .
(black boakholds *by type, avenge household.
income by type of household. and aggregate
!Timone W Ms& household types and

Income dIstributioa remota la their
7:euneet pattern, and if both household

FAMILY

."

nations! distributloaa,,1995)

monied

kW

,..

4'1995 BLACK HOUSEHOLDS an thousands)

Ptojection based on current
black household type

NONFAMILY

Malt
hotter

female
householder

mole
householder

female
house.
bolder

.

1 type and Memo ketch tk
"14,1;'

-

:,

house-

.1 coup

i

.

,i

1

.

11.575

4,313

417

3.624

1.504

1,717

11.071

6,541

293

1,347

1.309

1,581

Projection based on current
national household type

;

191111AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD INCOME
:

'.Black household income .

S30,624 524,433

513,666 515.731

$10,231

.;:rA11 races household
inerne
.
Wit tht,,

538,752 $31,040

518,692 S24,181

S15.651

4.,....7%.,f-.... -

.....

.

,

.

..!.,.1995
AGGREGATE INCOME OF BLACK HOUSEHOLDS fin Mika of 1986 dollars)
t...t.t....,.

tt.....
,.
L,
.
.,r,ProjeCtkr hosed on current,. :.
black househeld type and .. ..: 7.
.

.;

..... :

:

,, "17.;

'1

'

i

-1-..income rlistibutiont'...:.:...-...- 5233,019 5132,081

,,,-4,,7-rii,---

'

.. ;,..v;
..

..

IA 1 '.

2.

:

1., :
e

1

i '
'

, -4 ..

.

$49,525 $23,659 S17.566

510,188

2..i.4- -.----,,4-.,-..... ::::-..:

(.%

...1.4..

- -....:..
-4, .1-2...2..-.,:.

.EProyectiori:bsiied on current , ....,..-- .... - 4-.. ::. ....... 1...... -. .;..... ..
11.k41,1101sKboitiehold.tipe

$9,094.

11,i_cr.1.tott..iMINKerwonmeate.
__4""':.:.S.344._ i

..:

$25.11( (31.652 S24,744

.'

?z3-31-!° .)._Y
... . . ...
.
i
$111',12.5711i1,395 .441,094) :(S24,347) 1/.993:157,178 -...,

titHii.,=.

.20.6sateOrt ....rid 1.4..eZt...,..4...1=4.0...L... ..i.:......:+14.1.041
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4090
441
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Most CEOs of America's largest corporations come
from affluent families.

CLASS CONSCIOUSNESS
Chief executive officers are four times more likely to have grown up m upper or
upper-middle class households than the typical American of the same age.
(percent of Amerkans and of 243 large.company CEOs
wbo grew up In households In each social class)

background of
all Americans

Upper-upper class

background of
today's CEOs

41%

Lower-upper class

4%
4

1

Upper-middle class

13

Lower-middle class

32

18

Upper-lower class

38

16

Lower-lower class

16

2

56

Source: Today' t CEOs f wm authors 'Inmate, fall 190. 411 .Imeo (tont at nhn int In ettal Cla,
by W. Limed Warner. Alan kw Meeler. and Kenneth Erik '..hn nen ti rem r Rennet h

Fr:7n:

n.

en Amen% a

wet lulu

.

A CLASS ACT
The upper-middle class provides America with most of its business leaders.
(class background of 243 large-company
CEOs by industry. in percent)

social class
upperupper

lowerupper

lowermiddle

upper-

middle

upper-

lower

lowerlower

Manufacturing

2%

2%

58%

23%

13%

2%

Banking

7

4

62

13

3

38

II
:9

29

2

53

18

12

40

40

2

7

71

12

1

9

72

10

50

25

25

67

22

11

56

18

16

Utilities

2

Retailing

12

6

. Wholesaling ---....--....... .......
Service industries
Food products ......--............

.....

9

Medical products
..TransiOrtatiort ...--..........................

All CEOs.. ........:..

... -A«

4

4

2

SOW( f Avant, ettnnattt.
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Nation

Gray, Power!

1

I

AARP emerges as the nation's most powerful special-interest lobby
n older woman strides confidently
through the local headquarters of
the American Association for Retired Persons and looks straight at
the television camera. "AARP's 27 million

members believe that together, we can
eke a difference," she says. "We'll make
sure you know what the candidates say

and what they don't sayabout issues."
Her tone is sweetly reasonable. But just to

make sure those video-dazed viewers in
Iowa and New Hampshire sit up and listen, she shakes her spectacles at them and
adds, "If you think you've seen it all, you
ain't seen nothin' yet."
Blunt and a tad belligerent, America's
senior citizens are suddenly flexing their
biceps in presidential politics. Flush from

a Capitol Hill victory thaLpittected Social Security increases from the budget ax,

the Gray Lobby has turned its muscle to
states where early contests will winnow

the field of presidential candidates.
Across the country, campaign operatives
report that no other group has emerged in

this election cyclr, with such unexpected
force. "Any candidate who wants to win
in 1988 is not going to mess with the old
folks," sa; , Thomas Kiley, an adviser to
Michael Dukakis.
Until this election, AARP had not focused on presidential politics. But now the
organization is launching an S8 million

get-out-the-vote effort, running a
$400,000 television ad campaign, sponsoring candidate debates in Iowa that are
beamed by satellite to other states, holding workshops for activists and organizing

mass mailings that will hit a million
households by Election Day. In doing so,
it has made the sanctity of Social Security
and the expensive dream of Government-

sponsored long-term health care top issues on the 1988 agenda.

Candidates. knowing that senior citizens flock to the polls with a vengeance,
have responded with a gusher of saccharine rh tic. "If we can get a man to the
moon,
ought to be able to get dentures
to people who built our society," went a

36

sample line from Democrat Paul Simon at
AARP'S Iowa debate. The 1.000 gray-haired
activists in attendance applauded noisily.
On the way out. Wally Wakefield. a retied
salesman from West Des Moines, coulon't
help gloating. "They came because of us."
he said. "We're powerful."

Founded in 1958 mainly to provide
insurance for retirees, AARP is now the nation's largest special-interest group. "Join

the Association that's bigger than most
countrits," boasted a recent magazine ad.
This elderly behemoth, nearly twice the
size of the AFL-CIO. continues to grow by
about 8,000 new dues payers a day. One
out of nine Americans belongs, paying a
S5 annual fee. AARP offers drug and travel
discounts, runs the nation's largest group-

health-insurance program and a credit
union. In addition, its savvy media operation includes Modern Maturity, the nation's third highest circulation magazine:

a wire service that provides newspapers
with "ur biased reporting" on elderly issues; and a weekly television series.
TIME. JANUARY 4. 19148
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Em waving Issues
CONGRESSIONAL
INSTITUTE
FOR
THE FUTURE

EARLY
SIGNALS
OF
CHANGE

SERVICE CREDIT BANKS'
BANK:
By 2000, 16 million

elderly will need some
assistance because of a
chronic condition.

Issue:
ELDERLY
Date:
SEPTEMBER 1987

ADDITIONAL SERVICES FOR
TO
TOMORROW'S ELDERLY

As an increasingly large proportion of America's population reaches ages beyond 60, 70, and
80, public policymakers will face an enormous health care challenge. Seniors who are plagued
with chronic, as opposed to catastrophic, illnesses will need long-term care. And public policymakers will be searching for ways to provide inexpensive, humane care for those seniors.

Many elderly people with chronic medical problems need only limited assistance with
essential, daily activities
such as meal preparation, household chores, personal hygiene,
and transportation to remain largely self-sufficient. Often this in-home care enables elderly
individuals to remain independent.
Lack of in-home care often forces elderly people who need only limited assistance to enter
a full-care nursing home. For many elderly, institutionalization causes severe personal suffering while heaping additional costs onto an already overburdened health care system. Pessimistic
forecasts warn that the soaring costs of securing daily care could wipe out the personal savings
of millions of elderly Americans, while the costs of publicly providing services could severely
strain the government's health care system.

The nursing home population is expected to
reach 2.2 million by

2000.

A number of states
have responded to the
challenge of

sayices to

thrQggh "service
credit," which combines
elements of the barter

A number of states have responded to the challenge of providing services to the elderly
through an innovative program, called "service credit:' which combines elements of the barter
system and volunteerism.
Service credit programs are built upon a unique exchange: individuals perform service in
exchange for service credits. These individuals (or people whom the original volunteers
designate) may redeem the credits for similar services at a later date. Service credit programs
offer incentives-for volunteerism with a method similar to that used by blood banks.
Proponents of service credit systems are optimistic about these programs because they tap
a valuable resource in the U.S. volunteers. Roughly half of the U.S. population was engaged
in some type of volunteer work in 1985, doing the equivalent of 5110 billion worth of work.
Many policy makers believe a system of credit for service would draw an even greater portion
of the population into volunteer work. And by harnessing this resource of volunteers many
elderly would be able to remain in their own homes, thus reducing demands on the nation's
health care system.
Key demographic, technological, and economic trends suggests that service credit programs
could become essential tools to provide service.; to the nation's elderly.

system and *whoa.

TRENDS

teerism.

Americans are living longer and the number of seniors is increasing. Since the beginning
of this century, life expectancy has increased 27 years and is now 78.3 years for women and
71.1 years for men. Better nutrition and advances in medical technologies are expected to push
life expectancy rates even higher.
The number of elderly who need assistance with daily activities is increasing. In 1980, chronic
health conditions limited the daily activities of II million elderly. By 2000, 16 million elderly
will need some assistance because of a chronic condition, and by 2020, the number could jump
to 23 million.
Costs of care are escalating. By 1990, costs of routine health care procedures and expensive,
new lifesaving equipment are expected to total 12 percent of the GNP. And care for veterans
is expected to add to total costs. Services to 9 million veterans could push costs to $15 billion,
up from S8.3 billion in 1985.

Many elderly people
with chronic medical
problems need onlylimited assistance ith
essential, daily activwi
ties to rem( largely

selfsuffidew

Demand for nursing home care is increasing. The nursing home population is expected to
reach 2.2 million by 2000. And to meet the estimated demand, nearly one nursing home would

have to be built each day for the next 20 years.
Cost containment efforts are forcing hospitals to discharge people who may still need
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ACTIVE ISSUES

Space issues are coming back after the Challenger disaster with positive
vibes, beginning with the release of the Sally RIDE report in August.
Current coverage focuses on the superiority of the foreign space programs,
especially the Soviet and European Consortium programs, vis-a-vis NASA'S
current initiatives. Overall Hi Tech issues are still down. Computer
sewerage, despite important new product lines by most of the majcr
producers, is falling. The copyright lawsuit between IBM and FUJITSU was
significant for the precedent set, and repercussions will he felt for many
years, but the amount of coverage was moderate. The TOSHIBA-scam,
involving sale of sensitive technology to the Soviets, peaked in July when
the story broke but could presage a later rise in East-West trade issues.

MAJOR (TRENDS

Superconductivity and the supercollider are the hot new issues in the hi
tech sector. Both experience periods of intermittent peal's and valleys as

SI

ON THE HORIZON

new developments garner headlines then rapidly berme old. Surercollider
coverage has focused on the competition among stater to grab the lucrative
contract to build the world's most powerful atom smasher. When completed.
the project will provide powerful incentive for competitive gains in global
hi tech research. The numbers show that media coverage of hi tech issues
rise and fall together - that is, there seems to be periods where Li tech
issues feed on each other to grab media interest end then jointly fall as
new events pall. This is a very unusual media pattern suggesting that the
Hi Tech beat is not organized as one unit.
The Soviets are forcing our hand in the space industry much as they did in
the Sputnik era. The Challenger tragedy of '66 left the US program in the
dust as the Soviets were building an efficient and gutsy space exploration
agenda. The RIDE report outlined future requirements for the US program to
regain an edge. Her thesis was basic: The US must define goals and coanit
more money to get back in the driver's seat. The London Economist 10/3
says. "The benefits of space cannot be measured in terns of today's
economy, because space promises eventually to create a new one." Mars, the
solar system's only other inhabitable planet, is the next big target. In
view of the very high cost, joint U£ -Soviet cooperation may be in order if
stable arms relationship can be achieved.
.S.514 IFS /s 4 MAC (AieArr-
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Designers race to build the supercomputers of the future
The computer at the University of Illinois is simulating something that no
one saw: the evolution of
the universe in the aftermath of the Dig

Dung. Re-creating conditions that may
have prevailed billions of years ago, the
computer reveals on a remote screen how

physical thing distinguished from the space

around it by edges and surfaces. Then it
must grasp the essential attributes of cupness: the handle, the leak proofcentral cavi-

ty, the stable base. Finally. it must deal
with the exceptions. like the foam-plastic
cup whose heat-insulating properties are so
good that it does not need a handle.

massive clouds of subatomic particles.
tugged by their own gravity, might have coalesced into filaments and flattened disks.

The vivid reds, greens and blues of the
shapes are not merely decorative but represent the various densities of the first large
structures as they emerged from primordial
chaos in the near vacuum of space.
At the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, another computer is struggling to

learn what any three-year-old child already knows: the difference between a cup
and a saucer. What the youngster sees at a
glance,' the computer must be taught. pains-

These experiments illustrate the paradox at the heart of today's computer science. The most powerful computing ma-

chinesgiant number crunchers pos-

sessed of speed and storage capacities
beyond htnnan comprehensionare essentially dumb brutes with no more intellectual depth than a light bulb At the other extreme are computers that have begun

to exhibit the first glimmers of humanlike reasoning. but only within the confines of narrowly defined tasks.
For 40 years scientists have labored to

make headway at these two frontiers of
computer research. One group. working
with the lightning-fast machines known
as supercomputers. is always pushing for

-7( rat E

5,

gEe.

takingly, one step at a time. First it must
comerehend the concept of an object, a

more raw power, mote blazing speed. The

other group. writing programs that show
the rudiments of artificial intelligence, explores the mysteries of human thought.
Each of they: '...o grand scientific enterprises, backed by billions of research dollars and blessed with some of the century's best minds, has proceeded as if the
other did not exist.
But there are signs that Ulf two broad
avenues of computer research may be
starting toconverge, that today's most advanced machines may someday evolve
into electronic brains that are not just incredibly fast but smart as well. The quest

on the other hand, having supplied highspeed processors to government labs and
intelligence agencies for a quarter-century, are now experiencing a growth so explosive that it has taken even the most optimistic industry leaders by surprise. Sales
of the machines, which cost 35 million to
$25 million each, have increased 25% a
year or more over the past decade, and in
1988 will pass the SI billion-a-year mark
for the first time.
Some 300 supercomputers now work
at tasks as diverse as ferreting out oil deposits, analyzing muscle structures and

creating special effects for Hollywood

wardsin industrial productivity, scien-

films. With the spread of supercomputer
networks, high-speed computing power is
available to anyone with a personal com-

tific research and national security --are
staggering. Grown men glow with child-

puter and a telephone hookup. "The
world will never be the same," says Doyle

like excitement when they describe robots

Knight, director of the John von Neumann National Computer Center in

has been Taken up by almost every major

nation. And no wonder the potential re-

that will see their way around a factory,
typewriters that will take dictation, defense systems that will make the world
safe from nuclear arms.

The two fields of co puter research
are at different stages in t dr life cycles.
Artificial intelligence is t getting started: the first commercial projects appeared
less than five years ago, and are now finding widespread application (see following
story). The supercomputer manufacturers,

Princeton, N.J. "Soon every industry, every science, every walk of life will in some
way be touched by supercomputing."
Speed and power are what distinguish
supercomputers from their humbler cous-

ins. Irk, the early days of the industry,
speed iwas measured in thousands of
FLOPS, 'an acronym for floating-point operations per secor.d. in which the decimal

point is moved in very large and small

130

numbers. Today's largest machines are
measured in giga FLOPS, or billions of op-

erations a second. Tomorrow's will be
measured in t- rarLOPS, trillions of opera-

tions a second. A single supercomputer
going at terart.ors speed will have the
power of 10 million personal computers
working at full throttle.
The most powerful supercomputers
are surprisingly small and sleek, some not

much bigger than a California hot tub.
But looks can '1 deceiving. Supercomputers often sque :ze out the last bit of pro-

cessing speed by shrinking the distance;
electrons have to travel within their wiring. They are tightly packed workhorses
that require a whole array of supporting
equipment. Some employ full-sin mainframe computers just to shuttle programs
in and out of their processing units. The
machines may be connected, by cable or
satellite, to hundreds of remote terminals
that can transform raw numerical output

into stunning 3-D graphics. They often
need industrial-size refrigeration units to
keep the rush of electronic signals within

them from melting down their circuitry.
The thermal output of the University of
Minnesota's supercomputers is used to
heat a garage.
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However, a recent refinement called
adaptive differential PCM (ADPCM) cuts
the transmission rate in half by exploiting

EARNING DEGREES

VIA SATELLITE

the predictable behavior cr, analog speech

signals. Special algorithms use that predictability to reduce each 8-bit PCM word
to a 4-bit ADPCM word, taking into ac-

Several major universities and corporations have teamed up to create
the nation's first "electronic university." Claiming neither a campus
nor a regular faculty, the National Technological University (NTU), based in Fort
Collins, Colo., broadcasts graduate-level
courses via satellite to some 1200 working

engineers and scientists at more than 80
corporate sites, and offers advanced degrees in various areas.
Continuing technical education is often
cited as a must for maintaining America's
international competitiveness. Yet more
than 70% of today's new college graduates in engineering, lured by the brisk demand in industry and attractive starting
salaries, choose to go to work rather than
take on graduate studies; once on the job,
most engineers do not return to school
The private, nonprofit NTU, which has

been operating since 1984, could help
solve the problem by bringing "high-quality education to working engineers," says

president Lionel V. Baldwin. NTU now
awards master's degrees in computer science, electrical engineering, engineering

management, and manufacturing systems; full accreditation by the North
Central Association of Colleges and
Schools is expected by August.

NTU classes are broadcast over two
channels, 14-16 hours a day, on GTE
Spacenet's G-Star I satellite; the 150
courses are.drawn from 22 member universitte0 including Boston University,
Georgia Tech, and Purdue. Seven of the

count such factors as the prior sample val-

ue and the predicted value of the next
sample. Although the technique doesn't
Students can view the videotapes at
their convenience, and can replay the tape

as needed; if they still have questions,
they can call the professor. Tests and
homework are exchanged through the
mall for grading and review.
"Without NTU, I could not have pursued
a master's degree," says Michael Reiss, a

computer analyst at NCR (Cambridge,
Ohio). "The nearest school is an hour and a

half away." Reiss received a master's in
computer engineering at NTU's first commencement last Novemuer. With courses

from Northeastern University (Boston)
and the University of Minnesota (Minneapolis), Reiss earned his degree without
leaving Cambridge or disrupting his work

at NCR. 0 Salable atkitese

VOICE COMPRESSION

FOR DIGITAL NETWORKS
The nation's telephone network,
originally an analog system designed to carry only voice signals,
is now shifting to a digital system

suited to all types of trafficfrom

com-

puter data to digitized video and voice.
Digital networks promise improved effi$niversities can transmit (uplink) their ciency and greater reliability, hut digicourses directly to the satellite for nation- tized voice typically requires faster and
wide broadcast; the other schools video- more expensive communications channels
tape their courses and mail them to one of than its analog counterpart. Consequent,
the seven uplinks. About a third of the ly, telephone companies are turning to
broadcasts are "live-interactive." The rest digital compression techniques that reare delayed broadcasts of live classes.
duce bandwidth requirements without a
Companies subscribe to the network significant loss of voice quality.
for a one-time fee of $65,000$260,000, deThe digitizing of telephone voice sigpending on the n
r of employees; the nals has been done commercially since
fee provides pe
nt access to NTU's 1962, using a technique called pulse code
regular courses
special programming modulation (PCM). The PCM method used
at all company sites. There is no charge to for telephone transmissions samples the
the student. Corporate subacribers now analog signals 8000 times a second and eninclude AT&T, DEC GE, IBM,
l, codes each sample into an 8-bit word. This

Honeywell, and K .!ak. Future b

level of PCM produces high-quality voice

casts over the net% Jric will include guest
lectures by industry scientists.

signals, but the technique requires a 64Icilobit-per-second transmission channel.

allow digitized voice to travel over ordinary analog phone lines (which can handle
just 9.6 kilobits per second), it does double

the number of channels that can be carried on a high-capacity line.
ADPCM has been adopted for digital

voice transmissions by the Consultative
Committee on International Telegraphy
and Telephony (CCITT), the international

standards-making body for telephone
communications; suppliers such as AT&T
Network SysOms and M/A-COM Telecom-

munications have already announced
ADPCM products.
CCITrs adoption of the techniques resulted from its investigation of ADPCM's
voice quality. Telephone users in seven
countries listened to ADPCM speech in
their native tongues and rated it in comparison with PCM speech. Henri G. Suyderhoud, a principle scientist at Comsat

Laboratories (Clarksburg, Md.) who
worked on the evaluation, reports that
"ADPCM scored slightly below the standard PCM. But in terms of general performance, the difference would not be per-

ceptible to the general public."

Many digital switches installed today
can handle only conventional PCM signals,
so they may have to be transcoded several
times from ADPCM to PCM and back as

they travel through the network. Fortunately, multiple transcodings result in
only minor degradation of the voice quality, most of it due to rounding-off errors in

the initial conversion of analog signals
into the ADPCM format. Once digitized,
subsequent errors can be detected and
corrected by digital signal processing.

Significant degradation can creep in,
however, when networks require interme-

diate analog transmission linksfor example, if two digital fiber optic trunks are
connected via a microwave radio link carrying voice in analog form. Several analog-to-digital conversions can cause no-

ticeable deterioration in speech quality.
Fortunately, this problem will gradually
disappear as public networks convert to
all-digital transmission. 0 Terry Fern
HIGH TECHNOLOGY/APRILIN7
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Public Policy, Politics, and American Business:

30 Key Trends Shaping The New Corporate Context
In this special issue of The Public Pulse, we put forth our forecast of 30 major trends shaping the public policy environment for
' American business as we enter the early 1990s. These are the trends with true staying powerthe harbingers of the new economic
and political landscape in which American business will operate in the decade ahead. They are based on our interpretation,
judgmentand, on occasion, speculationabout public opinion data that we have been collecting and monitoring over the years.

1

The Synergistic Environment

Resurgence Of Public Activism

American business should prepare itself for a public policy
environment that will be dramatically different from the one that
characterized the Reagan years. The hallmark of the new corporate context will be synergycooperative action among business, government, and labor to address the fundamental social
and economic problems facing the nation.
The mood of the American people during the Reagan era was
unabashedly pro-business. Entrepreneurship and the competitive spirit were "in"; "big government" (at least rhetorically) and
labor unions were "out." In many key areas, business took the
lead in setting the public policy agenda.
Butmuch has changed. One of the more ironic kgacies of the
Reagan Administration, riven its ideological commitment to
scaling back government, was the restoration of public faith in

Hand-in-hand with the quest to define a new public policy
environment will go an appreciable increase in public activism.
Americans are going to become more involved in the policymaking process, in a variety of ways.
The early to mid-1980s were, in retrospect, a relatively quiescent period. Especially after the recession of 1982, Americans
focused most intently on their personal fortunes in the expanding

our political institutions and leaders. As President, Reagan
helped the American people put such disturbing memories as

economy and on their rediscovered sense of national pride.
Compared to the tumult of the late 1960s or the uncertainties of
the 1970s, it was a time to relax a bit.
Now, however, public concerns about a range of economic
and social problemsfrom AIDS to the environment, from educational policy to public health issues arc rising. The indications are that these mounting concerns will bring with them a new
wave of social activism.

entail a reorientation of the traditional ways that business,

Not the mass-movement activism akin to the Civil Rights
movement. Or the single-issue activism that characterized the
anti-Vietnam war demonstrations. Instead, the next wave of
public activism will be both limited in the numbers of people
involved, because Americans have only enough time for a few
such commitments, and multiplex in terms of the number of
issues acted on. A short list of future "activist" issues: daycare,
certain environmental problems, health insurance, AIDS, primary and secondary education, substance abuse, the homeless.
Business will not necessarily be the target of this renewed
activism as much as it will be compelled to join as a partner in
formulating new policies. And government will not be so much
the paymaster as it was in the past as it will be a facilitator.
Aided by sophisticated direct mail and telemarketing tcchniques, issue-specific lobbying groupssupported primarily by

government, and labor deal with one another. The public will
scrutinize the efforts made by all these panics in defining a new
national partnership; the onus will be on business to cooperate.

Americans cannot commit much of their time to their favorite
causes, they will be committing more of their money.

Watergate and Vietnam behind them.
Labor was certainly chastened during the Reagan era, but the

tide could be turning. What was once seen as "zapping" the
unions is increasingly perceived as taking advantage of workers.
Issues of fairness will become more important.
These developments spell the end of the primacy that busi-

ness enjoyed through the mid-1980s. Instead of a return to an
adversarial relationship among business, government, and 'aim',
however, another factor suggests that greater cooperation will
prevail in the future. Americans are more and more aware of the

international competitive challenges confronting us, and this
growing awareness tends to pull the nation together.
The emerging synergistic environment for public policy will

citizens' contributionswill thrive in this environment.
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Problematic Profits Plague Business
The problem with business profits is that they are always too

highor at least that is how Americans perceive them.
Despite the pro-business n:ood of the Reagan years, there
was little if any "profit worship" among the American people. To
the contrary, the public demonstrated time and again its misun-

derstandingor disbelief of the true level of business profits
and its innate suspicions of the ways those profits are used
Part of the explanation is straightforward self-interest. As
wage earners, the vast majority of Americans do not direct!, reap
the rewards of a profitable enterprise. Very few receive dividend
payments. Even fewer now participate in profit-sharing plans.
Profits, they think, come straight out of their salaries. (These attitudes, however, might change as profit-sharing plans spread.)

Business itself exacerbates tte problem. When talking
finance, corporate leaders speak to Wall Street, not Main Street.
Average Americans hear of a 25% increase in profitability and
think that the company makes 250 on every dollar in sales. As
consumers, they believe such a "take" is unconscionable.

The fact is that most Americans remain woefully misinformed about the fundamentals of business economics. And the
danger is that such misconceptions can leave business vulnerable, particularly when the economy is less than robust
Individual businesses themselves, of course, must think rust

of real profits, not perceived ones. That is the nature of free
enterprise. But the business community as a whole confronts a
massive public relations challenge: Educating the public about
the true level and primary uses of profits in a modem economy
as well as the social desirability of them.

Intervention To Supplant Deregulation
One of the hallmarks of the late 1970s and early 1980s was
the deregulation of business. Entire industriesfrom airlines to
financial services, telecommunications to the oil industrysaw
their competitive environment radically altered by the lifting of
government controls.
As consumers, Americans tend to support deregulation as
long as prices decline. But as voters, they are not wedded to the
principle of deregulation. In many vital areas concerning businessfor example, toxic waste disposal, personal privacy issues, workplace safetypeople desire even stricter government
rules, because they don't trust business to do it on its own.
The regulatory environment of the future will, in crucial
respects, be unlike that of the past. The word regulation might

Support For Business Tax Incentives
Americans' suspicions about profits and their desires, in
some instances, for more government intervention do not keep

them from favoring pm-business policies. A case in point is
public attitudes toward the use of tax incentives.
Vast majorities have long supported the use of tax incentives
to encourage businesses to invest in new plant and equipment.
And Americans also like the idea of giving tax breaks to business

in order to stimulate employment. They have always preferred
having the private sector absorb the unemployed as opposed to
creating direct public sector jobs, and this tilt toward the private
sector is becoming more lopsided. Today, nearly two-thirds of
the public say that the tax system should be used to promote
business expansion (thus providing jobs) or to encourage business to hire the unemployed.
Voters see the tax system as an activist vehicle for promoting
certain social and economic goals. They are certainly not ardent

free marketers, believing that the economyif left alonewill
by itself generate high levels of invertment and full employment.
American business, in other words, can pay scant attention to
the recent vogue arrong policy makers fora "neutral" tax system.
The Internal Revenue Code will again become a central battleground for competing political and economic interests.

Future Reform Of 1986 Tax Reform
There was little solid support among the American people for
the Tax Reform Act of 1986 when it passed, and there are few if
any indications that support for it has built substantially since
Caen. Result: Future "reform" of the newly reformed tax system.

Two forces will propel more tinkering with the tax code.
First, as the favorable attitudes toward business tax incentives
illustrate, people are not convinced that the tax system is merely
a way for the government to collect revenue. Despite the theoretical appeal ofa simplified tax code, Americans indicate that taxes
can be a means to accomplish worthwhile public objectives.
Second, the new two-bracket structure for personal income
taxes that the 1986 Act installed runs against the public's desire
for fairness. Americans stick to the notion that affluent individuals should bear proportionately more of the national tax burden

via a progressive, multi-tiered tax systemdespite the fact that
certain tax reformers proclaimed the opposite.

The reintroduction of higher tax rates for the wealthy is
probably in the offing. And the reinstatement of industry- and
event-specific incentives is likely, too.

become something of a misnomer it is too broad and allencompassing. Instead, its replacement might be government
interventionism: the willingness and ability to enact rules on a
more event-specific, case-by-case basis. The New Deal belief
that government can oversee all aspects of businessin practically any businesshas been largely replaced by a more pragmatic, limited approach.
This new orientation means that all industries will not be
;treated as equals. Look for more government intervention in
airlines (safety/service concerns); financial services (instability,
costs); electric utilities (nuclear problems); chemicals (toxicity).

Two

.

Why Government Waste Won't Go Away
Actually, it's not government waste itself that refuses to
disappear, it's the American people's perception of waste in the
public sector that is so intransigent.
The public has an extraordinarily exaggerated notion of the

inefficiencies in the public sectorand thus of the tax dollars
that could be saved by cutting back on government. When we
asked people how much, out of every $100 collected in Social
Security taxes, went to pay administrative costs, the astounding
answer was $52. The real figure, according to the Social Security

Tho Public Puts*
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Administration, is only a little more than a dollar.

Social Security is probably the most popular entitlement
program among Americans. Imagine what they think about the
inefficiencies in other, less popular programs.
This exaggerated notion also explains why people usually
want the government to spend more on specific programs but, at

the same time, want the government generally to spend less.
They think that taxpayas can receive many more benefits if only

the government would trim its fr.
For the past twenty years, polie.cal rhetoric has exaggerated
the problems of waste in government. In this area, the public
believes what it hears. Nothing will change until political leaders
themselves stop bashing the public sectorand simply make the
point that our government is not so badly inefficient after all.

Congress To Move On Benefits Laws
Pressure in Congress for Federally-mandated employee
benefitsprimarily targeted at two-income familieswill grow
more intense. The reason is straightforward: The workplace is
not keeping up with massive social changes.
Two-income households, which are fast-growing pluralities
in many Congressional districts, are facing a veritable crisis.
Most families today need two incomes to maintain an adequate
living standard. But earning two incomes in today's workplace
often means sacrificing even more fundamental family values.

Something has to giveand it won't be the family.
The focus is currently on mandatory, but unpaid, maternity
and paternity leaves. Calls for paid leaves will become increasingly popular. the daycare system, already in crisis, is the next
logical target for legislative action. Further down the road, a
shorter work week, flexible job scheduling, and the increased
resort to homework are all possibilities.
The baby boom generationtoday's young parentsis not
only the largest in our society; it is also highly educated. It can
become a potent political force, and "family issues"seen from
the perspective of two-income householdswill be an important unifying factor. Some companies have had the savvy to
adapt to this new social reality; others will have little choice.

Acceptable Reform Of Social Security
The principle of progressivity works the same way for
benefits as it does for payments (whether taxes or insurance
premiums). If the much-discussed reform of the Social Security
system eventually comes, it will probably entail the more widespread use of means tests for recipients.
Some predict that the Social Security system faces financial
disaster, others contend that a F
LIS is on the horizon, thanks to
the baby boomers' move into their prime earning years. Whatever the scenario or the time frame, the popularity of trimming
costs by cutting back on some recipients' benefits will grow.

The universal nature of Social Security benefits, in other
words, could be curtailed. Already these benefits are partially
treated as taxable income. Tomorrow they may be fully taxable.
And in the future, individuals whose income surpasses a set
ceiling may no longer receive benefits at alljust as, today, the
portion of salaries above a certain level are not subject to the
Social Security tax. So while all workers will continue contributing to Social Security, not all will receive benefits from itand
then the political battles will center on the proper "cut -off' point.

In The "Information Age," Concern
About Personal Privacy Will Deepen
tr

Americans are not a "luddite" peoplenever have been,
.1.. will be. Far from fleeing technology or fearing its impact,

th-, generally look upon technical progress as the key to economic success and a rising standard of living.
Usage of computers, of course, is up, and attitudes toward
them are growing more favorable as greater numbers get "hands on" experience. The PC has spawned a revolution in how people
perceive this most powerful, yet manageable, technology.
Furthermore, people think that business or government has

the right to know much about the private lives of prospective
employees. Past employment record, general state of heal C., any
current drinking or drug problems, prison record, any history of
serious illness: these are only some of the areas (most of which
could affect jcb performance) in which employers have the right

The Next Major Social Program:
Public Catastrophic Health Insurance

to personal data. Personal credit rating, religion, and any past
drug/drinking problems should not be revealed, say the public.
At the same time, however, fundamental concerns persist
about how computers can be used to obtain personal information.

Americans' top personal financial worryeasily outdistancing most othersis being able to pay medical bills in the event

Big majorities reject the use of centralized das.n banks to get such
information, saying instead that businesses should obtain it only

of a serious, prolonged illness. That, no doubt, is why majorities
favor some form of publicly provided catastrophic health insurance coverageat the very least for everyone aged 65 and over.
But such a plan, while possibly universal in scope, should not

from the individual directly. And people are worried that new

carry universally similar premiums. Americans vote overwhelming for a system that would allocate premium payments
based on income, with affluent individuals paying a higher
premium than less affluent ones; The margin in favor of a
progressive premium schedule is better than three-to-oneand
is unlikely to change in the future.
As with the tax code, the public thinks wealthy people can
and should pay more titan others.

January
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interactive electronic technologiestwo-way cable TV or
commercial databases and networks for computers--opet. up
too many possibilities for abuse.
In part these concerns simply reflect Americans' suspicions
of "bigness": the potential power t: it "big business" and "big
government" can have over their lives. But also, these worries
express a deeper political problem: Who should control information flows in the "information age"?
Until now, these privacy issues have stayed pretty much on
the back burner. As we move further into the "information age,"
however, they will assume vastly g. ..ter significance.
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Progress Ahead On Liability Crisis
Virtually every manufacturer, marketer, and service pro-

viderin both the private and public sectorsmust now con-

There is a pervasive concern in the United States about the

sider the possibility of crippling liability claims before taking
what was once just a routine step.
The public is aware of the crisis and believes, moreover, that
it is a crisis. This regsation in itself is a significant victory for

qualityindeed, competenceof our educational system. Al-

those business interests who are pushing some form of legislative
reform. Far from cheering on those plaintiffs who win millions
of dollars in settlements, Americans believe that the situation has
gotten out of hand and that something should be done.
1

I

1

I

though the public's worries are sometimes exaggerated, they are
nevertheless held deeply by a majority. Perhaps there is no real
crisis in the schools, but Americans fear there is.
The problems, it would appear, are myriad. American
students seem to fare poorly in mathematics and the sciences
compared to students in competitor nations, notably the Far East.
Their reading and writing skills are thought to have atrophied

But there is little if any desire for a radical change in the

compared to previous generations of students. Public school

present system. People think that the court system in general,and

teachers are poorly paid and no longer held in high social esteem.

the right to sue in particular, constitutes an important popular
defense. They see it as a check against big business and big

Business will be called upon to do morewhich will present
both challenges and opportunities. Already, of course, business
exerts a significant, but essentially passive, influence on educational curricula simply through its hiring practices. In coming
years, the climate will be ripe for a more active business role in
the educational system.
Americans heartily endorse corporate philanthropy toward
the school system: donations of money, computers and other
technologies, staff time for teaching purposes. In part, perhaps,

government, an institution in which they can directly participate.
I

Business And Education:
A Stronger Partnership In The Future

Because of this, they want no major curtailment of individual
rights under the liability laws.
Instead, Americans would set some limits on the amount of
jury awards in liability cases. Large majorities would place
ceilings on awards for pain and suffering, punitive damages,
medical expenses, and lost incomeand there is little reason to
suspect that this sentiment will change.
The problem, however, is determining just what those award
limits should be. People really do not have an idea about
appropriate limas in liability cases. They would leave this
decision to the legislature and the experts.
The liability crisis is now very much on the public agenda,
which in itself is a sign of progress. More progress lies ahead.

Environmental Issues Will
Assume Greater Political Importance
Contrary to the expectations of many analysts, public attention to environmental issues has not peaked; it is still gathering
momentum. In fact, public attitudes toward a wide variety of
environmental issues today point to a steady growth of the power
of environmental movements in the future.

Worries about fundamental "quality-of-life" mattersair
and water pollution, how to dispose of community garbageare
high and rising. They spill over into health issues: Nearly twothirds of Americans, for instance, are concerned about possible
contamination of their drinking water. The fact that these issues
are so basic gives the en viron mental movement its vast potential.

Then there are the problems that are less comprehensible to

Americans, but seemingly more threateningtoxic or nuclear
waste disposal, for example. People are distrustful about
business's willingness and ability to find the answers.

But there is no consensus vong the public about whose
problems these are. Who is to b'ani:? Business? Government?
The American people ao t111,1 1.r..11 communities? It remains
unclear as to who should pay the hip's.
Most likely, the solutions for these environmental challenges
will affect all parties: business, government, and communities.
The better prepared they are in advance, the better off they will
be when environmentalism reaches its zenith.

they simply want businessand not themselvesto pay.
Yet they are also willing to make trade-offs. They would
allow, for instance, companies to sponsor high school classes on
the merits of the free enterprise system and "the need for business

profits." They approve of having company employees teach
part-time in the school system. They would welcome assistance
from the business community in improving the technical skills of
today's students.
And business has an immediate stake in spurring educational
progress. Education is one key, of course, to greater competitive-

ness. The problem of functional illiteracy, moreover, affects
business directly in the workplace and in the marketplace.
All told, the public believes that the good effects of corporate

involvement in the school system easily outweigh the bad effects. Business can reap a public relations harvest of good will
by helping to meet some of the challenges in public education. It

may also obtain better trained workers and a citizenry better
informed about business fundamentals as well.

Another Energy Crisis In The 1990s?
Americans are growing more nervous about the possibility of
another serious energy crisis while, in a seeming contradiction,
they have less and less confidence in alternatives for imported
oil. The implication? If a crisis erupts, the public policy consensus for dealing with it will be fragilemaybe nonexistent.
Energy today is decidedly a "back-burner" issue. People are
not thinking much about conservation anymore, mainly because
the price of oil has dropped so dramatically since its peak in the
early 1980s. Americans are driving bigger cars again; they keep
their hkxnes warmer than they did during tf,- second oil crisis.
But some things, of course, have changed. Automobiles are
much more fuel efficienthardly the gas guzzlers of the 1960s.
Home appliances, too, have improved measurably in this regard.
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And if only subconsciously, Americans' behavior is quite
different than it once was. Today's norm, when it comes to
energy usage, is closer to what it was in the 1970s than to the
relative profligacy of the 1960s. The rust two oil crises did

Mounting Frustration With Japan
Not surprisingly, Japan is highly vulnerable to Americans'
wrath over global economic trends. As the world's second largest

economy, it is our major economic rivaland an extraordinarily
competent one at thai But there is am ore fundamental reason for
a potential rift between the countries. Quite simply, Americans
have no real "feel' for Japanese culture: their attitudes, values,
lifestyles, ways of doing business.
Deservedly or not, Japan has received much bad publicity in
the U.S. press, and these stories have influenced the American
public. Trade disputes, of course, are by far the most important,
but there have been others. Theft of trade secrets, alleged patent
infringements, illicit sales to the Soviet Union: reports like these
compound the trade tensions, adding the perception of duplicity
to many Japanese actions.
The cultural impasse is perhaps more profound and intractable. At the risk of oversimplification, Americans are an open
people and have been so for most of their history. The Japanese
are a closed society, by both tradition and circumstance. Ameri-

modify Americans' lifestyles.
Even so, the public increasingly suspects that the "cheap" oil

of the mid-1980s will not last. What will happen if the price
explodes again? First, blame will be laid at the door of the OPEC

nationsand the oil companies. Second, because there is no
policy consensus on alternatives, the energy industry will find
itself trying to build consensus again in the midst of a crisis.

More Setbacks For Nuclear Power
It might be premature to write the epitaph for the American
nuclear power industry, but the future probably holds more bad
news than good.
Public worries about and opposition to nuclear power plants
are high and rising. There is growing willingness to shut down

existing nuclear plants, much less build new ones. And the
financial travails of certain utility companies, caused mainly by

cans thus see their open market being flooded by Japanese goods,
while suspecting the Japanese market is essentially closed by an

nuclear projects gone awry, have further deepened the shadows.

Nothing suggests that this trend is being reversed. Only

array of institutional, legislative, and cultural barriers.
True, Americans cannot be said to have made much of an
effort to get to know and understand the Japanese. The propor-

another severe energy crisis may change the picture for nuclear
powerand, then, forceful government support will be needed.

tion of U.S. citizens who can speak their language is almost
nonexistent. Exhibitions of Japanese art, music, and film help,

Trade Tensions To Grow Further
Despite the precipitous decline of the dollar since its peak in
early 1985, the American trade deficit has refused to disappear.
While some improvement is inevitable, the deficit has become
structuralnot easily susceptible to an exchange rate "fix."
Americans are not well versed in the intricacies of international economics and probably never will be. But when it comes
to a simple choice between low prices for imported products and
more jobs in the United States, their answer is loud and clear:
more jobs. As long as the general unemployment level stays low,
the cries for greater protectionism will be relatively faint said
rather isolated. Should unemployment rise significantly, these
cries could easily become a crescendo.
The current consensus, however, is that the origin of most

American trade problems lies here at home. There is a widespread perception that American business has just not tried hard
enough: that there has not been enough investment, enough
research and development, enough quality control. The rust
steps to correct the deficit need to be taken in this country.
But belief is growing that our foreign competitorsor some
of them, at least--are not playing by the rules. In part this reflects
Americans' views, as workers, on international wa, .sparities:
Is it "fair" to pay a worker, even if it the Third Wm. J, a dollar an
hour? This belief has also been produced by stories of foreign

countries protecting their markets from U.S. competition, of
foreign companies dumping their products here, and so on.
Perhaps the U.S. trade deficit will somehow correct itself. If
it doesn't, however, the American people will be prepared to take
a harder line on trade issues. And the theme they will support is
"America first."
January 111911

but they are hardly the answer.
The Japanese, however, risk being viewed as consummately
arrogant. While their economic successes are undeniable, their
apparent complacencyeven smugnessabout American sensibilities is becoming harder to igno.,. Japan may soon face a
massive public relations iallenge in this country; post facto
damage-control strategies will no longer suffice.
Right now, Japan is considered a solid friend of the United
States. But the potential for serious strains in the relationship is
just below the surface. Japanese companies may want to play a
more proactive role in increasing mutual unlerstanding now.

Troubles In South Africa
May Affect Bottom Line In U.S.
The enduring tensions in South Africa bounce in and out of
the headlines of U.S. papers, depending on events. The longterm trend in American public opinion, however, is more stable.
Americans are becoming more opinionated about the situation in South Africa, and their beliefs are growing more critical
of the white-controlled regime. While few here will march in
protest against apartheid, that system's distastefulness, to the
average American, is increasingly pronounced.
The campaigns against U.S. business investment in South
Africa may have run much of their course. But now a new possibility arises: consumer dissatisfaction with products or companies "tainted" by a South African connection. Mass boycotts are
quite unlikely, but there is a "window of opportunity" for antiapartheid groups to influenc
mer choices by publicizing
lists of "unacceptable" prods: -ti. iuth Africa is still an issue.
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AIDS: Preoccupation, Not Paranoia

Homeless Hit The Nation's Conscience

The spread of AIDS has sparked conflicting emotions among
the American people. On the one hand, people voice compassion
for the victims and a display strong determination to find a cure.
On the other, some latent antipathies toward certain "high-risk"
groups are moving out into the open.
Public awareness of AIDS is virtually universal; understanding of how the virus is transmitted is actually quite good. While
there is always room for more and better education, the level of

The problem of homelessness strikes a deep chord with the
American public. After all, the United States is a nation of
homeowners par excellencea country in which home ownership is a vital component of the American Dream. The sight of
men, women, and children living on the street wrenches the heart
and stirs uncompromising compassion.

Social Darwinian explanations do not convince people.

effort to address it. They rank it at the top of their list of priorities

Arguments about institutionalization versus deinstitutionalization are generally yond their grasp. Finding a villain to blame
is, in this case, a waste of time.
The problem of homelessness is ore area where voters will
support vastly increased government spending. Money may not
be the sole solution, butto a people used to making monthly

for government action, desiringamong other thingsmore

mortgage paymentsit certainly must he:p.

misinformationat least of the kind that can breed hysteriais
surprisingly low.
Americans believe that AIDS is the greatest health threat

facing the nation today, and they are calling for an intensive

government money to be spent on research. They favor selective

mandatory tests for'the A1111 virus, mainly among high-risk
groups. They want steps to be taken now.
And despite some well-publicized cases to the contrary, the
public does not consider AIDS victims to be lepers. Quarantines
are not the answer. Most people say that vic.,ms deserve compassion, assistance, and dignity.
Yet, in addition to these measured responses, the AIDS
tragedy is bringing out undercurrents of prejudice against the
high risk groups. There is no love lost between Americans and
intravenous drug users; AILS has only magnified this tension.
But the homosexual community, which had gained increasing
visibility if not social acceptance since the 1970s, may in the
future face more overt rejection. Ironically, AIDS has made
some Americans more comfortable saying what they always
thought: that they don't really like homosexuality.
While it remains an open question, there is a definite Tisk of
growing social intolerance in the future. The risk is not so mu :h
one of persecution of individuals, but, rather, a growing maim ity

consensus that minority group lifestyles will have to cl'arage
because of the social health threat that AIDS represents.

Crime: The Paranoid Reaction
The crime problem alwayswoi; :es Americans. T..a es pretty
much a given fact about our national psyche. Today, as in the
past, crime ranks right at the top of public concerns.
There is, however, an odd disjuncture in Americans' feelings
about crime. They think it is ar. omnipresent and insoluble prrii.lem in the country at large. But strangely enough, crime is neva

much of a concern for people in their own neighborhoods. In
other words, it is a fearful, terrible world "out there;"
goodness we don't have those problems here on Main Street.
,

It is true that crime levels in the United States are much higher
than in many other countries; it is not our intention to belittle the
nature of the crime problem here. Violence, it has been said, also
follows cultural proclivities, and crime in America might well be

our individualistic way of expressing it.
Americans are obsessed by crime. They abhor itout of all
proportion to its actual occurrence. Whether out of paranoia or
not, Americans instinct ly respond to calls for law and order.

Americans' Love/Hate
Relationship With The Media
Americans have a love/hate relationship with the media, and,

as with most complex relationships, it is frequently misunderstood. Even professionalswhether the media itself or "outsiders" who deal with the media regularlyhave misconceptions
about the way the press is regarded by the public.
Two widespread mistakes: "Everybody hates the press" and
"everybody thinks it is inaccurate." Both notions are patently
false. Americans' appetite for news is insatiable and growing,
which clone encourages a favorable view of the media. But more
important, vast majorities think the press is credible and trust the
believe ity of the news accounts they receive.

At the same time, however, the media is often seen as
insensitive. Inteiviews with the grieving widow and all those

literal post mortems: such uncouth coverage invades the
right of privacy. Perhaps it is stories like these that
convince people ale media cannotand would notkeep a
secret, even if the national interest depended on it. There is
significant popular support, for example, for censorship or news
"black - outs" in time of war.
If 9fte word could characterize Americans' attitudes toward
the press, it might be ambivalence. People depend on the media
and find it usually believable, but they do not completely trust it.

The most germane question for the future concerns the
media's own behavior. Vietnam and Watergate thrust journalists
into their own media limelight. Journalism became a much more
exciting and dramatic profession, and journalists became stars in
their own right. The press, as the "Fourth Estate," even came to
overshadow government, business, and labor.

As many responsible journalists themselves have . egnized, there is a risk of growing arrogance: the feeling, within me

.aedia itself, that itand not the pcople"make or break"
policies and personalities in the other three institutions. That the
media is somehow the only expression of the popular will.

Will there be a cyclical swinga growth in public faith in
rnment, businese, and labor, while the popularity of the
med'i falls? All we can say is that, whatever happens, media
go

professionals themselves will be at the center of any change.
NIL
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Wanted: Experienced Political Leaders

New Era In Soviet-American Relations

It took a decade and a half for the stigma of Watergate to fade
away, but it has happened. For politicians, priorexperience in the

From the "evil empire" to comradcry with "Gorby": the
course of Soviet-American relations took some sharp turns
during the Reagan years. More change lies ahead.
Despite Gorbachev's attractiveness to Western audiences,
his personality is not the key. There is much in the Gorbachev

public sector is once again a plus.
Watergate and Vietnam fundamentally shook Americans'
faith in government and the type of people who run it. The policy

mistakes of Vietnam convinced people that many politicians
were bunglers, the Watergate hearings that many were crooks.
All in all, the images were most unflattering.
The vogue in the 1970s and early 1980s was to "run against
Washington." Americans were angered by the entire Washington crowd and wanted to "turn the bums out." Some candidates
simply catered to this sentiment, while others used it to push a
broader program of scaling back government. Whatever the
case, the less political experience a candidate had, the better.
Now the tide has turned. Americans' faith in public institutions has been largely, if not completely, restored. President
Reagan himself made it easy to like politicians as individuals
and, generally, to respect them.
The most important result of this change in public attitudes
will be that candidates once again run for office rather than
against government. Political experience will help, but whether
it gives an individual candidate a competitive edge will be, as
they say, a matter of record.

program for internal Soviet reforms that appeals to Americans;
it seems to have a kind of entrepreneurial spirit, Russian-style.
But whether this program succeeds in the long run is very much

open to doubt. In Russian history, bureaucracy has been the
given and economic efficiency the dependent variableand
bureaucratic interference with efficiency was largely beside the
point. Gorbachev is taking on more than entrenched bureaucrats
and party hacks; he is also fighting centuries of Russian tradition.
In the West, the initial panicky reaction to the Soviet invasion
of Afghanistan has completely disappeared; Western analysts
finally acknowledge that war to be the quagmire, for the Soviets,
that it's always been. Although suspicions persist, the Russians
are no longer seen by the American public as being everywhere
on the offensive.
More important, the American people are finally coming to
psychological terms with their loss of invulnerability. It wasn't
until the Soviets achieved virtual nuclear parity with the United
States in the 1970s that the American heartland could be truly

devastated by a foe. Two centuries of American security,

Labor/Management Relations:
The Rise Of "Social Capitalism"
Organized labor had a tough time during the Reagan era. His
Administration began with the breaking of the air traffic controllers' strike, to public acclaim. Since then, labor unions have been
fighting a rearguard action to maintain a semblance of influence.

Some of labors problems, like declining membership, are
probably intractable. Their concentration in weak smokestack
industries is a big part of the problem. Their general failure to
make inroads into the white collar workforce is also significant.
Then there is the institutional side. Too often, labor unions
are hierarchical, bureataatic, unresponsivit to their constituents'
needs. They can be profoundly at odds witneven an obstacle

toAmer;cans' quest for greater individual control in the
workplace, to their demand for moref/exibility.
Whatever the causes of labor's dilemma, the fat is that labor
made most of the sacrifices during the Reagan era. The best
example of this was the proliferation of "give-back" schemes, in
which work"vs took pay cuts to help boost competitiveness.
But the day of the "give-back" is over. During the economic
boom years of the mid-1980s, top management was seen as prospering much more than the ordinary employee. Also, middle
management suffered heavily from lay-offs as many companies
trimmed costs. In the public's conception of fairness, it is time

for the "average" employeewhite or blue collarto benefit.
Business will be asked to give more in the post-Reagan era.
Precisely how it will give remains an open question, but a likely
avenue is through various profit-sharing plans: ESOPs, 401(k)
plans, and so on. The trend will be toward a new kind of social
capitalism, in which employees directly participate.
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provided mainly by geography, came to an end then. It has taken
the public a while to understand the consequences.
But Americans' psychological adjustment to a more perilous

world is largely complete. There is a new sense of tempered
securitynot invulnerability, but not defenselessness either.
They now see the Soviet Union for what it is: our implacable r;va/
that competes with us for power and influence around the world,
not really our enemy.

The implications? First, the impetusat least in the United
Statesfor further arms reductions will continue. The stage is
set for serious negotiation about strategic nuclear forces.
Second, if Gorbachev's internal economic reforms succeed,
trade with the Soviet Union will open up. Exporters of consumer
foods, in particular, might have much to gain.

Star Wars A Victim Of New Detente?
The future of the Strategic Defense Initiative, or "Star Wars,"

is becoming increasingly tenuous. While the plan appeals to
Americans' imaginationthe promise of a homeland shielded
from nuclear attack is a powerful onepublic desire for negotiations with the Soviet Union is strong and growing.
Public attitudes toward the program have been shifting
especially after the Reagan-Gorbachev summit that produced the
INF treaty. Whereas once a majority of Americans thought the

system should be built, it has become a toss-up between the
number supporting and onnosing its construction. More important, a convincing majority would prefer to negotiate further
arms reduction agreements with the Soviet Union even if this
prevents the United States finm building SDI.
Star Wars is a chip that might be bargained away.
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Persian Policy: "Make Our Dayr
Iran is foreign enemy #1 for the American public. There are
other countries that are unfriendly to the United States, to be sure,

but none are considered by Americans to be outright enemies
not even the Soviet Union, Vietnam, or Libya. Only Iran.
Public rancor toward Iran is very broad, cutting across all
groups of Americans.. And, after the prolonged suffering of the
American embassy hostages in 1979 to 1981, the failure of the
rescue mission in the summer of 1980, the Iranian-inspired
bombing of U.S. Marine headquarters in Beirut, and Iranian
sponsorship of international terrorism, among other things, this
animosity is extremely deep as well.
Americans may not be spoiling for a fight, but one thing is

1

I

I

But this euphoric public mood was, in its latter stages. I
becoming curiously divorced from economic realities. For
instance, consumers' real incomes, after adjusting for inflation,
did not make the heady progress that their psychological mond
might have suggested. Developments in the stock market illustrated precisely the same point: The unprecedented bull market
of the 1980s did not take its clues from trends in the general
economy, such as GNP growth, but from its own euphoric
Optimism. That bubble burst dramatically, of course, on 0ClOber
19, 1987.
What lies ahead? First, the "go-go" years of the mid- CMOs
are now over, both on Wall Street and on Main Street. lithe stock

market crash in itself did not decisively change the face of the

certain: They are in no mood to sit back and tolerate more Iranian

American economy, at the very least it changed people's

threats. The Persian Gulfindeed, the entire Middle Eastwill

perceptions of the economy. Americans are much more sober

long remain a source of tension and conflict in the world. If Iran
provokes the U.ited States again, Americans seem ready to teach
that country a lesson.

today about their ownand their conntry's--economic proc.
peas, and it is highly unlikely that they will go on a psychological

So Who Cares About Nicaragua?

endure. There is a renewed national determination to make
things work, and a fundamental confidence in our institutions

Hardly anyone, really. While American political elites have
battled passionately for the "freedom fighters" or for "non-interventionism" in Central America, the response of the public has
been a big, collective yawn. Odd how our leaders have invested
so much time and energy arguing over a country with a population the size of the Washington metropolitan area. Or perhaps
this explains it.
One development, however, could change public attitudes:
the commitment of U.S. troops to the region. People would then
pay attention--mainly because they tend to oppose such a move.

The Nation's Mood: The New Reality
During the mid-1980s, Americans felt great about themselves, their prospects, and their country. The peak of the Reagan
era, to exaggerate only mildly, was marked by public euphoria
and a kind of zealous boosterism.
Partly this was a psychological reaction to the troubles of the

1970s. After Watergate, Vietnam, OPEC, Iran, high inflation,
soaring interest rates, and other problems, Americans felt a deep

need to put such disturbing memories behind them. Ronald
Reaganwith his cheerful brand of personal optimismhelped
accomplish that goal.

11
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binge again any time soon.
Yet in one important sense, a legacy of the mid-1980s will

and our leaders that was so sorely lacking in the 1970s. The new
reality is not nearly as cheerful as it appeared during the height
of the Reagan era, but, even so, people are no longer cowed.

After euphoria conics relative austeritya sobering-up
period. For public affairs professionals, this new mood means it

would be unwise to relax too much. More than in the past, it
becomes crucial to anticipate the tides of public opinion rather
than just react to them. For business generally, it raises a challenge to play a vital role in a national partnership, with government and labor, to correct our nation's economic problems.
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THE MESSAGE OF THE CRASH IS CLEAR: AMERICANS HAVE SPENT TOO MUCH, BORROWED

UP

TO

roo MUCH, AND IMPORTED TOO MUCH. NOW IT HAS TO STOP
"This year, real disposable income
I ..1:1°.

.

will have increased by only 0.8%, but
consumer expenditures will have risen 1S%. . Households have ignored

ing its bills. Inevitably, this will mean a reduction in the U. S.
standard of living as Americans are forced to produce more

than they consume to service a soaring foreign debt (page
164). Per capita income may keep rising but more slowly than

fiat income 'Myth."
in the past. The .trade account will lurch toward balance or
Data Resources Inc., Review of even surplus in the 1990s. But in the meantime, Americans will
the U.& Economy, Oct. 1, 1987

.

receive less for their exports because the dollar will fall much

more before those wares are competitive. And pressures to

The catchphrase of the hour is that reduce the federal deficit will tighten the lid on defense spendAmerica is living beyond its means. ing and force the U.S. to rethink its long-standing role as
The apnea:lion is used so much by military hegemon of the non-communist world (page 170).
politicians, economists, and editorial
Put aside the $2.4 trillion national debt, most of which
Jriters that it is depreciating faster than the dollar. But Americans owe themselves. What is more urgent is the $400
there's no way around it. It tells the story. How else can we billion that the U.S. now owes the rest of the worlda net
read the Data Resources numbers, which show Americans investment deficit that will reach $1 trillion by the early 1990s
increasing their spending this year almost three times as fast
as their aftertax income? What's more, as a nation, the U.S.

has been doing the same thing throughout the 1980s. For

if it keeps growing -tt the current pace (page 160).
FLATTENING INCOMES. At that level, interest and other pay-

ments to foreigners would exceed $50 billion a year, or 1% of
the gross national product. Olivier J. Blanchard of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology estimates that the U.S. will
go on. The stock market tumble from Aug. 25 to Oct. '19, need to run a trade surplus for many years to get its foreign
which destroyed $1 trillion in paper wealth, is but the. first step accounts into balance, and this will mean "a permanent de. .
in a process that must sober the nation:
crease in U.S. consumption." William H. Branson of Princeton
At some point in the next few years the U.S. will have to University sees "a swing of 1% of GNP out of consumption"
throw its amazing dream machine into reverse and start pay- and into exports in the early 1990s, or about $45 billion.

years the country has been consuming more than it produces,
making up the difference by borrowing from abroad, It can't

Foreigners may still see the U.S. as a safe place to invest
their savings, but there is a limit to the rate at which they are
wilting to accumulate dollars. The point is fast approaching

when they will war' to be paid in U.S. goods and in larger
pieces of U.S. business rather than take tons; Americans will
simply have to "transfer resources to the rent of world," says
Robert Solomon of the Brookings Institution.
'
The stock market has done the same arithmetic. No one sits

down with a computer and tells the Dow Jones industrial
average how much to fall or rise, but the 508-point market
crash on Oct. 19 was a reluctant admission that there are no
tricks left in the avoodoonotaics" bone bag. The only way the
nano p could run triple -dirt budget deficits year after year
was y piling up huge. debts abroad. So the budget deficit

ed running room for a five-year bull market, made a lot of
people rich, and spurred the restructuring of U. S. industry.
Hut the costs were formidably high and now must be faced.
-The policy mix will have to be reversed. The sooner it is, the
less onerous the foreign debt burden will be and the fewer the
sacrifices Americans will end up making. Assuring the Japa-

nese and West Germans that the U.S. can finance its own
deficitand eventually get rid of itwould do wonders for
interest rates. It would also deprive these nations of an excuse

for not st;mulating their own economies and not assuming
more of the burden of economic leadership. And lower interest rates would IY.Ap spur the rise in capital investment that

foreign capital, and that made the dollar
too strong. That in turn begat the trade

the U.S. needs to become fully competitive again in the 1990s.
Ultimately, that investment could pay off in greater productivity and economic growth.
i.
,.,
.
...q..: ..
But no one can plan on a growth miracle
31
t 11111 1111LCOMISNI

deficit and helped wipe out 1 minion jobs in
..
manufacturing.
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beta' high real interest rates to attract
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These "begets" were not She works of .ji'llW/IWIRISPOIL".14V1 :Pap166
the Lord but the result of a mix of tight
monetary and loose. fiscal l policy , that has In'AUM111.41111A11111111W I, ,. Page 167
prevailed through most of the. Reagan . 3.

years. It got inflation under epntrol,
slowed the growth of goyarnment,/provid-

.".

to solve the nation's problems. That was
the false promise of supply-side voodoo.
One way or anotherthrough flat wages,
higher import costs, lower government
spending, perhaps higher taxes on consumption, or some combination of these
Americans will have to pay a price for a

..4 ISSUCUS TO IMPORTS Pagel68 ,.,, solvent economy.
By Norman Jonas in New York
. WINN ILL TONER ''.'
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The New Careerists

.

..

Workers are changing their
minds about what it means to
succeed at work, but managers

...

..".

being 'number two' is seen as,. changes in top management.
failure," Derr points out Alter!Tay and raises are important
.

natives to promotion, that: still

signs of appreciation and job se.symbolize success could.iinckide curitynot AS...primary motiva.bonuses, increaSedauttiiiiitY;;Ot;ii -,Itions themSelveti,:and,a get-

still treat all workers as though,
the only goal is to climb the corj.

porateUdder. :

asked to enieitalif

. In fact,. only a small groUP01;:-.

will pay,
'4,4mci.r# agentiortitiifienefits

Getthigleat54

the ;netii;':career-briented irtdi4:.%;;,.;

AO.

"careerists," hold the z cateeriiti:vahie
traditionfd value of "-Fgetting;;;,:positioni .
*vidtial4

ahead,'! 'according 'to .C..Brook.:

meet

fendtgia.

lyn Deir,assodate professor of. t
loyaliad corn
management at the Uniyersitr, learradical clian
of Utah.iii;,

In new
Managing th.. such
New Caiierists, Derr Identifies
.
five distinct career.Orientakonsi "

igheai:12,,Pirson
'ap..116410ilek'siiit;'i/Aknied
kinkPlice:Oi-:rieikpffiCe.fur-

:..,...4 -nitUre,;itwill-.1ilsoAslioWicgetting, 7,--:.
.s.

'''''

teff;

their
o*41iii4?and,10.Yalty

asdipsii

_tiiiiii-ari4vailtieit:ifizi;exchange, they.
'41:,:;;;;':,51:t42.Tr:-.4::,

24)

:..,..,-.v.thg --4-. -14- ,, . 42..

among 'Workers: getting-ahead,Vt:
getting 'secure, getting free, get-1.,:,
ting high, and getting balanced.i.: .
ManagerS' must -recognize
differinje.plues of .the new ca-1!.:-..
rierists.in Order to improvejob-J
workerthatchirag, increase pro-i
ductivity,. minimize political,
game playing, and reduce turn-'
Joni
over, says Derr.
Getting ahead:New care:Thellent4UPOOkralff
ists who value getting ahead are

4.4

;

most likely to seek rapid ad-:

!:.

vancement within. an organiza-:.
lion, making it to the top of the:
hierarch Managers may. feer.

threatened: by', workers who

.1"

.

:-

.

.

seeni.ioitteagee.to '..limb to the ."
. topfcirtaiy of thef'fiash-in-the
pan." p9t. getting-ahead career-j;.
ists are: trry hard working and r-.

,

1

;

lbfaulihmi
.1_

reliable.,. says Derr.
"In some . ways,' managing ;*

these careerists is easy, because:

they tend' to manage:them:::

selves, especially ill. the- early):
phases" he says.."Whattnay be;
difficult, 1.espedally for larger

compares, is managing their

high-potential future executives:,
during mid-career.",
One solution, says Derr, is to
make sure the getting-ahead ca-,
reerigt Is; fully informed at the
start about potential. promotion
in the. Organization.' The manager might also try helping this .

careerist expand the definition
of "success," since -"for some
getting:ahead people, even

Loom rscriiiis lava

...amour'
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freedom for an exciting project
in a bureaucratic environment,
such as the military. A potential
problem is that the getting-high
worker may be less concerned

are willing to work incredibly

long hours and put the com-

pany's needs first," he says.
Getting free. "Gettingfree" careerists desire independence and the option to solve
problems their own way. "They
are hard to work with, impossible to work for, slippery as eels

to supervise and manage, and
infinitely resourceful at getting

their- own way," Derr says.

Many of these new careerists are
self-employed entrepreneurs
who value autonomy
which

"may be the most important
emerging value among workers
is the 1980s," he says.

Managers and getting-free
workers have a natural antagonism for each other. But,

Derr points out, creative manag-

ers can get the work they need
by offering such options as contract work, which does not entail

a long-term commitment from
an individual who values freedom. Another strategy is to give

the worker the project, deadline, and budget, and let him or
her alone to get the job done.

Getting high. A fourth

group of new careerists value excitement and challenges in their

work. They frequently need
freedom to take on exciting
work, but, unlike getting-free
careerists, they will sacrifice

ily see a connection. People are
simply acting out their wholeness,
their psychological completeness
in the workplace. Specifically,
three major work-force trends illus

with making a problem come
out just right than with the thrill

of the challenge, Derr points
out.

Like the getting-free careerists, getting-high workers are
difficult to manage. They con: tinually need new and interest. ing opportunities to test themselves. These workers may best
be used as consultants or intrapreneurs.
"Not every organization can
afford getting-high people,"
'Derr says. "But those that depend on cutting-edge technology or innovative marketing to
.

keep the jump on their competitors cannot afford to be with-

out them."
Getting balanced. A final

group of new careerists give
equal priority to non -work
aspects of life, such as family,
leisure, friends, and self-development. "Getting balanced is
a relatively new phenomenon in
the wont force, especially in conspicuous numbers," Derr says.
Though they are decisively career-oriented, getting-balanced
workers insist that work remain

in balance with relationships

and self-development.
To the getting-balanced worker, organizations may seem like

obstacles to overcome. The man-

ager's task is to recognize the

time and energy limitations that
the getting-balanced worker has

for work itself and to create a
flexible

environment within
which that worker can provide
high-quality worx. Traditional
awards are relatively ineffective,

since the getting-balanced
worker needs more than money
to feel fulfilled. Programs and
benefits that do work, says Derr,

indude job sharing, flextime,
home work stations, on-site day
care, and negotiable use of sick
leave.
The key point that managers

must remember is that all of
these new careerists are careeroriented and are potentially of
great value to an organization,
even if they do not fit the traditional model of fast-track, highpotential workers. If misman-

aged, these workers will be
unproductive and may even en-

gage in destructive organizational

politics,

warns Derr.

"Well managed and rewarded
for their unique strengths, they
would become equally valuable,
though in a different way, as the

most promising young general
managers," he concludes.

Source Managing the New Careerists by
C. Brooklyn Derr. Jossey-Bass. 1986. 288
pages. Available from the Futurist
Bookstore for $32.45 ($28.45 for Society

members), including postage and handling.

ican business success. Both "entre- resourceful, and have the ability to
preneurs" and "intrapreneurs" are deal with ambiguous circum-

currently best-seller buzz words. stances, delays, and uncertainty.
American business wants to recapture the quick-response style of its
earliest das:; through company restructurings, h rough sea rd.ing for

trate this point: the rise of an increased entrepreneurial spirit in
today's best business environ- entrepreneurial-type leaders, and
ments; the employee's desire for through "skunk works" projects,
individual autonomy, freedom, in which small groups of intrapre-

My interviews with actualizing
adults show their amazing similarity to entrepreneurs in both working habits and personal characteristics.
For example, entrepreneu. s and
actualizers both are gifted, creative

and involvement in his or her neurs go off to smaller, sometimes people who desire autonomy in
work; and the global move toward hidden, facilities to create new their work and the chance to
more responsible corporate and products in more flexible offshoot achieve visible results, with "sucgovernmental behavior.

venture groups.
Entrepreneurial skills and acPsychologists have found that
tualization. entrepreneurial skills entrepreneurs desire and enjoy
are now felt to be critical to Amer- problem-solving tasks, are highly
24
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cess" defined in more than merely
monetary terms. Personal fulfill-

ment, the opportunity to make a
meaningful contribution to self and
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The head honcho is still likely to be a ./.41ite man,
but women and minorities are catching up.

7.77
LEARNING THE TRADE
Asian business owners are mast likely to have completed at least four years of college,
but women owners are the best market for business courses, seminars, and workshops.
.

.

(percentage of Madness owners who have completed four years of college or more, or who have
attended business courses, sembeen. ow workshops, by race, ethnicity, and gender, 19112)
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SPREADING THE WEALTH

1

More than one-third of the businesses owned 'oy women and one-fourth of the
businesses owned by white men had a net income of less than $5,000 in 1982.
About 10 percent of all business owners had a net loss. .71-

-

-

(number of Imesinesses by Net income and characterbdat of badness owners, 1982)
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About Education
Fred M. Hechinger.

\-1'viNeN
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A war is shaping up between politicians and
professionals over who should reform schools.
State-mandated school reforms are
on a collision course with demands to
give teachers and school administrators greater powers to decide how
and what to teach. A classic war is
shaping up between political and professional power. The battle is between those who believe schools can
be improved through legislation and
those who insist that the search for
better schools must be led by teachers who know what students need.
Ten years ago, Arthur E. Wise, in
his book, "Legislated Learning: The
Bureaucratization of the American
Classroom," wrote that politicians
were creating a world of standardized testing rather than educational
standards. Students, he said, were
being processed rather than educated, and state legislatures were calling
the shots.
Mr. Wise, who is director of the
Center for the Study of the Teaching

Profession of the RatCration,
reviews what has happened since

then in an article, "Legislative Leaning Revisited," in the January issue

of Kappan, a journal for educators.
Ten years ago, he saw the beginning of an educational world in which
"passive learners were being fed

basic skills in bite-sized chunks to be]
regurgitated" on standardized tests. .
A decade later, he fears that the "bureaucratic hell" may have worsened.
The future, he says, "will be determined by local administrators and
board members, who must decide
whether they prefer standardized
state control or client control, with an
eye to what Is best for individual children." Equal educational opportunity, he concedes, can be advanced by
regulation; but the quality of education must be nurtured locally by
qualified teachers.
This is how Mr. Wise views most
legislative orders to elementary
school teachers: "Don't teach everything, just teach the basics. Don't ; ,
teach children to read, just teach
reading skills. Don't teach children to
write, just teach them to fill in the
blanks. Don't teach them to think,
just teach them to give the right an.swers."
More time for tests leaves less time
for teaching. Then, children may do
better on tests, even though they
learn less.
Mr. Wise warns that faith in standoirdized tests leads to greater outside
control: The teAs of the National As.sessment of Educational Progress,
for example, are to be given greater
power. (Since Mr. Wise wrote his critique, the Secretary of Education,
William J. Bennett, has proposed
something resembling a national
.

high.scnool curriculum.)

As the bureaucratic and grassroots
force: face each other, their conflict
obscures the central issue: how to unleash the professional skills of teachers in ways that best serve the children. The reformers envision a relationship like that between patients
and doctors, or clients and lawyers.
The quality of services delivered to
students, Mr. Wise says, "depends on
the capacity of the teacher to make
appropriate decisions."
At a glance, the opposing forces
seem unequally matched. On one side
is the power of the state and the
education bureaucracy, along with at
least a part of the power of the purse.
But those on the other side of the
battle lines have their assets: a growing public belief that good teachers
can make children not only learn but
want to learn; and actual examples of
classrooms that prove that the belief
Is justified.
Demonstrations of success through
imaginative teaching are more con. vincing than test scores inching up at
snail's pace as a result of legislated
standerdizatIon.
Reformers take courage from a
number of developments.
The Coalition of Essential Schools,
headed by Theodore Sizer, the former
dean of the Graduate School of
Education at Harvard, shows how to
give the power to improve the schools
to principals and teachers rather
. than to the states or to the education
establishment.
The National Network for EduceBonet Renewal, created by John I.
Goodlad, a leading reformer, shows
! how colahoratka between schools
and colleges can relse standards in
new ways.
The two teacher unions, the American Federation of Teachers and the
National Education Association, are
supporting grassroots reform.
The National Board for Profesi
sional Teaching Standards, an outgrowth of the Me report, "A Nation
Prepared: Teachers for the list Century " by the Carnegie Forum on
Education and the Economy, aims it
' giving teachers professional stand: ing, like that enjoyed by physicians,
lawyers and engineers.

1 z1

In Indianapolis, right teachers prevailed on the authorities to let them
run their own elementary school,
based in part on the theories of Howard Gardner, a psychologist at Harvard, which stress the concept of multiple intelligences. By seeking out the
strengths of individtall children and
working as a team, the teachers focus
on each child's rapacity to succeed in
different ways. Although the children
study the regular academic subjects,
they are also set free to explore and
to excel in al ens of their special intelligence. In addition, a school-wide
theme, such as people's relationship
to their environment, is introduced
every nine weeks. IE:tch child produces a personal project on the
theme.
"I see lots of opportunities during
the day for kids to to be good at something," said Kathleen M. Woods, who
teaches first grade.
James A. Adams, superintendent of
Indianapolis schools, says those
teachers are given a chance "to
create, develop, and explore in ways
that most teachers never have."
The superintendent's office of
Miami-Dade County has given
schools the option to operate independently of the county bureaucracy,
provided teachers can present acceptible action plans. Teachers may
apply for waivers of union, state or
even school board regulations
These more or less radical experiments have in common an attempt to
extricate local schools principals
and teachers from the clutches of
bureaucratic controls.
For the moment, the forces facing
each other at e far from equal in
power. The state's and education bureaucracies' powers are firmly entrenched. The reformers' power is
mainly in their ideas. Their secret
weapon, however, is a clientele
parents and employers of the schools'
graduates dissatisfied with the
way things sue.
For the moment. the only safe pre.
diction is that hotly fought battles are
ahead hefoi e the fate of the reform
movement is decided.
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CHARTING THE USA

WhOtett'`stat ware money
Pre 'eider* Rea gan Strategic Defense Initiative
"star wars" <- is In the t'NUMI stage. Contracts for the
past OM' ytteri lotal $15 billion, says the Federation of
American Scientists, which opp06415 SDI. Of that, 78% is
going to corporations; 12% to federal labs; 8% to trolversl-

,

tin, government agencies and nonprofit groups; and 2%
to foreign contrectore. Where the money goes in the USA:
Value of contracts Rank
State
4
$1,026,880,327
Alabama
33
.1,988,983
,Alaska
Arizona

'

Colorado

CormecticurvDelaware
District of.Colurnbla
Florida
Hawaii

,,

41

.

' 283,013,434
6,338,948
83,918,938

Massachusetts
Michigan

Minnesota
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska

11

.

145,735,041
79,982
872,000
1,897,700
4,110,155
139,605,584
1,590,478,524
323,367,596
33,674,696
47,611,019
19,390,527
792,000
271,889,096
1,934,100
749,842

New Hampshire

New Jersey
."'

19,026,284:

Temessee

519,055,429
79,578,794
18,205,155
329,224,710
789,717,419
.
506,000
3,764,675
.'1,084,500 r'
17,381,202

Texas

Vermont
Virginia

Washington
Wwescast
ti.

18
12

23
46
20
29
43
45
42
35
30

'.47,876,975
4,894,727
514,085
258,950
549,583
1,882,301
4,634,614'
227,155,070

.....

Louisiana
Maine
Maryland

Wyoming
Trust Territories

6
15

33277,106
228,000

IMana

New Mexico
New York
No Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon '-`f
Pennsylvania
Rhode Wand
South Carolina

1

198,023,806

Mint*

Kansas

19

72,949,307"'

,

Iowa

55,;4,367

6,645,481276
751,164,558
.134,617,533
614,000

3
28
16
13
47
38
35
31
14

2
9
22
21

24
39
10
34
40
25
7
17
26
8
5
44
32
37
27

No aantractV, items, Idaho. Mississippi. North Dakota mid Man Dakota.
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Issues by Sector: Environment
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Major Trends

Despite a strong showing in mia-feat, Environmental issues as a group did
not deliver on their early premise to rise throughout 1987. Average monthly
coverage was down over 12% from 1986. Waste, Contemination and the Ozone
Layer remain potentially explosive issues able to =rand large chunks of
space. Sensitivity of editors to events as an opportunity to exploit them
remains high.

Active Issues

But they have not yet became a daily concern of major media.

Thy-thirds of all reporting on the environment in 1987 focused on land and
water conservation -- the traditional meat and potatoes of middle-class
environmental activism.

Over the years the total coverage of environmental

issues hovered ar:'und 2% of normal news volume with land and water issues
steadi:y taking a half or more. Last year they were up -- and preempted
other issues. Despite strong appeal, new threats like the emergence of the
Ozone Layer got relatively small exposure -- though what appeared was
highly provocative. Waste and Contamination issues took 0.44% of national
media coverage last year. They showed a slight rising trend, suggesting

that editors are seeking out mme news on this subject.
coverage of chemical firms as a group

By contrast

as down, and no chemical firm was

among the 20 most exposed in the year.

On the Horizon

The future of environmental issues lies in two distinct directions:
The first is linkage with the nation's continually growing concern with
Health. The seaaul is the globalization of issues. Increasingly
environmental

ssues feel the force cf the "global-local" phenomenNa.

most recent ca

1 is the Danish concern about workers' helping to clean up

The

radiation frau a U.S. nuclear-tomb accident in the Arctic Circle. Recent
media coverage of Danish experience is playing back into the ongoing U.S.
argument about government's liability for danger fran radiation involved in
defense work. While worry over loss of tropical rain forests in Brazil is
not headline news, the latest news fran the Ozone Hole alwaT, gets some
space. Chernobyl and Bhopal established the "relevance" test: if the same
event could happen here or touch people here, editors treat a foreign story
as domestic news. The horizon of environmental ce7srage is now far wider
than 5 years ago.
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In the long rut. public interest is tom to rise.
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Higher Education Enrollment
This forecast of enrollment in institutions ofhigher education is part of
a new series &used by the Center for Education Statistics
(CES). The purpose is to develop Slaw projections of keyedumtionstatisticsand also highlight projected
data for the coming
schootterm. These forecasts are panic:Oar& targeted for individuals In business, industry,
goverment,
the
tion whose wort requites Information on projected developments and trends affecting American education. media, and educaSubsequent editions
of Targeted Forecasts of Higher Edumtion Enrollment will be published cosh
pace. Other Targeted Forecasts will 1 issued on
graduates, earned degrees writhed, and instructional staff

-Emerson J. Elliott, Director
Center for Education Statistics

Next S Years: Higher Education Enrollment Growth Slows

Highlights
1987 Higher Education Enrollment

The Center for Education Statistics (CES) projects that this
fall (1987) total enrollment in institutions of higher education
will be down slightly from the 1986 lead (0.8 percau).

Although fewer full-time students are projected this fall (a
decline of 2.1 percent), the Center forecasts an increase in the
number of pin-time gudents (1.0 pacing over the previous

_

Enrollments at 4- and 2-year institutions art each projected
to decrease
(0.7 and 0.9 percent, respectively).
Public college enrollment is forecast to decrease :100 (1.0
percag), while private college enroilman should tango =bk.
-`

S-Year Outlook
Over the next S years (1987 through 1991), CES projects that

total enrollment in the nation's colleges and universities will
increase slightly from 1987 to 1989 (12.30 million to 12.36
million students) before declining to 12.20 million students by
199r Ibis &acme milks the decline in
tralitiond colleges" population. Although the 18- to 24-year-old population is

projected to decline 7.0 per....rst over this period, total enrollment is expected to increase slightly in 1989 due to rising en-

rollment rates of 18- to 24-year-olds and increasing enrollments of fan*. older, and Pan-lime students before declining
In 1991.
Enrollment at 4-year colleges will decline by 0.8 percent,
from 7.'iu mdbon to 7.64 million. Enrollment at 2-year institutions will decrease 0.9 percent, from 4.60 million to 4.36
Million.
Public college enrollment in 1991 will be about the same as
in 1987, while mailmen! in private institutions is expected to
decline 4.3 percent.

Enrollments for each sex will decline -man by 0.S percent,
from 5.12 million to 5.79 million and women by 1.1 percent,
from 6.48 million to 6.41 million.
Full-time students well decrease 3.3 percent, from 7.00 milIon to 6.77 million. In contrast, part -time students
increase
2.5 percent. from 5.30 million to 5.43 million.

Undergraduate enrollment will decline by 1.2 percent, from
10.55 million to 10.42. million. Graduate enrollment will increase 2.1 percent, from 1.46 million to 1.49 million, while
first-professional enrollment will remain gable at 290,000.
CS 177-449
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FUTURE VIEW

OPINION

Learning Needs in a Chanying World
The world is changing. This has been so ever since
the beginning of humanity. What is new, however,
IS the high rate of this change, which has greatly reduced the time allowed for adaptation. We could almost say that the very concept of change has itself
changed, due to an acceleration of history.
Remarkable breakthroughs in science and technology have led to an explo3ion of knowledge
and
have contributed to an overflow of information. It is
estimated that the total knowledge of mankind now
doubles every seven or eight years. Over 2,000 new

The development of rew criteria and parr meters,
as well as statistical norms and standards, to monitor
achievements in the field of education and learning.
The building-up of natic .tal, regional, and international information networks on learning.
The launching of an international multidisciplinary research project on the learning process, involving industrialized and developing countries alike.

A new understanding of the concept of "work,"
with a more intimate connection between employbooks are published daily. And it is not only the ment, learning, and leisure.
amount of information that has grown. The speed of
A novel approach to equity and social justice that
its pxessing (1.2 billion operations per second in a
Cray 2 computer), the stocking capacity (the equiva- would provide equal learning opportunities within
lent of 275,00C pages on a small compact laser disc), and between countries.
and the ease and rapidity of access through telematics
Learning has become, more than ever before, a
have totally transformed the servicing of knowledge.
long-term process. Any reform of our learning sysThe information revolution and the developments tems must be worked out in terms of generations. We
in high technologies such as artificial intelligence, must achieie a thorough change all the way from
biotechnolt .ff, new materials, and space technologies preschool education to postgraduate studies, includhave one ingredient in common: knowledge. There ing the training of teachers and the production of new
is much less emphasis on natural resources or even teaching materials. A period of 15 to 20 years is the
capital. This transformation of society from a civiliza- minimum time required to transform an educational
tion based on raw materials, capital, and production system.
to one based on human resources and knowledge is
A society of knowledge is one in which the frontiers
an irreversible development, with huge consequences between disciplines gr,clually crumble and where
for our learning systems.
substance is sought at the interconnecting nodes. One
What is needed is an overhauling of our learning of our learning challenges is to "unlearn" to reduce
systems. Our learning systems are geared toward the resistance to change of those involved with the
maintenance and pattern reproduction and are not at learning profession.
ease with dynamic processes. They must be transA society of knowledge is also one that manages to
iormed to make them socioculturally relevant and cap- overcome the "technological fix" and the supremacy
able of facing the challenges that change has brought of technocrats, so as to democratize the production
about. We need "innovative learning" instead of and the use of the fruits of science and technology
"maintenance learning." Innovative learning calls for for the betterment of life. The survival of the human
two prerequisites: participation and anticipation.
race, in a society of knowledge, will depend on its
Some of the learning needs of the "society of knowl- ability to bridge an ever-increasing human gap beedge" that is in the making and that will sooner or tween knowledge and the manner in which it is used.
later include all parts of the world are:
A reshaping of learning systems to favor innovation, partidpatioa, and anticipation in order to facili-

tate the tackling of the growing complexity that a
society of knowledge entails.
National programs for the eradication of illiteracy
in the shortest time possible.

A greater emphasis on research and development, particularly in areas that have a direct bearing
on the understanding of the learning process.
A concentration on high technology, especially
in the case of less-developed countries, who must put
aside what has been euphemistically called "appropriate" technology.

60
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Mandi Elmandjra
Mandi Elmandjra is president of the Inter ational Association of
lome. His address is
Futuribles and is a member of the Clu
University Mohammed V. Rabat, Mor. 0.

Future View, a regular feature in THE FUTURIST, is
an editorial page giving various writers' opinions about
the trends and likely events that will influence the future

Readers are invited to respond to these editorials or to
submit their own to be considered for publication in THE
FUTURIST. Send to: Managing Editor, THE FUTURIST,
4916 St. Elmo Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland 20814.
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The Chronicle of Higher Education

Research Is a Key to Competitiveness,
WASHINGTON

An overwhelming majority of business, university, and state leaders
believe research and education are

the keys to improving American

competitiveness in world markets.
But many of those leaders believe
the university-industry partnerships
designed to make research and education more relevant to the needs of
business will have little effect on the
country's ability to compete.
Those are two of the findings of a
survey, conducted by the National
Governor's Association and the Conference Board, of 500 university officials, state officials responsible for
science-and-technology policies, and
senior research-and-development officers of technology companies.
The results of the survey were re-

1/\

leased by the National Science Foundation, which financed the project, in
a report entitled The Role ofScience
and Technology in Economic Competitiveness.
The survey found that participants
in cooperative research ventures between universities. and industries
generally believed that industry was

not committing its "best and brightest" to such ventures.
Although business leaders had favorable opinions of cooperative program., more than half of those surveyed believed they would not have a
critical impact on U.S. competitiveness. Only one - quarter believed they

would have a critical impact on the
competitiveness of their companies.
In contrast, more than 80 per cent
of the state officials and two-thirds of

A7

Leaders Agree
the university leaders believed such
partnetships would have a critical
impact on the country's economic
competitiveness.
Both business and ante leaders.
however, agreed with university ntticials that more investment was needed to upgrade laboratory equipment
and research buildings. They also
agreed that improvements must be
made in the quality of science, engineering, and mathematics education.
and that colleges and universities
must become better able to recruit
and retain qualified faculty metubeus.
Copies of the report may be obtained free from the Forms and Publi-

cations Office, National Science
Foundation. Room 232. 1800 0
Street, N.W., Washington 20550.
KIM Mi DONAI I)
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.1. SAMUELSON

The Schools
We Deserve
r.

They would
improve if we
made them matter
more by letting
fewer students
go to college

william J. Bennett
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public schools by draining away the best students and most
engaged parents. Support for public education could wane.

What's too easy and available cheapens in value. The
point of cutting back on college is not to make it an elite
experience. It's to improve both college and hign school.
High school remains the last basic education for most Americans. What states save by spending less on colleges should

be used to raise salaries for public-school teachers. But
money isn't the main problem fhe pressing needs are to
attract superior teachers and to create a climate in which
students want to learn. Here's what I'd suggest:
I. The states she-- id close 15 to 20 percent of their universi-

ties, colleges and community colleges. Almost anyone who
wants to go to college can. All that's required is a high-school
degree. Only elite state and private schools remain selective. Standards suffer. High school loses its relevance because snide nts know they can go on to the next stage. Once in
college, they're less prepared. The result is huge waste and
personal disappointment. About half of college freshmen

don't graduate.
2. The federal government should adopt academic re-

Secretary of Education
Washington, D.C.

quirementsminimum scores on standardized testsfor
guaranteed college loans. States should raise tuitions at
their colleges and universities. Subsidizing those who are

Dear Secretary Bennett:

unqualiLed or can afford to pay is senseless. Student tuition

been t, le policy. Today's most-needed education reform is to
reverse that policy: to cut back on so-called "higher education" and to bolster high schools.

teachers. They know colleges are begging for students. They
sense that society values schooling, not education.
It would is nice if all students liked school. That has never

and fees at state schools average only 40 percent of those
You have written meas well as many others, no doubt charged by private colleges and universities. Higher tuition
asking for thoughts on the state of American education. You revenues should be used to raise scholarships for needy,
want some fresh ideas for a sequel to the 1983 report "A qualified students.
Nation At Risk." Fair enough. Writing is my business, and
3. States should end the standard certification route for
I'm happy to oblige with a few subversive views.
public-school teachersa degree (or courses) from teachers
To be blunt, the reform so far has been tepid. Of course, colleges. To get better teachers requires a larger pool of
there's huge variety, because control over the schools lies in candidates. Teachers should know more about what they
states and nearly 16,000 school districts. Many of their teach: science, mathematics, English, history. We need
reform efforts move in the right direction. Course require- tougher teacher-competemi tests that anyone could take.
ments and standards are being toughened. Teachers are Teachers colleges would then focus more on substance, less
being paid
But most changes remain cosmetic. We on teaching methods. These are vital, but should be taught
haven't yet faced the basic problem, which lies in public by the schools. New teachers shouldn't be tossed into classattitudes: since World War II we have felt that sendingmore rooms; they need better orientation courses and more time
students further in school would produce a better-educated as assistants to experienced teachers.
society. We wanted to open college to everyone. We mistook
Of course, these ideas won't be popular. Some may think
schooling for education.
them radical. They offend public sensibilities and many
We get the schools we deserve, as historian Diane Ravitch interest groups. College presidents don't want to shrink
has written. We have graduated more people with degrees, their colleges. Teachers usually don't welcome extra compebut the degrees have meant lessand sometimes they tition for their jobs or tougher standards. The trouble is that
haven't meant anything. In a sense, mass mediocrity has these problems don't fool our children. They recognize poor

It's true that some test scores have recently risen. But
evidence of educational shortcomings still abounds. Consider the experience of the New York Telephone Co. Applicants
for its entry-level jobs, such as operators and clerks, must
pass basic tests in vocabulary, numbers and mx)blem-solv-

mg. In the first half of 1987, only 16 percent of 22,880

happened and probably never will. What's vital is that
most students think education matters for their future. We
are failing at that. The Ravitch-Finn study found that twothirds of high-school seniors do an hour or less of homework a night. A survey by The Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching asked high-school teachers

applicants passed. A study by Ravitch and Chester E. Finn to judge serious school problems. Student apathy was
Jr., a top official in your department, found that 17-year-old mentioned by more than two-thirds, student absenteeism
high-school students have huge gaps in their knowledge of by more than half and disruptive classroom behavior by
history and literature. Only 32 percent knew that the Civil about a third.
War occurred in the last half of the 19th century.
You cannot change the schools single- handedly. Power in
Unfortunately, the usual suggestions for improving the our school system is decentralized. But you can prod people

schools are unpromising. Democrats propose we spend

more; the trouble is that we have been spending more. Per
pupil spending (adjusted for inflation) has risen about 50
percent since 1969. Some Republicans embrace "vouchers,"
which would give parents funds for either public or private
schools. Competing for students, it's argued, would reinvigorate public schools. Actually, vouchers might weaken the

to think critically. We won't deserve the schools that we
need until we shed some popular illusions. No cne benefits

from a system built on well-intentioned fictions. People
ultimately discover whether they have the skills and knowledge they need in life. Degrees are meaningless if they don't

signify real accomplishments. It's time we absorbedand

acted uponthat lesson.
NEWSWEEK : OCTOBER 5. 1987 79
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Cradle-to-College Prop losals for Tuition paym.ent
Special alb. New Met Times

Education officials in Massachusetts have devised
a plan to encourage parents to start
BOSTON, Feb. 16

saving money early for their children's college education. They say It
will serve as a model for other states.
The Massachusetts plan, developed
by the staff of Gov. Michael S. Duka-

kis, is a variation oa several pro-

grams for pay4ig tuition in advance
that were started by other states and
by private schools in the last year to
help families pay college costs. The
programs have come into being as official concern rises over the fact that

fewer middle-income families set
aside noney to pay for their children's college education.

Seven states have enacted tuition

prepayment plans and several are
considering them, but some of the
plans have been criticized by educa-

The state would publish an annual

pay several thousand dollars into a

the states and as limiting col'. Ige

list of how mull the bonds were

choices. Some of the plans apply only

worth toward tuition et each r.articipating school. For examplt a $100
savings bond might represent 1/10th
of a year's tuition at a state college,

tuition for the child at any of the

1/12th of a year at a public university,

effect, pending a tax ruling from the
Internal Revenue Service. Also contingent on the ruling are prepayment
tuition plans in Florida, Indiana,
Maine and Tennessee. Wyoming has
a plan in effect providing for the advance payment of tuition..

tors as poor financial investments for

to public institutions and most of

them penalize students who attend
colleges outside the home state.

Praise From Educators
The Massachusetts plan has drawn

with a tuition guarantee. It calls for

priced private college.
The Massachusetts plan, which has
not yet been put into legislation, was

the Legislature to issue general obligation bonds, each worth a set per-

gram that has been approved in

school. Parents could Ix y the bonds
over the years before their children

for tuition at a private or public

praise from several educators because it combines a savings program

centage of tuition at a particular

were ready for college. The bonds
would be tax-exempt and available in
denominatiais as low as $50. The par-

IL

inspired by a tuition guarantee pro-

state's public institutions.

The Michigan plan, adopted in
December 1986, has not been put into

Michigan and an Illinois savings bond
program that pays a premium if used
school in the state.

More than a dozen colleges offer
their own tuition prepay.lent plans.

ent would be guaranteed that the

These programs began to catch on in

bonds would be worth the same fraction of tunior. when the child entered
college as at the ttme of purchase.

allow the parents of a young child to

./u. I. T.

1

or 1/18th of a year at a medium-

state-run trust and be guaranteed full

state legislatures last year after
Michigan passed a plan that would

..4.' e....)
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tandardized Test Scores:
Voodoo Statistics for the Nation?

By EDWARD B. FISKE
Garrison Kontos, the folk humorist,
as provoked many a smile by his deption of the mythical town of Lake
Wobegon as a place where the women
re strong, the men good looking and
'all the children are above average."

But looking closely at

the results of the estiNews

Analysis

mated 50 million standachievement
ardized
tests taken by American
every
schoolchildren

year, it seems that such fantasies are
no longer a laughing matter.

For several yews virtually every

state education department, and even

the most urbanized local school dis-

tricts, have released standardized
test scores showing that their children are reading, writing and calculating above the national average.
Since this by definition is impossible,
test makers and educators have been

He formed a nonprofit organization, Friends for Education Inc.. and
canvassed state education departments around the country. "We could
not find any state that was below the
national average." he said.
Participants in last week's meeting, called by Mr. Finn to explore Dr.
Cannell's charges, said what struck
them the most was that none of the
two dozen people present, not even
the test makers, took issue with his
thidings.
"There's no dispute that test scores

are rising," said David G. Deffley,
general manager of CTB/McGrawCalifornia
Hill. publisher
Achievement Test anG oter tests.

of t

"The dispute comes about why."
Reasons for Effect
At least these four reasons are usually suggested:

cDefinitions of "average" are out

eThere are no industry standards
on what students take the test. For
the trial tests, many districts give the
examinations to all students. including those with learning problems But

many of the districts using the test

exclude the scores of such students.

"I find that reprehensible," said Mr.
Finn.
Wide-Ranging Debate
Some explanations are themselves
disputed, beginning with the assumption that schools have improved in the
1980's. Although primary school
scores have risen, high school scores
have not. The Educational Records
Bureau, which specializes in testing

students in private schools and in
wealthy suburban districts, reports
the: scores at all grade levels hasde
bt.,:a "stable since 1979-80."

There is also debate over how far
schools go to align their curriculums

given to a su 'ruffle sample of stu-

with the tec-.. Dr. Canned charges
that many schools are giving their

Last week Chester E. Finn Jr, the
assistant United States Secretary of

scores become the norms for determining whether Those who follow are

schools use the same form of the le!. t s

called both sides into his office to explore the issue He concluded that the

tests have not been re-set for six or

accused of playing statistical or

of date. The major tests are first

educational shell games.

dents around the country. Their

Education in charge of research,

scored above, at or below the national
average. But norms for many of these

standardized test scores used to

seven years. Testers say that schools

evaluate public schools were not ai-

have been getting better and the

Ways what they st veered to be.
'Lake Wobegon Effect'

average has been rising. Consequent-

What Mr. Finn described as the
"Lake Wobegon effect" was first
raised in a systematic way by Dr.

are still "above average" compared

John J. Cannell, a family physician in
Beaver, W.Va., who was concerned
about the problems of low self-esteem
and depression he saw in many of his

teen-age patients. "I noticed a discrepancy between their academic
performance and the grade level to
which they were assigned," he said.

When Dr. Cannel! heard a report
one day from his state's education de. partment that schoolchildren in West
Virginia, which has one of the highest

ly, many stuoents who might otherwise now be scored "below average"
with the early 3980's sample groups.

diSchools pick tests that match
their curriculums. This means that
their students, unlike many of those
in the sample, will find a close fit between the questions and what they
have been taught.

if Once teaches become familiar
with the tests, they tend to alter their

teach to anticipate what their students will encounter.

students actual test items. lest
makers acknowledge that some

every year, but they argue that the

outright "cheating" alleged by Dr.
Cannell is not widespread.
When all is said and done, everyone
seems to agree that the standardised

testing in this tountry is structured so
that, except in rare palms when stu.

dent learning is on the decline, it is
impossible to have a test where half
of the students will be reported to be
above average and half below.
Mr. Finn, who acknowledges he did

not realize the full extent of the testing paradox, suggested that it would

be a "fine idea" to hold any `uture
meetings in the Chatterbox Cafe.

That's the place in Lake Wobegon
that serves up Powdermilk Biscuits
wholesome enough to "give shy persons the strength to get up and do
what needs to be done."

a

illiteracy rates in the nation, were
performing above the national averor, his concern turned into anger.

NY-714,es
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Dan B. Fleming

Teaching the Great Issues of the Future
public schools a grim message
Educators debate how
about the future that says, "We feel
the great issues of the
we're traveling first class on 'he
future should be preTitanic." He seemed pleased that
sented to students. U.S. the back-to-basics movement has
crowded texts and courses decl;ng
textbooks "solve" the
with the future out of many
problem by avoiding
schools' curriculums.
these issues almost en-

tirely.
One of the hottest battlegrounds
in the ongoing debate over secondary education priorities is the place

in the curriculumif anyfor the
great issues of the future.
Differing schools of thought exist

on this subject. Some believe that

Analyzing Textbooks
To determine what coverage is
currently given to great issues of

ttr.: future, I reviewed 20 recent
high- school -level textbooksfive
each in world geography, world
history, United Ssates history, and

American got-er anent. I specifically focused on their treatment of
five future issue areas: nuclear war,

the study of the great books and the environment, population growth
ideas of the past is sufficient to and its effect on the allocation of
build a solid base for students to world resources, medical advances
cope with whatever happens in the (with an emphasis on the lengthenfuture. Some want a focus on ac- ing of human life), and human
quiring the basic skills from the 3 rights.
R's. Others want the spotlight on
critical thinking skills. Still others
view the school as a problem-solv-

ing laboratory and desire a curiculum built around pervasive and
enduring issues that are facing the
world today and will be with us for

World Geography Textbooks
The world geography textbooks
dealt fairly substantively with
population growth and the envi-

ronment. Of the five texts ex-

Iv%

many decades to comethe gri,t amined, one gave a very thorough

issues of the future.
Within education circles, them is
debate not only over whether great

treatment to environmental problems ranging from soil erosion to

issues of the future should be
studied but also over how they

t

114

should be presented. For example,
Herbert I. London, author of Why
Are They Lying To Children? and na-

tional chairman of the Visions of
the Future education program of
the Hudson Institute, charges that
public school textbooks are "mistaken, misguided, and misleading
prophets of doom."
London was disturbed by what
he perceived as the inaccurateness
of reports such as The Limits to

,009
10011'

,immancepaballv--mOtU
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Edited by Ralph

Wendell

Burh

Z

Growth issued by the Club of Rome
in 1972 and the Global 2000 Report

.

from the Carter administration in
1980. He suggests that reports such

AND HUMANSCIEA
VAUJ
INTI-IE

ST

as these have given students in

ENTUI
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"Students must rely on sources other than
textbooks to obtain information on most of the
great issues of the future."
oil spills and offered possible solu- lation issue generally left one wontions to these problems. All of the dering what was going to happen
books gave at least a brief mention next.
to the future issue areas, with one
being particularly positive and two United Stases History Textbooks
rather pessimistic about the future.
Only ore future issue area was
Three of the books' references to

137

rights issues in the United States,

the American government textbooks did not provide much information on great issues. This is par-

ticularly disappointing since the
students using these textbooks are

seniors and may never
a thorough treatment in the usually
population problems only pre- given
again
have
the chance to explore
sented the problem and then left it five high-school-level United these issues in a formal academic
history texts: that of human
hanging. One was very positive, States
rights
in
the United States. This inbut raised cn 'stions as to its accucluded
rights
for groups such as
racy by make,.,, statements such as
bl.cks,
women,
Hispanics, and In"Things are getting better for dians, with two books
giving attenMexico. They will be even better
tion
to
the
rights
of
the
handicaptomorrow." (This quotation, inciped.
None
of
the
books
offered
dentally, illustrates the difficulty
of evaluating optimism/pessimism.

Differing outlooks offer constant
pitfalls in such judgments.)
All five texts mentioned some
advances in medical technology
and the reduction of disease. The
long - scan implications of these
changw, however, were not pursued.
-

much coverage on the nuclear arms
race, but three briefly discussed en-

vironmental issues. The "graying
of America" and populatien trends
were generally ignored except as
those trends related to minorities
and the growth of the "sun belt."
Medical technology and the issues
surrounding it were given very little or no coverage.

Since U.S. history is usually a reWorld History Textbooks
quired course for all students, the
A textbook for a world history weak coverage by course textbooks
course has the great challenge of of the great issues of the future is
trying to include events ranging of particular concern. Adding to
from prehistoric times to the pres- this problem in both world and
ent in all areas of the world. As a U.S. history courses is the fact that
result, it is not surprising that, of teachers often fail to reach the mod-

setting.

Textbook Reform

Related to the debate on the
coverage of the great issues are recent and heated attacks on the poor
qtlaiity of textbooks used in public
schools. As a result of these complaints, a number of state and national organizations have con-

ducted studies to determine how

public school textbooks can be
strengthened.
California is leading the way in
this movement, setting new standards requiring more "content and

substance" in texts. Making the
task more difficult for textbook
publishers is the mandate by states
such as California for "themes that

broaden students' awareness of
their own and other societies."
Based on the findings of this review, it is apparent that students

the five textbooks reviewed in em period at all, and soeven if a must rely on sources other than

world history, only one really de- future issue area is included in the textbooks to obtain information on
voted any significant coverage to texta class may never get to it.
most of the great issues of the fuall five future issue areas. All of the
ture. If the textbook continues to
textbooks provided at least a perdominate the content of the curfunctory glimpse of population and American Government
riculum, as many believe it will, the
environmental issues. The best Textbooks
problem of students with little
overall coverage was given to
One future issue area was given academic future-orientation will
human rights, particularly apart- lengthy coverage in all five books: grow.
heid in South Africa.
human rights in the United States,
The amcunt of space devoted to primarily centering around the Bill
the five future issue areas ranged of Rights. And four texts devoted
prom a page or two in three of the a few pages to foreign policy delibbooks to 20 pages in one. The nor- erations related to controlling the
mal heading for these issues was a arms race. But aside from these two
title such as "Challenges for To- future issues areas, virtually nothmorrow."
ing else related to great issues of
It was difficult to classify the five the future is dealt with at all, with About
textbooks as either optimistic or the exception of two books provid- the
pessimistic. For some issues the ing some limited coverage of en- Author
tone was upbeat, such as for vironmental issues.
Dan 8. Fleming is professor of social studies
human rights, and medical adOverall, with the exception of education at Virginia Tech, 308 War Memovances. But coverage of the popu- their very detailed coverage of civil- dal aym, Blacksburg, Virginia 24081.
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Appendix B: R2 Delphi at Utopia County
Community College

1co

INTRODUCTION

One of the principal difficulties with conventional forecasting methods is that
they are generally incapable of detecting unprecedented future events (e.g. surprises).
Methods that attempt to identify potential surprise events provide decision-makers
with the opportunity to explore the implications of alternative visions
of the future
and to initiate appropriate strategies in anticipation of those futures. In other words,
such methods allow those involved in planning to create futures that happen for the
organization and not just response to futures that happen to the organization.

The purpose of this questionnaire is to identify and assess those potential
developments which could affect the future of Utopia County Community College.
Specifically, this questionnaire is designed to elicit your judgments on the critical trends
and future events that could have importance to the college's future. The time horizon
is the next 10 years (i.e. 1987 to 1997). Although none of us can tell precisely the future
that will materialize over the next 10 years, each of us has
a reasonably clear idea
of a set of patterns and a small range of possible deviations which
create an image
for us of the "most likely future." It is this image of the future that typically
guides
our decisions in formulating long-term strategic plans. Please keep this image of the
"most likely future" in mind as you make your forecasts for the future in this
questionnaire. The forecasts you provide should be a reflection of your expectations,
not your preferences.
The questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first part is an evaluation of the
importance for the college's future of selected trends. The second part is an evaluation
of potential events which also may affect UCCC's future.
Move quickly through the questionnaire. Do not labor over any single answer. Your
first impression is likely to be your best.

etorgr*

PART I - EVALUATION OF KEY TRENDS

In this section of the questionnaire you are being asked to forecast the level. of selected trends and
evaluate their consequences on the college should they materialize by 1997. In forecasting the level of
the trends listed below, assume their present levels in 1986 are each 100. Then estimate their most likely
levels at two points in the future
1992 and 1997. Please note: a trend's level can increase, decrease,
or remain level as the future evolves. It is possible that a particular trend may first increase and then
decrease or vice versa over the present level. Also, the level of a trend can go to zero, but not below it.

While we tend to think of a tread as having either positive or negative consequences, it is rare for
a trend to have only positive or only negative consequences. Typically, both are present. Please estimate
both the positive and the negative consequences for Utopia County Community College of each trend on
the assumption that the forecast actually materializes by 1997. Use the scale of 0 to 10 in making your
estimates, with these basic benchmarks:
0 = No Consequences
3 = Minor Consequences
5 = Moderate Consequences
7 = Major Consequences
10 = Revolutionary Consequences

The following example illustrates a typical response. The respondent's forecast of the trend's level
will most likely increase by 25% in 1992 and 10% in 1997 over that of to lay (1986). The respondent also
estimated that the trend would have major positive consequence (7) and a minor negative consequence
(3).

EXAMPLE

LEVEL OF TREND IN ...
TREND
(Level in 1986 = 100)

The number of women entering
the supervising positions in
business.

CONSEQUENCES IF FORECAST
ACTUALLY MATERIALIZED

1992

1997

Positive

Negative

125

110

7

3

This part of the questionnaire is designed for you to spend an average of 60 seconds per trend. Once
you have completed your estimates for all trends, please proceet awl II.

Part I - Evaluation of Key Trends

LEVEL OF TREND IN ...

TREND
(Level , . 1986 = 100)

T-1.

Number of persons living in or near

urban areas of the state (Chariest°
Columbia, Greenville, etc.).
T-2.

1991
,

Number of retirees annually immigra-

ting to the state.
T-3.

The price of oil on the world market.

T-4.

Annual rate of inflation in the U.S.

--5.

Amount of dollars American business
and industry invested in high technology
research and development.

T-6.

Annual number of manufacturing jobs
moving to the developing countries
(i.e., Mexico, Korea, etc.) from the U.S.

T-7.

Number of industries annually relocating from the frostbelt to the sunbelt.

T-8.

Humber of new jobs annually created by
industrial development and expansion

in the state.
T-9.

Number of all Americans whose standard of living is below the poverty level.

T-10. Humber of persons in the state's labor
force employed in the manufacturing
sector.
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I

1997

CONSEQUENCES IF FORECAST
ACTUALLY MATERIALIZED

Positive

Negative

Part 1 - Evaluation of Key Trends

LEVEL OF TREND IN ...
TREND
(Level in 1986 = 100)
T -1 1.

1992

1997

CONSEQUENCES IF FORECAST
ACTUALLY MATERIALIZED

Positive

Number of sr all family farms in the

state.
T-12. Nunber of persons in the state's labor

force employed in the service sector.
T-13. Number of small businesses being

started annually in the state.
T-14. Amount of U.S. Gross National Product

derived from health care.
T-15. Level of unemployment in the state's

labor force.
T-16. Level of unemployment in ',he U.S. tex-

tile industry.
1-17. Number of women entering the U.S. job
market.
T-18. Number of young people 16-:t1 years old

annually entering the workforce in the

state.
1-19. Number of minority youths 16 to 21
years of age annually unemployed.
T-20. Humber of persons who take early re-

tirements prior to turning age 65.

1 C, 4

1-21. Number of all U.S. workers working a
thirty-two (32) hour week.

=-.aiam=loidiea

I

Negative

Part I - Evaluation of Key Trends

TREND
(Level in 1986 = 100)

LEVEL OF TREND IN ...
1992

1997

T-22. Number of workers in the southeastern
U.S. having flexible work schedules.

T-23. Number of industries in the southern
U.S. using robots.

T-24. Numbe" of industries in the state using
computers with optional memory and
user-friendly software.
T-25. Level of automation used in U.S. offices.
T-26. Number of jobs in U.S. business and industry requiring a basic knowledge of
the use of computers.
T-27. Number of U.S. households with a personal computer.
T-2P.. Number of homes in the collece's service
area having a personal computer.

T-29. Number of medical diagnosis done by
health technologists using computerized
processes.
T-30. Level of job skills required for entrylevel employment by U.S. businesses and
industry.

T-31. Number of new hires by U.S. business

and industry who possess general skills
and knowledge which can be used across
several jobs.

16'o

CONSEQUENCES IF FORECAST
ACTUALLY MATERIALIZED

Positive

Negative

Part I - Evaluation of Key Treuds

LEVEL OF TREND IN ...
TREND
(Level in 1986 = 100)

T-32. Level of emphasis on job speellization
within U.:;. business and industry.

T-33. Degree of specificity of the job skill
training provided by the state's technical colleges.
T-34. Level of demand for highl; specialized
technological workers in the state.
T-35. Level of demand by business and industry for electronics technicians in the

state.
T-36. The economic worth of an associate degree in the U.S. labor market.
T-37. Number of persons in the state 24 years
of age or older who seek to upgrade
their job skills by participating in adult
education.
T-38. Number of adults 24 years of age or
older in retraining programs offered
through the state's two-year technical
colleges.
T-39. Number of students enrolled in continuing education programs nffered
through the state technical education
system as full-time students.

T-40. Number ( f students in the state's techrical colleges enrolled as part-time studen

1992

1997
1

CONSEQUENCES IF FORECAST
ACTUALLY MATERIALIZED

Positive

Negative

Part I - Evaluation of Key Trends

TREND
(Level in 1986 = 100)

LEVEL OF TREND IN ...
1992

1997

CONSEQUENCES IF FORECAST 1
ACTUALLY MATERIALIZED

Positive

Negative

T-41. Number of students in the state's technical colleges enrolled as full-time
students.
T-42. Amount of money annually allocated for
employee training by U.S. car 'rations.

T-43. Amount of money spent for the training
of their employees by the state's business and industry.
T-44. Numb:.r of. industrial employees in the
U.S. being trained "on-the-job" by their
companies.

T-45. Number of businesses and industries in
the state contracting with local technical colleges to provide all training
for their employees.

T-46. N. .nber of organizations outside the
1
S. educp.tional system (i.e., corpora
ions, private job training contractors,
etc.) offering technical education accepted for college credit.

T-47. Number of four-year colleges in the
U.S. offering technical programs at the
baccalaureate level.
T-48. Competition in U.S. among two-year
colleges, four-year colleges, privatefor-profit post-secondary institutions,
and the military to recruit entrants

ri

i

rsons 17 to 21 cars of a.e.
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Part I - Evaluation of Key Trends

TREND
(Level in 1986 = 100)

LEVEL OF TREND IN ...
1992

1

CONSEQUENCES IF FORECAST
ACTUALLY MATERIALIZED

Positive

1997

T-49. Number of high school graduates in the
state who do not meet the state's standards for admission into a public fouryear colleges.

T-50. Educational level of students 17 to 21
years of age entering the state's technical colleges.
T-51. Number of minority students enrolled
in the state's technical colleges.
T-52. Number of all students enrolled in technical education programs in the state
who are enrolled in at least one develp

.

i

mental corse.

T-53. Number of students enrolled in associate
degree and certificate level business
programs offered by the state's technical colleges.
T-54. Vumber of students enrolled in associat
degree and certificate level technology
pror.rams offered by the state's technical : °lieges.
T-55. Number c I students enrolled in associate
degree and certificate level industrial
craft programs offered by the state's

techicil colleges.

i

I

1

Negative

Part I - Evaluation of Key Trends

TREND
(Level in 1986 = 100)

LEVEL OF TREND IN ...
1992

199;

CONSEQUENCES IF FORECAST
ACTUALLY MATERIALIZED

Positive

T-56. Number of persons 24 years of age or

older in the state who participate in
some form ' adult education (i.e., GED
Basic Education, Adult Literacy, etc.).

T-57. Number of all eligible students in the

state who consider higher education to
be economically too costly for them.
T-58. Number of U.S. students in institutions

of higher education receiving federal
student financial aid.
T-59. Level of use of computers in U.S. higher

education for both educational and administrative purposes.
T-60. Number of U.S. undergraduate college

students required to own personal computers for use in their college studies.

T-6I. Level of cost to state's technical colleges of upgrading instructional equipment.
T-62. Importance of "hands-on" dimension of
instructionai programs in high technology fields.
T-63. Level of pressure from federal and state

government for accountability in higher
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educat ion.

.

Negative

Part I - Evaluation of Key Trends

TREND
(Level in 1986 = 100)

T-64. Level of financial and political support

LEVEL OF TREND IN ...
1992

J

1997

CONSEQUENCES IF FORECAST
ACTUALLY MATERIALIZED
Positive
Negative
1

from state and local government for
public two-year colleges in the state.

T-65. Level of federal revenue-sharing funds

available to support state and local
government.

T-66. Amount of federal grant monies received

by two-year colleges in the U.S.
T-67. Amount of annual revenues of the state's

two-year technical colleges derived
from JTPA.
T-68. Amount of all state funds allocated to

state's technical colleges available for
new faculty positions.

T-69. Amount of all state funds allocated to

state's technical colleges available for
professional devt opment activities of
existing faculty.

T-70. Level of corporate and individual con-

tributions to institutions of higher

education across the 11.S.

..

1f4
/

.

.

,

PART H EVALUATION OF FUTURE EVENTS

The second part of the questionnaire requires you to provide two judgments about each event listed. The first judgment
concerns the probability of each event occurring during the pe-..iod of 1987 to 1997. In the coluzin labeled "PROBABILITY
etc.," write in the numerical estimate of how likely yc believe the event is to occur in this ten-year period. Use
a scale of 0 to 100, where "0" means "no likelihood of occur. ing at any point during V- next 10 ears"
and "100" means
"certain of occurring at some point in the next 10 years."
The second judgment concerns the impact of each event on Utopia County Community College should the event a ally
occur. In the column headed "IMPACT
etc.," enter the numbers that indicate your estimat3s as to both the events
positive impact and negative impact in the appropriate column. Use the scale of 0 to 10 in making your estimate with
these basic benchmarks:
0 = No Impact
3 = Minor Impact
5 = Moderate Impact
7 = Major Impact
10 = Revolutionary Impact

The following example illustrates a typical response. The respondent estimated that The event would have a low
probability of occurring (25) and a moderate positive impact (5) and a minor negative impact (3).
PROBABILITY OF
OCCURRING BETWEEN
1987 AND 1997

Federal government places restrictions on all corporate managers.

25

Move as quickly s possible from event to event. You should allow yourself about 45 seconds to provide all judgn. tents
on each event.

Part II Evaluation of Future Events

EVENT

E-1.

The federal government implements
a computerized career information data base
available to all high school and college students.

E-2.

An effective and credible counseling model for
matching a student's abilities with a
ctIrriculum's requirements is developed.

E-3.

Congress reinstates the G.I. Bill for education which includes increased
benefits am
can be used by reservists.

E-4.

All non-military government financial aid funds
are cut by 50 percent.
Large private corporations establish lucrative college
student financial a:d package
with follow-up employment.

F-5.
E-6.

A major depression occurs in the U.S. with the national
unemployment rate exceeding 15 percent for two consecutive years.

E-7.

Thirty (30) percent of the textile companies in
the southeastern U.S. have either
closed their door forever or have been bought by
other textile companies.
Seventy (70) percent of all automobiles sold :
the J.S. are made and assembled out
side of the country.

;-8.
E-9.

Congress eliminates the minimum hourly wage.

E10.

Large employers (500 employees or more)
are required to provide jobs
involuntarily unemployed in proportion to their number of employees for persons
and the number of job applicants.

PROBABILITY OF
OCCURRING BETWEEN
1987 and 1997

IMPACT IF
EVENT OCCURS

Positive Negative

MI

St

E 1 1. At least live million
Americans are engaged in information servic e work at home
using computers and

00

communicatiol: devices.

E-12. The four-day work week be omes standard
in the U.S. with the length varying from
7 to 10 hours.

11111.1L
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Part II - Evaluation of Future Events

PRuBABILITY OF
OCCURRING BETWEEN
1987 and 1997

EVENT

E-13. Microcomputers and word processors are being retailed in the U.S. which allow
system commands and inquiry to be made by voice activation.

E-14. The first completely automated manufacturing plant in
the state opers in the upper
part of S.C.
E-15. An anti-technology movement more intense than
any known to date emerges
throughout the U.S. halt further automation of work and block
certain lines of
biological research.

E-16. The first factory in space is established by the Soviet Union.
E-17. The federal government reinstates the selective service draft.
E-18. Eighty (80) percent of industrial - oduction machinery in the U.S. is operated
by
numerical and computer commands.
E -19. A composite developed from carbon-based fibers
becomes a viable raw material for
constr' :tion of airplanes and an1omobiles.

E-20. Eighty (80) percent of industrial drafting in the
U.S. is done with CAD equipment.
E-21. Telecommunications links all the state technical colleges.

E-22. A .najor regional conflict (e.g., Central America)
erupts in which U.S. troops become directly involved.
E-23. The U.S. ex eriences a dran itic flood of refugees
from Mexico, Central and South
America.
E-24. Biological technologies are developed that facilitate rapid

learning.

E-25. Credible brainwave measures of cognitive skills are developed.
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IMPACT IF
EVENT OCCURS

Positive Negative

Part II - Evaluation of Future Events

EVENT

PROBABILITY OF
IMPACT IF
OCCURRING BETWEEN EVENT OCCURS
1987 and 1997
Positive Negative

E-26. A national opinion poll reveals that over 90 percent t the public believe a general/
liberal arts education is the best preparation for entering the job market.

E-27. A Gallop poll indicates that 50 percent of the public believes that the fundamental
processes of decision-making (i.e., critical thinking, problem solving, analytical
thinking, etc.) are an important part of the skit's taught under general education.
E-28. The majority of four-year colleges and universities in the U.S. have established a
i...nimum acauemic standard that all students must attain by the end of the t.opiimore
year.
E-29. The state's Commission on Higher Education issues a decision prohibiting
unnecessary duplication of curriculum among four-year and two-year colleges.

E-30. Students in the state are guaranteed aim- ..t automatic transfer from two-year to
four-year colleges.
E-31. Two-year colleges in the state now award the Bachelor of Technology degree.
E-32. Most tecnnical education curriculums in two-year colleges are undergoing major revisions every two-years.

E-33. Public four-year colleges and universities in the state now articulate their primary
institutional mission as supporting the economic development of the state.

E-34. P?blic '. --year colleges and universities in the state tailor their curriculum to
provick. education for employment.

E-35. State business and industrial leaders call upon the two-year technical colleges to
provide more and better occupational upgrading for employees.
E-36. A major Fortune 500 company signs a contract with the state to implement
a statewide computer training program to benefit unemployed citizens.
WIWI 11100I.
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Part II - Evaluation of Future E,.ents

EVENT

E-37. The majority of industries in the U.S. have eliminated financial
incentive r 3grams
for employees to continue their education.

lippr

-mow

PROBABILITY OF
OCCURRING BETWEEN
1987 and 1997

IMPACT IF
EVENT OCCURS

Positive Negative

E-38. Forty i40) percent of all public two-year colleges offer a full
range of associate de-

gree programs via national educational computer network.

E-39. The federal government establishes
a free-access national education computer net-

work that can be used by anyone from elementary school age to persons enrolled in
graduate programs.

E.-40. Fifty (50) percent of all American
homes are equipped with interactive TV systems.

E-41. Public school teacher salaries are increased to the point where they
are within 10
percent of comparable positions in industry.
E-42. Part-time faculty members now constitute almost 70 percent of the
instructional
staff in the state's two-year colleges.

E-43. The high cost of construction and plant operations have created
a crisis for the

majority o: U.S. institutions of higher education.

E-44. U.S. ..ncorne taxes are revised to allow deductions of about $5.000
(1986 dollars) per
student per year for college tuition.
E-45. A U.S. district upheld the right of a graduate to receive punitive
damages from a

college upon proving the quality of education was inferior.

E -46.

A concept of malpractice is now applied to all professions Licluding
teaching.
E-47. Quality educational programs versus educational access is the
primary issue for
two-year colleges.
7E-48.

Hanageinent of most institutional functions and activities is centralized
level by the State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education. at the state
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Part II - Evaluation of Future Events

EVENT

E-49. The state legislature mandates the establishment
articulation policies and procedures among public schools, two-year colleges andoffour-year
colleges.
E-50. The state legislature
mandates that all area vocational centers and two-year technical colleges articulake their edcational
program.
E-51.

An amendment to the U.S. Constitution limiting grow .11 of the federal budget
to a
specific percentage of the GNP is approved.

E-52.

The federal government establishes a policy of paying
college costs (e.g., tuition,
room, board, etc.) in exchange for a federal work commitment
which can be Millie(
by military service.

PROBABILITY OF
OCCURRING BETWEEN
1987 and 1997

IMPACT IF
EVENT OCCURS

Positive Negative

E-53. Congress establishes a policy of pro-rating federal higher
education aid to states
based upon student improvement demonstrated
on
national
college admissions exam
(i.e., SAT, ACT, etc.).
E-54.

Congress mandates at least two years of national service
(either civilian or military)
for all 18 year olds.

E-55.

The federal government mit:ices that an 800 SAT
sons to be eligible to receive federal student aid. or comparable ACT score for per-

E-56.

Comprehensive federal legislation designed to reind.:strialize
nation, and which
includes support for technical education programs, is passed bythe
Congress.

E-57. Congress establishes a system, pztterned after that
for IRA's, that allows any worher to make tax deductible contributions to an "individual
Training Account" which
the worker can dr ,w on for tuition if laid off and in need of
retraining.
E-58. The federal government now requires that all
federal grant funds awarded to institutions of post -secondary education be matched
dollar for dollar.

187

Part II - Evaluation of Future Events

EVENT

PROBABILITY OF
IMPACT IF
OCCURRING BETWEEN EVENT OCCURS
1987 and 1997
Positive Negative

E-59. Communications satellites are used as an alternative form of
educational delivery

system.

E-60. Complete artificial intelligence units capable of speaking
several languages and

responding to oral questions in a wide variety of subject areas
are developed.

188
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Appendix C: Scenarios of the Future of
Utopia County Community College
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The Official Future
The period of 1985 to 1390 can be characterized as a "boom time" for Utopia County
Community College. As the job market expanded vigorously for persons with computer skills
and for those prepared for work in automated plants and offices, the long-standing emphasis by
the college upon high-technology training has paid big dividends. The use of computers in
business and education grew by 30%, and at least 7 out of every 10 homes in America were
equipped with appliances and other equipment that in some way utilized a computer. The need
for technicians to service this equipment grew at a steady pace. Expansion also occurred in the
health care programs es area hospitals increasingly relied upon UCCC to provide them with
technologists able to operate the sophisticated diagnostic equipment that was developed in
the late 80s. In addition, entrepreneurial training offered by the college continued to find wide
acceptance.
Enrollment at UCCC grew markedly as a result of the relevance of its programs and its success

in job placement. Despite the reluctance of some legislators to enthusiastically support the
college, UCCC met all tests of accountability and qualified for substantial funding under the
state formula. Even a federal reduction in student financial aid worked to the college's
advantage. Students who, with full financial aid support, might have gone to a four-year college
or university now enrolled at UCCC. The result was not only a gain in enrollment but an
increase in the academic level of the student body. Because of increases in state funding and
student tuition revenues, the cr:"ege was largely able to offset many of the declines in grant
programs at the federal level. Likewise, more full-time faculty members were employed, thereby
reversing an historic dependency upon a disproportionate number of adjunct faculty.

Another factor which favorably impacted UCCC was the considerable number of high school
graduates who did not qualify for admission to a four-year college under the terms of the
Educational Improvement Act of 1983. Many of those students attended UCCC, boosting
enrollment. Of greater importance, however, was the fact that this situation afforded leverage
for UCCC to request authorization to offer AA. and A.S. programs. Approval of these programs
was granted and the initial classes were accepted for the fall of 1988.
In the meantime, an external condition which has plagued the community for some time tended
to stabilize during the late 1980s and continued past 1990. The textile industry, which suffered
greatly from a high volume or foreign imports, benefited from trade restrictions imposed in 1986
and appeared to hold its own through the latter portion of the decade. This reversal had similar

positive effects upon other industry in the area, thus creating an environment favorable to
training and employment.
In short, the college flourished during the late 1980s and early 1990s.

The Surprise-Free Future
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, Utopia County Community College maintained a position, in
terms of credibility and effectiveness, similar to that which characterized it at the beginning of
the 80s.
While job demands for highly specialized technological workers burgeoned around much of the
country, the same trend was substantially offset in the UCCC service area by a major reduction
in industrial investment. The entire state, in fact, experienced an inability to attract new industry.
At the same time, the service economy did not fully materialize in the region, at least not in terms
of providing an abundance of high-tech job opportunities. The decline of the teMile industry,

which led to a 10% reduction in its work forces, did produce a number of adults seeking retraining. Because many of these displaced workers were not well prepared academically, they
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did not translate into significant enrollment gains and, of those who did enroll, few graduated
although there were some notable success stories.
Beginning in the latter part of 1988, the textile industry began to experience some stability as a
result of: (1) modernization of manufacturing processes; (2) some diversification in product

lines; and (3) limited trade restrictions imposed by the federal government. With this
improvement in textiles, other industries in the area rebounded as well. Still, there was no
general return to a "golden age" for manufacturing industries like textiles.

The fiscal environment in which UCCC operated was one of on-going strain. Costs of
construction, plant operations, and educational support services continued to escalate rapidly.
Funding from all levels of government became increasingly difficult to secure. County and state
support monies, typically in short supply, were even less plentiful as a result of the industrial
downturn and more agency competition for available dollars. A conservative fiscal mood still
dominated much thinking at the federal level and, as a consequence, there was a significant

reduction in grants to support special projects.

Student financial aid programs, were

substantially cut, severely reducing enrollments in high tuition institutions, while increasing
enrollments in low tuition schools (UCCC and others).
There were a number of important "bright spots" for UCCC during this period. The college's
commitment to high-technology training filled a need in industries Introducing automated
manufacturing processes.

Use of computers in business and education grew markedly, while

computer-assisted devices were found in a majority of homes. The need for technicians to
operate and to service such equipment expanded steadily, and UCCC provided graduates to
meet this demand. Enrollment of students in high-tech degree programs increased sharply and
the Continuing Education Division made major contributions providing necessary short-term
training (and re-training) for industrial workers. Adults enrolling in such programs represented a
growing segment of the college's student community, more than off-setting the declining pool

of high school graduates. As the operation of small businekles grew through the area,
entrepreneurial training also remained an important strength of the college.

Because of these successes, UCCC was able to meet all tests of accountability, qualify for its
share of available funds, and maintain its reputation for educational excellence.

The Technological Imperative Future
The continued spread of high technology throughout America's economy has contributed to
the attention on technological education among the American people and policy-makers.
Fueled by research advances, American technology is in the position of world dominance once
again.

This technological comeback can be traced to the breakthroughs made in computer technology
and artificial intelligence research during the late 1980s. Computer companies such as IBM,
Apple, AT&T, and DEC survived the market "shakeout" of the mid 1980s, and moved quickly to
introduce major technological advances in optical memory and voice input devices, microchip

design, and component minia.urization.

Of greater significance, strides were made in

programming techniques and languages, creating a boom in the development and marketing of
extremely user-friendly software.
As a result of these strides in computer technology, the computerization of American business,
industry and human services continued to grow beyond its 1980 level, an increase of almost
30% during this period. Industrial automation has expanded annually at a rate of 5% . Almost all
industrial drafting is now done with some form of CAD system and more of the manufacturing
machinery is computer control led. The automation of offices has also continued at the same

steady rate as In the early 1980s. Electric typewriters have been completely replaced by
electronic typewriters and word processors.

-
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Human services has also been impacted by the spread of automation and computerization.
Technologists, using computerized processes, are playing an increasingly central role in the
medical analysis and diagnosis of patients. Of all the human services, education has been the
one that has seen the most dramatic changes resulting from the use of computers. Computers,
using new forms of software developed by cognitive scientists, may truly Ilecome teacher
surrogates. Teaching machines that can respond to both a student's answer and physiologic
response are now being used in schools and colleges.
The pervasiveness of the new technology within American society can also be seen outside the

classroom, office and factory. Data Resources, a market analysis firm specializing in the
computer industry, estimates that over 50% of all United States households now have some
form of computers. As the use of computers in homes, businesses and other areas of American
life has continued to grow, the need for computer literacy has intensified. The curriculum of
most high schools, two-year and four-year colleges reflect programs and courses designed to
address this need.
The growing dependence of Americans on computers has had a major impact on technical
education in two-year colleges across the country. Industry and business in the state have kept
pace with other areas of the country in adopting the new technology. The number of industries
using robots and other automated systems has increased by 5% annually. Most entry-level jobs
have required increasingly higher levels of computer literacy. The need within the state for
electronic technicians to maintain high-tech equipment has grown at an annual pace of 3%.

These technological changes are requiring many of the state's technical colleges to continually
update much of their technical education curricula. The state's industry increasingly has called
upon the technical colleges to provide more and better occupational upgrading for employees
and persons entering the labor force.

The heightened interest in technical education has been a mixed blessing for two-year
colleges. Rather than declining as predicted, program enrollments have stabilized because of
the increased number of adults interested in "retooling" their occupational skills. Among recent

high school graduates the interest in the technical education services offered by UCCC,
continued to remain high, due to recent reductions in the number of vocational/occupational
programs offered in the state's public secondary schools. The need to keep UCCC's staff
abreast of the changes in the technology has prompted state policy-makers to provide
increased state funds for professional development of existing faculty. In addition, after a "no
hiring" period, limited funds are now available to staff new faculty positions.

HoweVer, the necessity of constant curriculum changes have placed a severe limitation on
these efforts. The "hands-on" dimension of instructional programs in high tech fields assumes
even greater importance than in the early 1980s. Moreover, the costs of upgrading instructional
equipment have increased significantly over the levels of 1980. College administrators
recognize the difficulty of securing adequate monies to purchase state-of-the-art laboratory
equipment.
All in all, however, the period sire 1985 has been one of growth in the state's two-year college
system. It has been one in which the public and the leaders of the state's economic
development effort have looked to institutions like UCCC for leadership in maintaining the pace
of business and industry in adapting to the ever changing imperatives of the new technology.
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I
The Neoclassic Futwe
A number of crippling blows struck Utopia County Community College between 198E nd
1990. The ultimate effect was a complete change in the college's basic mission, with resu. It
accelerated decline in political support and diminished status in the community.

1

During 1985, a panel informally tagged the "King Committee", appointed and strongly
supported by the Governor, recommended that the state's two-year college system shift from a
two-year post secondary/collegiate to a short-term job skills training emphasis. The committee's
proposal found a variety of supporters, many with powerful self-interest motives, such as
leaders in four-year colleg's and politicians and new media personnel who had never accepted
the state's two-year institutions as "colleges" in The first place. After a bitter fight, the State
Legislature enacted, in May of 1986, a bill to implement that change.
Reduced, in effect, to a "trade school," UCCC officials attempted to make the most of their new
circumstances. The economic environment in which the college operated, however, remained
in the same downward spiral that had begun in the early 1980$. Industrial activity was in a state

of decline, with increasing worker lay-offs and outright closings in a number of existing
operations. Unemployment in the textile industry alone hit 20%. There was little expansion of
existing plants and almost no new openings in the county. While UCCC was challenged to
provide skills training to the increasingly large number of workers without jobs, there was
virtually no opportunity for job placement . The much-heralded service economy had, at the
same time, failed to produce the larger number of jobs that forecasters had predicted earlier.
Because much of the responsibility for high-technology training had been transferred from the
two-year colleges to other institutions, opportunities to educate individuals for some of the
emerging jobs were lost. This shift in responsibility occurred after UCCC had invested heavily
in high-technology training programs. Enrollment at the college entered a period of sharp
decline in the fall of 1987 and has continued to decline since that time.

Funding for UCCC reached a crisis in 1988. Difficulties in securing adequate fiscal support from
all levels of government (local, state and federal) intensified. Suffering from a deteriorating
image and unable, because of the severe industrial/economic crisis in its area, to meet the
prescribed accountability tests, the college adopted a posture of deep retrenchment.

The Economic Malaise Future
America's last ten years can best be characterized as a period of economic malaise. Many of the
present difficulties can be traced back to the economic problems that emerged during the late
1970s. Although America appeared to be well on her way to solving these problems during the
first half of the 1980s, all the economic indicators parallel those of 1982.

As with most economic problems, the causes of the present situation are complex and varied.
However, there is general consensus among most people that America's inability to solve the
problem of a growing national debt Is one of several major contributing factors. Another factor
frequently cited by both the person in the street and the knowledgeable observer is the inability
of America's industry to compete with that of foreign countries. The heightened manufacturing
capability of foreign countries in such basic industries as textiles, steel and auto manufacturing
presents every-increasing competition to a variety of American industries. Although Congress

has periodically revised the United States trade policy, the federal government never
successfully restricted foreign imports to the level of the early 1970s.
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The textiles industry has been particularly hard hit. The number of plant closings and employee
lay-offs is testimony to the continued difficulty that American textile manufacturers are having

with foreign textile imports. Unemployment in the textile industry has reached almost 20%.
Also, cheap foreign labor has caused more and more labor-intensive industries from America's

frcstbelt to relocate their plants in foreign countries, rather than in sunbelt states.
Consequently, the economic development activities in southern states have not been
successful in expanding the state's industrial base to offset any contractions in its job market.
Many southern states find themselves with large numbers of unemployed adults who are not
able to find new jobs in a static economy. Equally significant, many of these individuals are not
trained to adequately function in the present economy.

Since the mid 1980s, state policy has encouraged these dislocated workers to retrain
themselves. The state's system of two-year colleges has been a major vehicle for such
retraining. The enrollment of adults in retraining programs has been and continues to be an
expanding segment of the continuing education market of these colleges. More than 60% of
the evening students enrolled in two-year colleges are enrolled on a part-time basis. Significant
numbers of those who are unemoloyed adult students enter the college for retraining with poor
learning, reasoning, and comm. 'ication skills. The needs of these students, along with those
of the students who traditionally have enrolled in UCCC's programs, have placed severe strain
on such support services as counseling and developmental education.
recent survey of the

state's two-year col;eges reveal that 3 cut of every 4 students are taking at least one
developmental course.

The new economic realities have also affected UCCC in a number of other ways. State
revenues have been reduced due to the decline in the state's textile industry and its inability to

attract new industry. Consequently, the two-year colleges of the state have continued to

experience difficulty in securing adequate financial support from state and county
governments. The financial difficulty even more acutely now that the colleges are face ing the
task of retraining significant numbers of the unemployed. A:though Job Training Partnership
Act funds are available to support programs for this group of students, many colleges find
themselves in a position of fiscal dependency on these fur as. Funds from JTPA now account
for from 33% to over 40% of the annual revenue in the state's two-year colleges.
The continued economic problems of the state, both in terms of the need for massive retraining
and the decline in state revenues, has resulted in an increased centralization of control over
technical educatior at the state level. Area vocational centers, two-year colleges and four-year
colleges find themselves forced to articulate more effectively. The management autonomy and

flexibility once enjoyed !ry individual colleges has been greatly reduced by state governing
boards. The state's Commission of Higher Education has issued a policy prohibiting ". . . the
unnecessary duplication of programs.°
Overall, the period from 1985 to 1995 has been one that is not remembered by the staff of twoyear colleges with fondness. A UCCC staff member described it best as a time when ". . . they
wanted us to keep the ocean out, but the state could only afford to give us a teacup and r ,Joon
to bail with."
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James L. Morrison, Professor of Education, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
received his Ph.D. at the Florida State University in 1969. He was lecturer in sociology at the
University of Maryland, European Division (1964-65), instructor in sociology at the Florida State
University (1968-69), and assistant professor of education and sociology at the Pennsylvania
State University (1969-73). He served two terms as a member of the Board of Directors,
Association for the Study of Higher Education, chaired the special interest group on futures
research, the American Educational Research Association, chaired the editorial board, The
Review of Higher Education, and served as consulting editor of The Review of Educational

Research and The American Educational Research Journal. He currently sc.,ives as immediate
past vice president (Division J--Postsecondary Education), the American Educational Research

Association, and as convener of the Forum on Environmental Scanning, The American
Association for Higher Education. Co-editor of Applying Methods and Techniques of Futures
Research (Jossey-Bass, 1983) and coauthor of Futures Research and the Strategic Planning
Process (Association for the Study of Higher Education, 1984), his research and writing
activities focus on using futures research methods in educational planning and policy analysis.

His consulting activities focus on assisting colleges and universities in developing
environmental scanning systems to augment their long-range planning processes.

Thomas V. Mecca is Vice-President for Planning and Development at Piedmont Technical
College in Greenwood, South Carolina. He completed his undergraduate and graduate studies
in education and social science at the State University of New York and is currently a candidate
for the Ed.D. in higher education administration at the University of South Carolina. He was
Coordinator of Foreign Student Advisement at Sullivan County Community College (1967-68),

a member of the administrative staff of Tompkins-CortlanJ Community College, where he
served as Director of Executive Management Services (1968-81). He is President of the
Institute for Future Systems Research, Inc., and an Adjunct Professor at the Graduate School of

Management, Lesley College, where he teaches a course in forecasting emerging sociopolitical issues. He has co-authored articles on the future of occupational education and the
use of environmental scanning in the field of education for the World Future Society. Co-editor
of Trend Digest, his professional interests focus on the use of such future research techniques
as socio-political forecasting and interactive computer simulation in strategic policy analysis. His
consulting activities focus on assisting educational and other public service agencies in using
future research techniques in institutional decision-making and long-range planning and in
deveio;:ing alternative sources of institutional funding.
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